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Regulating Competition in 
Wholesale Electricity Supply

Frank A. Wolak

4.1 Introduction

The technology of electricity production, transmission, distribution, and 
retailing together with the history of pricing to fi nal consumers make design-
ing a competitive wholesale electricity market extremely challenging. There 
have been a number of highly visible wholesale market meltdowns, most 
notably the California electricity crisis during the period June 2000 to June 
2001, and the sustained period of exceptionally high wholesale prices in New 
Zealand during June to September of both 2001 and 2003. Even wholesale 
markets generally acknowledged to have ultimately benefi tted consumers 
relative to the former vertically integrated monopoly regime in the United 
Kingdom and Australia have experienced substantial problems with the 
exercise of unilateral market power by large suppliers.

The experience of the past twenty years suggests that, although there are 
opportunities for consumers to benefi t from electricity industry restructur-
ing, realizing these benefi ts has proven far more challenging than realizing 
those from introducing competition into other network industries such as 
telecommunications and airlines. In addition, the probability of  a costly 
market failure in the electricity supply industry, often due to the exercise 
of unilateral market power, appears to be signifi cantly higher than in other 
formerly regulated industries. These facts motivate the three major ques-
tions addressed in this chapter. First, why has the experience with electric-
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ity restructuring been so disappointing, particularly in the United States? 
Second, what factors have led to success and limited the probability of costly 
market failures in other parts of the world? Third, how can these lessons be 
applied to improve wholesale market performance in the United States and 
other industrialized countries?

An important theme of this chapter is that electricity industry restruc-
turing is an evolving process that requires market designers to choose con-
tinuously between an imperfectly competitive market and an imperfect 
regulatory process to provide incentives for least- cost supply at all stages of 
the production process. As a consequence, certain industry segments rely 
on market mechanisms to set prices and others rely on explicit regulatory 
price- setting processes. This choice depends on the technology available to 
produce the good or service and the legal and economic constraints facing 
the industry. Therefore, different segments of the industry can be subject 
to market mechanisms or explicit price regulation as these factors change.

Because the current technology for electricity transmission and local dis-
tribution overwhelmingly favors a single network for a given geographic 
area, a regulatory process is necessary to set the prices, or more generally, 
the revenues that transmission and distribution network owners receive for 
providing these services. Paul Joskow’s chapter in this volume fi rst presents 
the economic theory of incentive regulation—pricing mechanisms that pro-
vide strong incentives for transmission and distribution network owners to 
reduce costs and improve service quality and introduce new products and 
services in a cost- effective manner. He then provides a critical assessment 
of the available evidence on the performance of incentive regulation mecha-
nisms for transmission and distribution networks.

The wholesale electricity segment of restructured electricity supply indus-
tries primarily relies on market mechanisms to set prices, although the con-
fi guration of the transmission network and regulatory rules governing its use 
can exert a dramatic impact on the prices electricity suppliers are paid. In 
addition, the planning process used to determine the location and magnitude 
of expansions to the transmission network has an enormous impact on the 
scale and location of new generation investments. Because a restructured 
electricity supply industry requires explicit regulation of certain segments 
and the regulatory mechanisms implemented signifi cantly impact market 
outcomes, the entity managing the restructuring process must continually 
balance the need to foster vigorous competition in those segments of the 
industry where market mechanisms are used to set prices against the need to 
intervene to set prices and control fi rm behavior in the monopoly segments 
of  the industry. Maintaining this delicate balance requires a much more 
sophisticated regulatory process relative to the one that existed under the 
former vertically integrated monopoly regime.

This chapter fi rst describes the history of the electricity supply industry in 
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the United States and the motivation for the vertically integrated monopoly 
industry structure and regulatory process that existed until wholesale mar-
kets were introduced in the late 1990s. This is followed by a description of 
the important features of the technology of supplying electricity to fi nal 
consumers that any wholesale market design must take into account. These 
technological aspects of electricity production and delivery and the political 
constraints on how the industry operates make wholesale electricity markets 
extremely susceptible to the exercise of unilateral market power. This is the 
primary reason why continued regulatory oversight of the electricity supply 
industry is necessary and is a major motivation for the historic vertically 
integrated industry structure.

To provide historical context for the electricity industry restructuring 
process in the United States, I describe the perceived regulatory failures that 
led to electricity industry restructuring and outline the legal and regulatory 
structure currently governing the wholesale market regime in the United 
States. In the vertically integrated monopoly regime, the major regulatory 
challenge is providing incentives for the fi rms to produce in a least- cost 
 manner and set prices that only recover incurred production costs. Infor-
mational asymmetries about the production process or structure of demand 
between the vertically integrated monopoly and the regulator make it im-
possible for the regulator to determine the least- cost mode of supplying 
retail customers.

In the wholesale market regime, the major regulatory challenge is design-
ing market rules that provide strong incentives for least- cost production and 
limit the ability of fi rms to impact market prices through their unilateral 
actions. Different from the vertically integrated monopoly regime, suppliers 
set market prices through their own unilateral actions, which can deviate 
substantially from those necessary to recover production costs. To better 
understand this regulatory challenge, I introduce the generic wholesale 
market design problem as a generalization of a multilevel principal- agent 
problem. There are two major dimensions to the market design problem: 
(1) public versus private ownership, and (2) market mechanisms versus 
explicit regulation to set output prices. The impact of these choices on the 
principal- agent relationships between the fi rm and its owners and the fi rm 
and the regulatory body are discussed.

I then turn to the market design challenge in the wholesale market regime 
with privately owned fi rms—limiting the ability and incentive of suppliers to 
exercise unilateral market power in the short- term wholesale market. To or-
ganize this discussion, I introduce the concept of a residual demand curve—
the demand curve an individual supplier faces after the offers to supply 
energy of its competitors have been taken into account. I demonstrate that 
limiting the ability and incentive of suppliers to exercise a unilateral market 
is equivalent to making the residual demand curve a supplier faces as price 
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elastic as possible. I describe four actions by the market designer that can 
increase the elasticity of the residual demand curve a supplier faces. Virtu-
ally all wholesale market meltdowns and shortcomings of existing market 
designs can be traced to a failure to address adequately of one these dimen-
sions of the market design process.

The fi nal aspect of  the market design process is effective and credible 
regulatory oversight of the industry. The regulator must engage in a process 
of continuous feedback and improvement in the market rules, which implies 
access to information and sophisticated use of the information provided. 
Rather than set output prices that protect consumers from the exercise of 
market power by the vertically integrated monopoly, the regulator must now 
design market rules that protect consumers from the exercise of unilateral 
market power by all fi rms in the industry, a signifi cantly more difficult task.

The next section provides examples of common market design fl aws from 
wholesale markets in industrialized and developing countries. These include 
excessive focus by the regulatory process on spot market design, inadequate 
divestiture of generation capacity by the incumbent fi rms, lack of an effec-
tive local market power mitigation mechanism, price caps and bid caps on 
short- term markets, and an inadequate retail market infrastructure.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of the causes of the experience 
with wholesale electricity markets in the United States. There are number of 
economic and political constraints on the electricity supply industry in the 
United States that have hindered the development of wholesale electricity 
markets that benefi t consumers relative to the former vertically integrated 
regime. I fi rst describe some recent developments in electricity markets in 
the United States that are cause for optimism about consumers realizing 
benefi ts. I then point out a number of ways to increase the likelihood that 
electricity industry restructuring in the United States will ultimately benefi t 
consumers.

4.2  History of the Electricity Supply Industry 
and the Path to Restructuring

This section reviews the history of the electricity supply industry in the 
United States. I fi rst review the origins of the vertically integrated, regulated- 
monopoly industry structure that existed throughout the United States until 
very recently. I then turn to a description of the factors that led to the recent 
restructuring of the electricity supply industries in many parts of the United 
States. In order to provide the necessary technical background to understand 
my analysis of  the challenges facing wholesale market regime, I describe 
important features of the technology of electricity production and deliv-
ery. I then discuss the regulatory structure governing the electricity supply 
industry in the United States—how it has and has not yet evolved to deal 
with the wholesale market regime.
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4.2.1 A Brief  Industry History to the Present

The electricity supply industry is divided into four stages: (1) generation, 
(2) transmission, (3) distribution, and (4) retailing. Generation is the process 
of converting raw energy from oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear power, hydro 
power, and renewable sources into electrical energy. Transmission is the bulk 
transportation of electricity at high voltages to limit the losses between the 
point at which the energy is injected into the transmission network and the 
point it is withdrawn from the network. In general, higher transmission volt-
ages imply less energy losses over the same distance. Distribution is the pro-
cess of delivering electricity at low voltage from the transmission network 
to fi nal consumers. Retailing is the act of purchasing wholesale electricity 
and selling it to fi nal consumers.

Historically, electricity supply for a given geographic area was provided 
by the single vertically integrated monopoly that produced virtually all of 
the electricity it ultimately delivered to consumers. This fi rm owned and 
operated the generation assets, the transmission network, and local distribu-
tion network required to deliver electricity throughout its geographic service 
area. There is some debate surrounding the rationale underlying the origins 
of this industry structure.

The conventional view is there are economies to scale in the generation 
and transmission of electricity and signifi cant economies to scope between 
transmission and distribution and generation at the level of demand and size 
of the geographic region served by most vertically integrated utilities. These 
economies to scale and scope create a natural monopoly, where the mini-
mum cost industry structure to serve all consumers in a given geographic 
area is a vertically integrated monopoly. However, without regulatory over-
sight, a large vertically integrated fi rm could set prices substantially in excess 
of the average cost of production.

The prospect of a large vertically integrated fi rm using these economies 
to scale in transmission and generation and economies to scope to exercise 
signifi cant unilateral market power justifi es regulatory oversight to protect 
the public interest, set output prices, and determine the terms and conditions 
under which the monopoly can charge these prices. What is often called the 
“public interest rationale” for the vertically integrated, regulated- monopoly 
industry structure states that explicit output price regulation is necessary to 
protect consumers from the unilateral market power that could be exercised 
by the dominant fi rm in a given geographic area. Viscusi, Vernon, and Har-
rington (2005, chapter 11) provides an accessible discussion of this perspec-
tive on the vertically integrated, regulated- monopoly industry structure.

Jarrell (1978) proposes an alternative rationale for an industry composed 
of privately owned, vertically integrated monopolies subject to state- level 
regulation using the positive theory of regulation developed by Stigler (1971) 
and Peltzman (1976). He argues that this market structure arose from the 
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early years of the industry when utilities were regulated by municipal gov-
ernments through franchise agreements. A number of large municipalities 
issued duplicate franchise agreements and allowed fi rms to compete for cus-
tomers. Jarrell argues that state- level regulation arose because these fi rms 
found it too difficult to maintain their monopoly status by their own actions, 
and instead decided to subject themselves to state- level regulatory over-
sight in exchange for a government- sanctioned geographic monopoly status. 
Jarrell demonstrates that the predictions of the traditional public interest 
rationale for state regulation—prices and profi ts should decrease and out-
put should increase in response to state- level regulation—are contradicted 
by his empirical work. He fi nds higher output prices and profi t levels and 
lower output levels for utilities in states that adopted state- level regulation 
early relative to utilities in states that adopted state- level regulation later. 
At a minimum, Jarrell’s work suggests that the logic underlying state- level 
regulation of  vertically integrated monopolies is more complex than the 
standard public interest rationale described earlier.

Until industry restructuring began in the late 1990s, the vast majority 
of  US consumers were served by privately owned vertically integrated 
monopolies, although there were a number of municipally owned, vertically 
integrated utilities and an even larger number of customer- owned electric-
ity cooperatives serving rural areas. As noted in Joskow (1974), customers 
served by privately owned, vertically integrated regulated utilities experi-
enced continuously declining real retail electricity prices from the start of 
the industry until the mid- 1970s. Not until the second half  of the 1970s, 
when real electricity prices began to increase, did this structure begin to 
show signs of stress.

Joskow (1989) provides a perspicacious discussion of the history of the 
US electricity supply industry and events leading up to the perceived fail-
ure of this regulatory paradigm and the initial responses to it. He argues 
that particularly in regions of the countries with rapidly growing electricity 
demand during the late 1970s and early 1980s, new capacity investment 
decisions made by the vertically integrated utilities ultimately turned out to 
be extremely costly to consumers. This led to a general dissatisfaction with 
the vertically integrated regulated- monopoly paradigm.

Around this same time technical change allowed generation units to real-
ize all available economies to scale at signifi cantly lower levels of capacity. 
For example, Joskow (1987) presents empirical evidence that scale econo-
mies in electricity production at the generation unit level are exhausted at 
a unit size of about 500 megawatts (MW)1. More recent econometric work 
fi nds that the null hypothesis of constant returns to scale in the supply of 
electricity (the combination of generation, transmission, and distribution) 

1. Typically there are multiple generation units at a single plant location. For example, a 
1,600 MW coal- fi red plant may be composed of four 400 MW generation units at that site.
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by US investor- owned utilities cannot be rejected (Lee 1995), which implies 
that economies to scope between transmission and generation are exhausted 
for the geographic areas served by most vertically integrated monopolies in 
the United States.

During this time period a number of countries around the world were 
beginning the process of  privatization and restructuring of  their state- 
owned, vertically integrated electricity supply industry. In the late 1980s, 
England and Wales initiated this process in Europe, with Norway, Swe-
den, Spain, Australia, and New Zealand quickly following their lead. These 
international reforms demonstrated the feasibility of wholesale electricity 
competition and provided models for the restructuring process in the United 
States.

All of these factors combined to provide signifi cant inertia in favor of 
the formation of formal wholesale electricity markets in the United States. 
Joskow and Schmalensee (1983) provide a detailed analysis of the viability 
of wholesale competition in electricity as of the beginning of the 1980s.

4.2.2  Key Features of Technology of Electricity 
Production and Delivery

This section describes the basic features of electricity production, deliv-
ery, and demand. First I summarize the cost structure of electricity genera-
tion units. I then discuss how the form of a generation unit’s cost function 
determines when it should operate in order to meet the pattern of hourly 
system demand throughout the year at least cost. The validity of this logic is 
demonstrated with examples of the actual average daily pattern of output of 
specifi c generation units. I then explain the basic physics governing fl ows in 
electricity transmission networks, which considerably complicates the pro-
cess of fi nding output rates for generation units to meet electricity demand 
at all locations in the transmission network.

Electricity production typically involves a signifi cant up- front investment 
to construct a generation unit and a variable cost of producing electricity 
once the unit is constructed. Fossil fuel generation units using the same 
input fuel can be differentiated by their heat rate, the rate at which they 
convert heat energy into electrical energy. In the United States, heat rates are 
expressed in terms of British thermal units (BTUs) of heat energy necessary 
to produce one kilowatt hour (KWh) of electricity. For example, a natural 
gas- fi red steam turbine unit might have a heat rate of 9,000 BTU/ KWh, 
whereas a natural gas- fi red combustion turbine generation unit might have 
a heat rate of 14,000 BTU/ KWh. Lower heat rate technologies are typically 
associated with higher up- front fi xed costs. Higher heat rate units are also 
usually less expensive to turn on and off. To convert a heat rate into the 
variable fuel costs of  producing electricity, multiply the heat rate by the 
$/ BTU price of the input fuel. For example, if  the price of natural gas is 
$7 per million BTU, this implies a variable fuel cost of $63/ MWh for the 
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unit with a 9,000 BTU/ KWh heat rate and a variable fuel cost of $98/ MWh 
for the unit with 14,000 BTU/ KWh heat rate. Other variable cost factors 
are added to the variable fuel cost to arrive at the unit’s variable cost of 
production.

This relationship between the fi xed and variable costs of producing elec-
tricity implies a total cost function for producing electricity at the generation 
unit level of the form Ci(q) = Fi + ciq, where Fi is the up- front fi xed cost and 
ci is the variable cost of production for unit i. In general, the total variable 
cost of producing electricity is nonlinear in the level of output.2 Simplify-
ing the general nonlinear variable cost function vci(q) to the linear form ciq 
makes it more straightforward to understand when during the day and year 
a generation unit will operate.

Suppose there are two generation units, with F1 > F2 and c1 < c2, consis-
tent with the abovementioned logic that a lower variable cost of production 
is associated with a higher fi xed cost of production. For the total costs of 
operating unit 1 during the year to be less than the total cost of operating 
unit 2 during the year, unit 1 must produce more than q*, where q* solves 
the following equation in q:

  
F1 + c1q = F2 + c2q, which implies q* =

F1 − F2

c2 − c1

.

At levels of annual output higher than q*, total annual production costs 
for unit 1 are less than those for unit 2. Conversely, for annual output levels 
below q*, total annual production costs are lower for unit 2. These facts are 
useful to understand the least cost mix of  production from the available 
generation unit technologies needed to meet the annual distribution of half- 
hourly or hourly electricity demands.

The annual pattern of half- hourly or hourly electricity demands is usually 
represented as a load duration curve. Figure 4.1 plots the half- hourly load 
duration curve for the state of Victoria in Australia for three years: 2000, 
2001, and 2002. The Victoria market operates on a half- hourly basis, so 
each point on an annual load duration curve gives the number of half  hours 
during the year on the horizontal axis that demand is greater than or equal 
to value on the vertical axis. For example, for 8,000 half  hours of the year in 
2000, system demand is greater than or equal to 5,500 MW. For both 2001 
and 2002, for 8,000 half  hours of the year demand is greater than or equal 
to 6,000 MW.

 The load duration curve can be used to determine how the mix of avail-
able generation units should be used to meet this distribution of half- hourly 
demands at least cost. Generation units with the lowest variable costs will 

2. Wolak (2007) estimates generation unit- level daily variable cost functions implied by 
expected profi t- maximizing offer behavior for units participating in the Australian wholesale 
electricity market, and fi nds strong evidence of economically signifi cant nonlinearities both 
within and across periods of the day in the variable cost of producing electricity.
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operate during all half  hours of the year. This is represented on the load 
duration curve by a rectangle with height equal to the average half- hourly 
output of the unit and length equal to the number of half  hours in the year. 
Rectangles of this form are added on top of one another from the lowest to 
the highest annual average cost of production until the rectangular portion 
of the load duration curve is fi lled. Additional rectangles of increasingly 
smaller lengths of operation are stacked up from the lowest to highest annual 
average cost of providing the desired amount of annual energy until the load 
duration curve is covered by these rectangles. This process of fi lling the load 
duration curve implies that higher variable cost units should be called upon 
less frequently than lower variable cost units.

This logic has implications for how the daily pattern of  half- hourly 
demands are met. Figure 4.2 plots the annual average daily pattern of 
demand for Victoria for the same three years as fi gure 4.1. A point on the 
curve for each year gives the annual average demand for electricity in MW 
for the half- hour period during the day given on the horizontal axis. For 
example, during the half- hour period 20 of the year 2000, the annual average 
half- hourly load is 5,500 MW. This half- hourly pattern of load within the 
day and the process used to fi ll the load- duration curve just described imply 
different patterns of half- hourly output within the day for specifi c genera-
tion units depending on their cost structure. Figure 4.3 plots the average 
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daily pattern of output from the Yallourn plant in Victoria for 2000, 2001, 
and 2002. This plant is composed of four brown coal units that produce 
output at a variable cost of approximately 5 Australian dollars ($AU) per 
MWh. As discussed in Wolak (2007), these units have the lowest variable cost 
in Australia, and by the above logic of fi lling the load duration curve, they 
should operate at the same level during all hours of the day. As predicted by 
this logic, fi gure 4.3 shows that for each of the three years, there is little dif-
ference in the average half- hourly output level across half  hours of the day.

 Figure 4.4 plots the average daily pattern of output from the Valley Power 
plant for 2002. This plant came on line in November 2001 and is composed 
of six generation units totaling 300 MW. Each of these units has one of the 
highest variable costs in Victoria, which implies that they should operate 
only in the highest demand periods of the day. Figure 4.2 shows that average 
half- hourly demand in Victoria is highest around period 30. The average 
half- hourly output of the Valley Power plant is highest in period 30 and 
slightly lower in the surrounding half  hours and declines to close to zero in 
the remaining half  hours of the day, which is consistent with the logic of 
fi lling the load duration curve.

 A fi nal aspect of the load duration curve has implications for the cost 
effectiveness of active demand- side participation in the wholesale market. 
Figure 4.5 plots the load duration curve for highest 500 half- hour periods for 
the same three years as fi gure 4.1. This fi gure shows that the load duration 
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curve for 2002 intersects the vertical axis at approximately 7,600 MW. At 
a value on the horizontal axis of 10 half  hours, the value of the curve falls 
to approximately 7,400 MW, which implies that at least 200 MW of genera-
tion capacity is required to operate less than ten half- hour periods of the 
year. If   system demand could be reduced below 7,400 MW during these 
ten half- hour periods through active demand- side participation, this would 
eliminate the need to construct and operate a peaking generation facility 
such as the Valley Power plant. An extremely steep load duration curve 
near the vertical axis implies that a substantial amount of capacity is used a 
very small number of hours of the year and that there is the prospect of sig-
nifi cant saving in generation construction and operating costs by providing 
fi nal consumers with incentives to reduce their demand during these hours.

 Perhaps the most important feature of wholesale electricity markets is 
that the unilateral actions of generation unit owners to raise wholesale prices 
can result in a substantial divergence between the market- clearing price and 
variable cost of the highest cost unit operating during that half- hour period, 
which is the wholesale price that would arise if  no supplier had the ability to 
exercise unilateral market power. Figure 4.6 plots the annual daily average 
of half- hourly prices for Victoria for 2000, 2001, and 2002. The extremely 
high annual average price during the half- hour period 30 for 2002 illustrates 
the extent to which there can be a divergence between the variable cost of 

Fig. 4.5 Load duration curve for highest 500 half hours for Victoria from 2000 
to 2002
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the highest cost unit operating during a half  hour and the market- clearing 
price. As noted before, the variable cost of producing electricity from peak-
ing units such as the Valley Power plant depends primarily on the price of 
natural gas. However, the price of natural gas in Victoria changed very little 
from 2000 to 2002, but the annual average price of electricity for half- hour 
period 30 and the surrounding half- hour periods for 2002 is substantially 
above the annual average prices for the same half- hour periods in 2000. The 
annual average price for half- hour period 30 and the surrounding half  hours 
for 2000 are signifi cantly above the annual average prices for the same half- 
hour periods in 2001. These differences in annual average half- hourly prices 
across the years demonstrate that competitive conditions and other factors 
besides the variable costs of the highest cost unit operating are major driv-
ers of the level of average electricity prices in the wholesale market regime.

 A fi nal distinguishing feature of  the electricity supply industry is the 
requirement to deliver electricity through a potentially congested looped 
transmission network. Electricity fl ows along the path of least resistance 
through the transmission network according to Kirchhoff’s fi rst and second 
laws rather than according to the desires of buyers and sellers of electricity.3 
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3. See http:// physics.about .com/ od/ electromagnetics/ f/ KirchhoffRule .htm for an accessible 
introduction to Kirchoff’s laws.
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To understand the operation of looped electricity networks, consider the 
three- node network in fi gure 4.7. Assume that links AB, BC, and AC have 
the same resistance and that there are no losses associated with transmitting 
electricity in this network. Suppose a supplier located at node A injects 90 
megawatts (MW) of energy for a customer at node B to consume. Kirchoff’s 
laws imply that 60 MW of the 90 MW will travel along the link AB and 
30 MW will travel along the pair of links AC and BC because the total re-
sistance along this indirect path from A to B is twice the resistance of the 
direct path from A to B.

 How this property of a looped transmission network impacts wholesale 
market outcomes becomes clear when the capacities of transmission links 
are taken into account. Suppose that the capacity of link AB is 40 MW, and 
the capacities of links AC and BC are each 100 MW. Ignoring the physics 
of power fl ows, one might think that the capacity of the AC and BC links 
would allow injecting 90 MW at node A and withdrawing 90 MW at node 
B. Kirchoff’s laws imply that the maximum amount of energy that can be 
injected at A and withdrawn at node B is 60 MW, because 40 MW will fl ow 
along AB and 20 MW will fl ow along the links AC and BC. The 40 MW 
capacity of link AB limits the amount that can injected at node A. For this 
confi guration of the network, the only way to allow consumers at node B 
to withdraw 90 MW of energy would be to inject less energy at node A and 
more at node C, so that the total injected at A and C is equal to 90 MW. For 
example, injecting 30 MW at node A and 60 MW at node C would result 
in a fl ow of 40 MW on link AB and allow total withdrawals of 90 MW at 
node B.

Market designs that fail to account for the fact that the electricity sold 
must be delivered through the existing transmission network create oppor-
tunities for suppliers to increase the prices there are paid by exploiting this 

A

B C
Fig. 4.7 Power fl ows in a three- node network
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divergence between the transmission network assumed to determine market 
prices and the one used to deliver the electricity sold to electricity consumers. 
As I discuss later, some progress has recently been made in the United States 
with correcting this source of market efficiencies.

4.2.3 Transition from Vertically Integrated Monopoly Regime

Regulatory oversight in the United States is complicated by the fact that 
the federal government has jurisdiction over interstate commerce and state 
governments have jurisdiction over intrastate commerce. This logic implies 
that state governments have the authority to regulate retail electricity prices 
and intrastate wholesale electricity transactions, and the federal government 
has the authority to regulate interstate wholesale electricity transactions.

The physics of electricity fl ows in a looped transmission network does not 
allow a clear distinction between interstate and intrastate sales of electricity. 
It is extremely difficult, if  not impossible, to determine precisely how much 
of the electricity consumed in one state was actually produced in another 
state if  the two states are interconnected by a looped transmission network. 
This has led to a number of rules of thumb to determine whether a whole-
sale electricity transaction is subject to federal or state jurisdiction. Clearly, 
trades between parties located in different states are subject to federal over-
sight. However, it also possible that a transaction between parties located in 
the same state is subject to federal oversight. One determinant of whether a 
transaction among parties located in the same state is classifi ed as interstate 
and subject to federal oversight is the voltage of the transmission lines that 
the buyer withdraws from and seller injects at, because as discussed earlier, 
higher voltage lines usually deliver more electricity over longer distances.

The Federal Power Act of 1930 established the Federal Power Commis-
sion (which became the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [FERC] in 
1977) to regulate wholesale energy transactions using high- voltage transmis-
sion facilities. The Federal Power Act established standards for wholesale 
electricity prices that FERC must maintain. In particular, FERC is required 
to ensure that wholesale electricity prices are “just and reasonable.” Prices 
that only recover the supplier’s production costs, including a return to capi-
tal, meet the just and reasonable standard. FERC has determined that prices 
set by other means can also meet this standard, if  this judgment is able to 
survive judicial review. If  FERC determines that wholesale electricity prices 
are not just and reasonable, then the Federal Power Act gives FERC consid-
erable discretion to take actions to make these prices just and reasonable, 
and requires FERC to order refunds for any payments made by consumers 
at prices in excess of just and reasonable levels.

It is important to emphasize that these provisions of the Federal Power 
Act still exist and apply to outcomes from the bid- based wholesale electric-
ity markets in the Northeast, the Midwest, and in California. As discussed 
below, the requirement that wholesale electricity prices satisfy the “just and 
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reasonable” standard of the Federal Power Act is a major challenge to intro-
ducing wholesale competition in the United States.

Under the vertically integrated monopoly regime, state- level regulation 
of retail electricity prices effectively controls the price utilities pay for whole-
sale electricity. Utilities either own all of the generation units necessary to 
meet their retail load obligations or supplement their generation ownership 
with long- term contract commitments for energy sufficient to meet their 
retail load obligations. The implicit regulatory contract between the state 
regulator and the utilities within its jurisdiction is that in exchange for being 
allowed to charge a retail price set by the regulator that allows the utility the 
opportunity to recover all prudently incurred costs, the utility has an obliga-
tion to serve all demand in its geographic service area at this regulated price. 
Although these vertically integrated utilities sometimes make short- term 
electricity purchases from neighboring utilities, virtually all of their retail 
energy obligations are met either from long- term contracts or generation 
capacity owned and operated by the utility.

The vertically integrated monopoly industry structure and state- level 
regulation of retail prices makes federal regulation of wholesale electricity 
transactions largely redundant. The state regulator does not allow utili-
ties under its jurisdiction to enter into long- term contracts that it does not 
believe are in the interests of electricity consumers in the state. Therefore, 
under the vertically integrated state- regulated monopoly industry structure, 
FERC’s regulatory oversight of wholesale prices often amounts to no more 
than approving transactions deemed just and reasonable by a state regula-
tor. This implicit state- level regulation of wholesale prices caused FERC to 
have very little experience regulating wholesale electricity transactions when 
the fi rst formal wholesale markets began operation in the United States in 
the late 1990s.

Joskow (1989) describes a number of fl aws in the state- level regulation of 
vertically integrated monopolies that created advocates for formal whole-
sale markets. First, retail electricity prices are only adjusted periodically, 
at the request of the utility or state commission, and only after a lengthy 
and expensive administrative process. Because of the substantial time and 
expense of the review process, utilities and commissions typically wait until 
this time and expense can be justifi ed by a large enough expected price 
change to justify this effort. Consequently, the utility’s prices typically very 
poorly track the utility’s production costs. This regulatory lag between price 
changes and cost changes can introduce incentives for cost minimization on 
the part of the utility during periods when input prices increase. As Joskow 
(1974) describes in detail, nominal prices remained unchanged for a number 
of years during the 1950s and 1960s. This is primarily explained by both 
gains in productive efficiency and utilities exploiting economies of scale and 
scope in electricity supply during a period of stable input prices.

During the late 1970s and early 1980s when input fossil fuel costs rose 
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dramatically in response to rapidly increasing world oil prices, many utili-
ties fi led for price increases a number of times in rapid succession. Joskow 
(1974) emphasizes that state regulators are extremely averse to nominal price 
increases. They have considerable discretion to determine what costs are 
prudently incurred, and the utility is therefore entitled to recover in the prices 
it is allowed to charge. Consequently, a rational response by the regulator to 
nominal input cost increases is to grant output price increases lower than the 
utility requested. Disallowing cost recovery of some investments is one way 
to accomplish this. Joskow (1989) outlines the “used and useful” regulatory 
standard that is the basis for determining whether an investment is prudent. 
Specifi cally, if  an asset is used by the utility and is useful to produce its out-
put in a prudent manner, then this cost has been prudently incurred. Clearly 
there is some circularity to this argument, and that can allow regulators to 
disallow cost recovery for certain investments that seemed necessary at the 
time they were made but subsequently turned out not to be necessary to 
serve their customers.

Joskow (1989) states that as result of the enormous nominal input price 
increases faced by utilities during the mid- 1970s and early 1980s, a number 
of  generation investments at this time were subject to ex post prudence 
reviews by state public utilities commissions (PUCs), particularly when the 
forecasted future increases in fossil fuel prices used to justify these invest-
ments failed to materialize. Increasing retail electricity rates enough to pay 
for these investments was politically unacceptable, particularly given the 
reduction in fossil fuel prices that subsequently occurred in the mid- 1980s. 
The utility’s shareholders had to cover many of the losses associated with 
these generation unit investments that were deemed by the state PUC to be 
ex post imprudent. As a consequence, the utility’s appetite for investing in 
large base load generation facilities, even in regions with signifi cant demand 
growth, was substantially reduced.

Joskow concludes his discussion of these events with the following state-
ment.

The experience of the 1970s and early 1980s has made it clear that existing 
industrial and administrative arrangements are politically incompatible 
with rapidly rising costs of supplying electricity and uncertainty about 
costs and demand. The inability of the system to deal satisfactorily with 
these economic shocks created a latent demand for better institutional 
arrangements to regulate the industry, in particular to regulate invest-
ments in and operation of generation facilities. (Joskow 1989, 162)

This experience began the process of restructuring of the electricity supply 
industry in the United States. Joskow (2000a) describes the transition from 
a limited amount of competition among cogeneration facilities and small 
scale generation facilities to sell wholesale energy to the vertically integrated 
utility enabled by the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act (PURPA) of 
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1978 to the formation of formal bid- based wholesale markets, which fi rst 
began operation in California in April of 1998.

Before closing this section, it is important to emphasize two key features 
of the regulatory process governing electricity supply in the United States 
that will play a signifi cant role later. First, for the reasons just noted, FERC 
historically had a minor role in regulating wholesale electricity prices in 
the United States and was largely unprepared for many of the challenges 
associated with regulating wholesale electricity markets. Joskow (1989) 
points out that over the decade of the 1980s “FERC staff has been increas-
ingly willing to accept mutually satisfactory negotiated coordinated con-
tracts between integrated utilities that are de facto unencumbered by the 
rigid cost accounting principles used to set retail rates.” (138). The fact 
that most of the generation capacity and the transmission and distribution 
assets used to serve the utility’s customers were owned by the utility, com-
bined with FERC’s approach to regulating wholesale energy transactions, 
meant that state PUCs exerted almost complete control over retail electricity 
prices.

The advent of wholesale electricity markets with signifi cant participation 
by pure merchant suppliers—those with no regulated retail load obliga-
tions—severely limited the ability of state regulatory commissions to con-
trol retail prices. FERC’s role in controlling wholesale and retail prices was 
increased by the extent to which the state- regulated load- serving entities 
no longer own generation assets and must purchase their wholesale energy 
needs from short- term wholesale markets. The California restructuring pro-
cess created a set of circumstances where FERC’s role in regulating whole-
sale prices was far greater than in any of the wholesale markets in the eastern 
United States. The major load- serving entities were required to sell virtually 
all of their fossil- fuel generation assets to merchant suppliers and the vast 
majority of wholesale energy purchases to serve their retail load obligations 
were made through short- term markets. Although it was not a conscious 
decision, these actions resulted in California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC) giving up virtually all ability to control wholesale and retail prices 
in the state.

A second important feature of the regulatory process in the United States 
is that the Federal Power Act still requires FERC to ensure that wholesale 
prices are just and reasonable, even if  prices are set through a bilateral nego-
tiation or through the operation of a bid- based wholesale electricity market. 
FERC recognizes that markets can set prices substantially in excess of just 
and reasonable levels, typically because suppliers are exercising unilateral 
market power. FERC has also established that just and reasonable prices 
are set through market mechanisms when no supplier exercises unilateral 
market power. Wolak (2003b, 2003d) discusses the details of  how FERC 
uses this logic to determine whether to allow a supplier to sell at market- 
determined prices, rather than at cost- of-service prices. If  a supplier can 
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demonstrate that it has no ability to exercise unilateral market power or 
there are mechanisms in place that mitigate its ability to exercise unilateral 
market power, the supplier can sell at market- determined prices. FERC uses 
a market structure- based procedure to make this assessment. Wolak (2003b) 
points out a number of fl aws in this procedure. Bushnell (2005) discusses an 
alternative approach that makes use of oligopoly models and demonstrates 
its usefulness with an application to the California electricity market.

4.3  Wholesale Electricity Markets and 
Industry- Level Regulatory Oversight

This section describes the characteristics of the technology of electric-
ity supply and the political and economic constraints facing the industry 
that make it extremely difficult to design wholesale electricity markets that 
consistently achieve competitive outcomes—market prices close to those 
that would be predicted by price- taking behavior by market participants. 
The extreme susceptibility of wholesale electricity markets to the exercise of 
unilateral market power and the massive wealth transfers from consumers 
to producers that can occur in a very short period of time as a result make 
regulatory oversight beyond that provided by antitrust law essential to pro-
tecting consumers from costly market failures. The remainder of this section 
contrasts the major challenges facing the regulatory process in the whole-
sale market regime relative to the vertically integrated regulated monopoly 
regime.

4.3.1 Why Electricity Is Different from Other Products

It is difficult to conceive of an industry more susceptible to the exercise 
of unilateral market power than electricity. It possesses virtually all of the 
product characteristics that enhance the ability of suppliers to exercise uni-
lateral market power.

Supply must equal demand at every instant in time and each location of 
the network. If  this does not happen then the transmission network can 
become unstable and brownouts and blackouts can ensue, such as the one 
that occurred in the eastern United States and Canada on August 13, 2003. 
It is very costly to store electricity. Constructing signifi cant storage facili-
ties typically requires substantial up- front costs and more than 1 MWh of 
energy must be produced and consumed to store 1 MWh of energy. Produc-
tion of electricity is subject to extreme capacity constraints in the sense that 
it is impossible to get more than a prespecifi ed amount of energy from a 
generation unit in an hour.

As noted in section 4.2.2, delivery of the product consumed must take 
place through a potentially congested, looped transmission network. If  a 
supplier owns a portfolio of generation units connected at different locations 
in the transmission network, how these units are operated can congest the 
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transmission path into a given geographic area and thereby limit the num-
ber of suppliers able to compete with those located on the other side of the 
congested interface. The example presented in fi gure 4.7 with the capacity 
of link AB being equal to 40 MW and the capacities of links AC and BC 
each equal to 100 MW illustrates this point. If  all of a supplier’s generation 
units are located at node A and all load is at node B, the fi rm at node A can 
supply at most 60 MW of energy to fi nal consumers. If  demand at node A is 
greater than 60 MW, then the additional energy must come from a supplier 
at node B. For example, if  the demand at node B is 100 MW, because the 
capacity of the transmission link AB is 40 MW, the supplier at node B is a 
monopolist facing a residual demand of 40 MW, if  the supplier at node A 
is providing 60 MW.

Historically, how electricity has been priced to fi nal consumers makes 
wholesale demand extremely inelastic, if  not perfectly inelastic, with respect 
to the hourly wholesale price. In the United States, customers are typically 
charged a single fi xed price or according to a fi xed nonlinear price schedule 
for each kilowatt hour (KWh) they consume during the month regardless 
of  the value of  the wholesale price when each KWh is consumed. Pay-
ing according to a fi xed retail price schedule implies that these customers 
have hourly demands with zero price elasticity with respect to the hourly 
wholesale price. The primary reason for this approach to retail pricing is 
that most electric meters are only capable of recording the total amount of 
KWh consumed between consecutive meter readings, which typically occur 
at monthly intervals. Consequently, a signifi cant economic barrier to setting 
retail electricity prices that refl ect real- time wholesale market conditions is 
the availability of a meter on the customer’s premise that records hourly 
consumption for each hour of the month.

There is growing empirical evidence that all classes of  customers can 
respond to short- term wholesale price signals if  they have the metering 
technology to do so. Patrick and Wolak (1999) estimate the price respon-
siveness of large industrial and commercial customers in the United King-
dom to half- hourly wholesale prices and fi nd signifi cant differences in the 
average half- hourly demand elasticities across types of customers and half  
hours of the day. Wolak (2006) estimates the price responsiveness of resi-
dential customers in California to a form of real- time pricing that shares 
the risk of responding to hourly prices between the retailer and the fi nal 
customer. The California Statewide Pricing Pilot (SPP) selected samples 
of  residential, commercial, and industrial customers and subjected them 
to various forms of real- time pricing plans in order to estimate their price 
responsiveness. Charles River Associates (2004) analyzed the results of the 
SPP experiments and found precisely estimated price responses for all three 
types of customers. More recently, Wolak (2011a) reports on the results of 
a fi eld experiment comparing the price responsiveness of households on a 
variety of dynamic pricing plans. For all of the pricing plans, Wolak found 
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large demand reductions in response to increases in hourly retail electricity 
prices across all income classes.

Although all of these studies fi nd statistically signifi cant demand reduc-
tions in response to various forms of short- term price signals, none are able 
to assess the long- run impacts of requiring customers to manage short- time 
wholesale price risk. Wolak (2013) describes the increasing range of tech-
nologies available to increase the responsiveness of  a customer to short- 
term price signals. However, customers have little incentive to adopt these 
technologies unless state regulators are willing to install hourly meters and 
require customers to manage short- term price risk.

For the reasons discussed in section 4.7, the vast majority of utilities that 
have managed to install hourly meters on the premises of  some of  their 
customers fi nd it extremely difficult to convince state PUCs to require these 
customers to pay retail prices that vary with wholesale market conditions. 
Wolak (2013) offers an explanation for this regulatory outcome and sug-
gests a process for overcoming the economic and political constraints on 
more active demand- side participation in short- term wholesale electricity 
markets.

A fi nal factor enhancing the ability of  suppliers to exercise unilateral 
market power is that the potential to realize economies of scale in electric-
ity production historically favored large generation facilities, and in most 
wholesale markets the vast majority of these facilities are owned by a rela-
tively small number of fi rms. This generation capacity ownership also tends 
to be concentrated in small geographic areas within these regional wholesale 
markets, which increases the potential for the exercise of unilateral market 
power in smaller geographic areas.

All of the abovementioned factors also make wholesale electricity markets 
substantially less competitive the shorter the time lag is between the date the 
sale is negotiated and the date delivery of the electricity occurs. In general, 
the longer the time lag between the agreement to sell and the actual delivery 
of the electricity, the larger is the number of suppliers that are able to com-
pete to provide that electricity. For example, if  the time horizon between 
sale and delivery is more than two years, then in virtually all parts of the 
United States new entrants can compete with existing fi rms to provide the 
desired energy. As the time horizon between sale and delivery shortens, more 
potential suppliers are excluded from providing this energy. For example, 
if  the time lag between sale and delivery is only one month, then it is hard 
to imagine that a new entrant could compete to provide this electricity. It 
is virtually impossible to site, install, and begin operating even a small new 
generation unit in one month.

Although it is hard to argue that there is a strictly monotone relationship 
between the time horizon to delivery and the competitiveness of the forward 
energy market, the least competitive market is clearly the real- time energy 
market because so few suppliers are able to compete to provide the neces-
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sary energy. Only suppliers operating their units in real time with unloaded 
capacity or quick- start combustion turbines at locations in the transmission 
network that can actually supply the energy needed are able to compete to 
provide it.4

For this reason, real- time prices are typically far more volatile than 
day- ahead prices, which are far more volatile than month- ahead or year- 
ahead prices. An electricity retailer would be willing to pay $1,000/ MWh 
for 10 MWh in the real- time market, or even $5,000/ MWh, if  that meant 
keeping the lights on for its customers. However, it is unlikely that this same 
load- serving entity would pay much above the long- run average cost of 
production for this same 10 MWh electricity to be delivered two years in the 
future, because there are many entrants as well as existing fi rms willing to 
sell this energy at close to the long- run average cost of production.

This logic illustrates that system- wide market power in wholesale elec-
tricity markets is a relatively short- lived phenomenon if  the barriers to new 
entry are sufficiently low. If  system conditions arise that allow existing sup-
pliers to exercise unilateral market power in the short- term market, they are 
also able to do so to varying degrees in the forward market at time horizons 
to delivery up to the time it takes for signifi cant new entry to occur. In most 
wholesale electricity markets, this time horizon is between eighteen months 
to two years. Therefore, if  opportunities arise for suppliers to exercise uni-
lateral market power in the short- term energy market, unless these system 
conditions change or are expected to change in the near future, suppliers 
can also exercise unilateral market power in the forward market for deliv-
eries up to eighteen months to two years into the future.5 Although these 
opportunities to exercise system- wide market power are transient, the expe-
rience from a number of wholesale electricity markets has demonstrated 
that suppliers with unilateral market power are able to raise market prices 
substantially during this time period, which can lead to enormous wealth 
transfers from electricity consumers to producers, even for periods as short 
as three months.

Electricity suppliers possess differing abilities to exercise system- wide and 
local market power. System- wide market power arises from the capacity 
constraints in the production and the inelasticity of the aggregate wholesale 
demand for electricity, ignoring the impact of the transmission network. 
Local market power is the direct result of the fact that all electricity must 
be sold through a transmission network with a fi nite carrying capacity. The 

4. A generation unit has unloaded capacity if  its instantaneous output is less than the unit’s 
maximum instantaneous rate of output. For example, a unit with a 500 MW maximum instan-
taneous rate of output (capacity) operating at 400 MW has 100 MW of unloaded capacity.

5. Wolak (2003b) documents this phenomenon for the case of  the California electricity 
market during the winter of 2001. Energy purchased at that time for delivery during the sum-
mer of 2003 sold for approximately $50/ MWh, whereas energy to be delivered during the sum-
mer of 2001 sold for approximately $300/ MWh, and the summer of 2002 for approximately 
$150/ MWh.
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geographic distribution of generation ownership and demand interact with 
the structure of the transmission network to create circumstances when a 
small number of suppliers or even one supplier is the only one able to meet 
an energy need at a given location in the transmission network.

If  electricity did not need to be delivered through a potentially congested 
transmission network subject to line losses, then it is difficult to imagine 
that any supplier could possess substantial system- wide market power if  
the relevant geographic market was the entire United States. There are a 
large number of electricity suppliers in the United States, none of which 
controls a signifi cant fraction of the total installed capacity in the United 
States. Consequently, the market power that an electricity supplier possesses 
fundamentally depends on the size of the geographic market it competes 
in, which depends on the characteristics of the transmission network and 
location of fi nal demand.

Borenstein, Bushnell, and Stoft (2000) demonstrate this point in the con-
text of  a two- node model of  quantity- setting competition between sup-
pliers at each node potentially serving demand at both nodes. They fi nd 
that small increases in the capacity of  the transmission line between the 
two locations can substantially increase the competitiveness of market out-
comes at the two locations. One implication of this result is that a supplier 
has the ability to exercise local market power regardless of the congestion 
management protocols used by the wholesale market. In single- price mar-
kets, zonal- pricing markets, and nodal- pricing markets, local market power 
arises because the existing transmission network does not provide the sup-
plier with sufficient competition to discipline its bidding behavior into the 
wholesale market.6 This is particularly the case in the United States, where 
the rate of investment in the transmission network has persistently lagged 
behind the rate of investment in new generation capacity until very recently. 
Hirst (2004) documents this decline in the rate of investment in transmis-
sion capacity up to the start of industry restructuring in the United States 
in the late 1990s.

Most of  the existing transmission networks in the United States were 
designed to support a vertically integrated utility regime that no longer 
exists. Particularly around large population centers and in geographically 
remote areas, the vertically integrated utility used a mix of local generation 
units and transmission capacity to meet the annual demand for electricity 
in the region. Typically, the utility supplied the region’s base load energy 
needs from distant inexpensive units using high- voltage transmission lines. 
It used expensive generating units located near the load centers to meet 

6. A single price market sets one price of electricity for the entire market. A zonal- pricing 
market sets different prices for different geographic regions or zones when there is transmis-
sion congestion between adjacent zones. A nodal- pricing model sets a different price for each 
node (withdrawal or injection points in the transmission network) if  there are transmission 
constraints between these nodes.
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the periodic demand peaks throughout the year. This combination of local 
generation and transmission capacity to deliver distant generation was the 
least- cost system- wide strategy for serving the utility’s total demand in the 
former regime.

The transmission network that resulted from this strategy by the vertically 
integrated monopoly for serving its retail customers creates local market 
power problems in the new wholesale market regime because now the owner 
of the generating units located close to the load center may not own, and 
certainly does not operate, the transmission network. The owner of the local 
generation units is often unaffiliated with the retailers serving customers 
in that geographic area. Consequently, during the hours of the year when 
system conditions require that some energy be supplied from these local 
generation units, it is profi t maximizing for their owners to bid whatever the 
market will bear for any energy they provide.

This point deserves emphasis: the bids of the units within the local area 
must be taken before lower- priced bids from other fi rms outside this area 
because the confi guration of  the transmission network and location of 
demand makes these units the only ones physically capable of meeting the 
energy need. Without some form of regulatory intervention, these suppliers 
must be paid at their bid price in order to be willing to provide the needed 
electricity. The confi guration of the existing transmission network and the 
geographic distribution of generation capacity ownership in all US whole-
sale markets and a number of wholesale markets around the world results 
in a frequency and magnitude of substantial local market power for certain 
market participants that if  left unmitigated could earn the generation unit 
owners enormous profi ts and therefore cause substantial harm to consum-
ers. Designing regulatory interventions to limit the exercise of local market 
power is a major market design challenge.

4.3.2 Regulatory Challenges in Wholesale Market Regime

The primary regulatory challenge of  the wholesale electricity market 
regime is limiting the exercise of unilateral market power by market par-
ticipants. The explicit exercise of unilateral market power is not possible 
in the vertically integrated monopoly regime because the regulator, not a 
market mechanism, sets the price the fi rm is allowed charge. This is the pri-
mary reason why a wholesale electricity market requires substantially more 
sophistication and economic expertise from the regulatory process at both 
the federal and state levels than is necessary under the vertically integrated 
monopoly regime.

The regulatory process for the wholesale market regime must limit the 
exercise of unilateral market power in the industry segments where market 
mechanisms are used to set prices. The regulatory process must also deter-
mine the allowed revenues and prudency of  investment decisions by the 
transmission and distribution network owners, the two monopoly segments 
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of the industry. However, different from the vertically integrated utility 
regime, these investment decisions can impact wholesale electricity market 
outcomes. Specifi cally, the capacity of the transmission link can impact the 
number of independent suppliers able to compete to provide electricity at a 
given location in the transmission network, which exerts a direct infl uence 
on wholesale electricity prices.

The major regulatory challenge in the wholesale market regime is how 
to design market- based mechanisms for the wholesale and retail segments 
of the industry that cause suppliers to produce in a least- cost manner and 
set prices that come as close as possible to recovering only their production 
costs. This is essentially the same goal as the vertically integrated utility 
regulatory process, but it requires far more sophistication and knowledge 
of economics and engineering to accomplish because fi rms have far greater 
discretion to foil the regulator’s goals through their unilateral actions. They 
can withhold output from their generation units and offer these generation 
units into the market at prices that far exceed each unit’s variable cost of 
production in order to raise the market- clearing price. Firms can also use 
their ownership of  transmission assets and fi nancial transmission rights 
to increase their revenues from participating in the wholesale market. The 
combined federal and state regulatory process must determine what whole-
sale and retail market rules will make it in the unilateral interest of market 
participants to set wholesale and retail prices as close as possible to those 
that would emerge from price- taking behavior by all market participants. 
This is the essence of the market design problem.

4.4 Market Design Process

This section provides a theoretical framework for describing the impor-
tant features of the market design process. It is fi rst described in general 
terms using a principal- agent model. The basic insight of this perspective is 
that once market rules are set, participants maximize their objective func-
tions, typically expected profi ts for privately owned market participants, 
subject to the constraints imposed on their behavior by these market rules. 
The market designer must therefore anticipate how market participants will 
respond to any market rule in order to craft a design that ultimately achieves 
its objectives. The technology of supplying electricity described in section 
4.2.2 and the regulatory structure governing the industry described in sec-
tion 4.2.3 also place constraints on the market design process. This section 
introduces the concept of a residual demand curve to summarize the con-
straints imposed on each market participant by the market rules, technology 
of producing electricity, and regulatory structure of the industry and uses 
it to illustrate the important dimensions of the market design process for 
wholesale electricity.

For the purposes of this discussion, I assume that the goal of the market 
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design process is to achieve the lowest possible annual average retail price of 
electricity consistent with the long- term fi nancial viability of the industry. 
Long- term fi nancial viability of the industry implies that these retail prices 
are sufficient to fund the necessary new investment to meet demand growth 
and replace depreciated assets into the indefi nite future. Other goals for 
the market design process are possible, but this one seems most consistent 
with the goal of state- level regulatory oversight in the vertically integrated 
monopoly regime.

4.4.1 Dimensions of Market Design Problem

There are two primary dimensions of the market design problem. The fi rst 
is the extent to which market mechanisms versus regulatory processes are 
used to set the prices consumers pay. The second is the extent to which mar-
ket participants are government versus privately owned. Given the technol-
ogies for producing and delivering electricity to fi nal consumers, the market 
designer faces two basic challenges. First is how to cause producers to supply 
electricity in both a technically and allocatively efficient manner. Techni-
cally efficient production obtains the maximum amount of electricity for 
given quantity of inputs, such as capital, labor, materials, and input energy. 
Allocatively efficient production uses the minimum cost mix of inputs to 
produce a given level of output.

The second challenge is how to set the prices for the various stages of 
the production process that provide strong incentives for technically and 
allocatively efficient production, yet only recover production costs includ-
ing a return on the capital invested. This process involves choosing a point 
in the continuum between the market and regulation and the continuum 
between government and private ownership for each segment of the electric-
ity supply industry.

Conceptually, the market designer maximizes its objective function by 
choosing the number and sizes of  each market participant and the rules for 
determining the revenues received by each market participant. There are 
two key constraints on the market designer’s optimization problem implied 
by the behavior of  market participants. The fi rst is that once the market 
designer chooses the rules for translating a market participant’s actions 
into the revenues it receives, each market participant will choose a strategy 
that maximizes his payoff given the rules set by the market designer. This 
constraint implies that the market designer must recognize that all market 
participants will maximize their profi ts given the rules the market designer 
selects. The second constraint is that each market participant must expect to 
receive from the compensation scheme chosen by the market designer more 
than its opportunity cost of  participating in the market. The fi rst constraint 
is called the individual rationality constraint because it assumes each mar-
ket participant will behave in a rational (expected payoff- maximizing) man-
ner. The second constraint is called the participation constraint, because 
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it implies that fi rms must fi nd participation in the market more attractive 
than their next best alternative.

4.4.2 The Principal- Agent Problem

To make these features of the market design problem more concrete, it is 
useful to consider a simple special case of this process—the principal- agent 
model. Here a single principal designs a compensation scheme for a single 
agent that maximizes the principal’s expected payoff subject to the agent’s 
individual rationality constraint and participation constraint. Let W(x, s) 
denote the payoff of  the principal given the observable outcome of the inter-
action, x, and state of the world, s. The observable outcome, x, depends on 
the agent’s action, a, and the true state of the world, s. Writing x as the func-
tion x(a, s) denotes the fact that it depends on the both of these variables.

Let V(a, y, s) equal the payoff of  the agent given the action taken by the 
agent, a, the compensation scheme set by the principal, y(x), and the state 
of the world, s. The principal’s action is to design the compensation scheme, 
y(x), a function that relates the outcome observed by the principal, x, to 
the payment made to the agent.

With this notation, it is possible to defi ne the two constraints facing the 
principal in designing y(x). The individual rationality constraint on the 
agent’s behavior is that it will choose its action, a, to maximize its payoff 
V(a, y, s) (or the expected value of this payoff) given y(x) and s (or the dis-
tribution of s). The participation constraint implies that the compensation 
scheme y(x) set by the principal must allow the agent to achieve at least its 
reservation level of utility or expected utility, V*.

There are two versions of  this basic model. The fi rst assumes that the 
agent does not observe the true state of the world when it takes its action, 
and the other assumes the agent observes s before taking its action. In the 
fi rst case, the agent’s choice is:

 
  
a* =  argmax(a )Es [V (a,y(x),s)],

where Es(.) denotes the expectation with respect to the distribution of  s. 
The participation constraint is Es(V(a*, y(x*), s)) > V*, where x* = x(a*, s), 
which implies that the agent expects to receive utility greater than its reserva-
tion utility. In the second case, the agent’s problem is:

 
  
a *(s) =  argmax(a )V (a,y(x),s),

and the participation constraint is V(a*(s), y(x*), s) > V* for all s, where 
x* = x(a*(s), s) in this case.

An enormous number of bilateral economic interactions fi t this generic 
principal- agent framework. Examples include the client- lawyer, patient- 
doctor, lender- borrower, employer- worker, and fi rm owner– manager inter-
actions. A client seeking legal services designs a compensation scheme for 
her lawyer that depends on the observable outcomes (such as the verdict 
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in the case) that causes the lawyer to maximize the client’s expected payoff 
function subject to constraint the lawyer will take actions to maximize his 
expected payoff given this compensation scheme and the fact that the law-
yer must fi nd the compensation scheme sufficiently attractive to take on the 
case. Another example is the fi rm owner designing a compensation scheme 
that causes the manager to maximize the expected value of  the owner’s 
assets subject to the constraint that the fi rm manager will take actions to 
maximize her expected payoff given the scheme is in place and the fact that 
it must provide a higher expected payoff to the manager than she could 
receive elsewhere.

4.4.3 Applying the Principal- Agent Model to the Market Design Process

The regulator- utility interaction is a principal- agent model directly rele-
vant to electricity industry restructuring. In this case, the regulator designs 
a scheme for compensating the vertically integrated utility for the actions 
that it takes recognizing that once this regulatory mechanism is in place the 
utility will attempt to maximize its payoff function subject to this regula-
tory mechanism. In this case, y(x), would be the mechanism used by the 
regulator to compensate the fi rm for its actions. For example, under a simple 
ex post cost- of-service regulatory mechanism, x would be the output pro-
duced by the fi rm, and y(x) would be the fi rm’s total cost of providing this 
output. Under a price cap regulatory mechanism, x would be the change in 
the consumer price index for the US economy and y(x) would be the total 
revenues the fi rm receives, assuming it serves all demand at the price set by 
this regulatory mechanism. The incentives for fi rm behavior created by any 
potential regulatory mechanism can be studied within the context of this 
principal- agent model.

This modeling framework is also useful for understanding the incentives 
for fi rm behavior in a market environment. A competitive market is another 
possible way to compensate a fi rm for the actions that it takes. For example, 
the regulator could require this fi rm and other fi rms to bid their willingness 
to supply as a function of price and only choose the fi rms with bids below 
the lowest price necessary to meet the aggregate demand for the product. In 
this case x can be thought of as the fi rm’s output and y(x) the fi rm’s total 
revenues from producing x and being paid this market- clearing price per 
unit sold. Viewed from this perspective, markets are simply another regula-
tory mechanism for compensating a fi rm for the actions that it takes.

It is well known that profi t- maximizing fi rms that are not constrained by 
a regulatory price- setting process have a strong incentive to produce their 
output in a technically and allocatively efficient manner. However, it is also 
well known that profi t- maximizing fi rms have no unilateral incentive to pass 
on these minimum production costs in the price they charge to consum-
ers. Only when competition among fi rms is sufficiently vigorous will output 
prices equal the marginal cost of the highest cost unit produced.
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Economic theory provides conditions under which a market will yield an 
optimal solution to the problem of causing the suppliers to provide their 
output to consumers at the lowest possible price. One of these conditions 
is the requirement that suppliers are atomistic, meaning that all producers 
believe they are so small relative to the market that they have no ability to 
infl uence the market price through their unilateral actions. Unfortunately, 
this condition is unlikely to hold for the case of electricity given the size 
of most market participants before the reform process starts. These fi rms 
recognize that if  they remain large, they will have the ability to infl uence 
both market and political outcomes through their unilateral actions. More-
over, the minimum efficient scale of  electricity generation, transmission, 
and distribution is such that it is unlikely to be least cost for the industry as 
a whole to separate electricity production into a large number of extremely 
small fi rms. So there is an underlying economic justifi cation for allowing 
these fi rms to remain large, although certainly not as large as they would 
like to be. This is one reason why the electricity market design process is so 
difficult. This problem is particularly acute for small countries or regions 
without substantial transmission interconnections with neighboring coun-
tries or regions.

This principal- agent model is also useful for understanding why industry 
outcomes can differ so dramatically depending on whether the industry is 
government or privately owned. First, the objective function of the fi rm’s 
owner differs across the two regimes. Under government ownership all of 
the citizens of the country are shareholders. These owners are also severely 
limited in the sorts of mechanisms they can design to compensate the man-
agement of the fi rm. For example, there is no liquid market for selling their 
ownership stake in this fi rm. It is virtually impossible for them to remove 
the management of this fi rm. In contrast, a shareholder in a privately owned 
fi rm has a clearly defi ned and legally enforceable property right that can be 
sold in a liquid market. If  a shareholder owns enough of the fi rm or can get 
together with other large shareholders, they can remove the management of 
the company. Finally, by selling their shares, shareholders can severely limit 
the ability of the company to raise capital for new investment. In contrast, 
the government- owned fi rm obtains the funds necessary for new investment 
primarily through the political process.

This discussion illustrates the point that although government- owned 
and privately owned fi rms have access to the same technologies to generate, 
transmit, and distribute electricity, dramatically different industry outcomes 
in terms of the mix of generation capacity installed, the price consumers pay, 
and the amount they consume can occur because the schemes for compen-
sating each fi rm’s management differ and the owners of the two fi rms have 
different objective functions and different sets of feasible mechanisms for 
compensating their management. Applying the principal- agent model to the 
issue of government versus private ownership implies that different industry 
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outcomes should occur if  a government- owned vertically integrated geo-
graphic monopolist provides electricity to the same geographic area that 
a privately owned geographic monopolist previously served, even if  both 
monopolists face the same regulatory mechanism for setting the prices they 
charge to retail consumers.

Applying the logic of  the principal- agent model at the level of  the 
regulator- fi rm interaction as opposed to the fi rm owner– management inter-
action implies an additional source of differences in market outcomes if, as 
is often the case, the government- owned monopoly faces a different regula-
tory process than the privately owned monopoly. Laffont and Tirole (1991) 
build on this basic insight to construct a theoretical framework to study the 
relative advantages of public versus private ownership. They formulate a 
principal- agent model between the management of the publicly owned fi rm 
and the government in which the cost of public ownership is “suboptimal 
investment by the fi rm’s managers in those assets that can be redeployed 
to serve the goals pursued by the public owners” (Laffont and Tirole 1991, 
84). The cost of  private ownership in their model is the classical confl ict 
between the desire of the fi rm’s shareholders for it to maximize profi ts and 
the regulator’s desire to limit these profi ts. Laffont and Tirole (1991) fi nd 
that the existence of these two agency relationships does not allow a general 
prediction about the relative social efficiency of public versus private owner-
ship, although the authors are able to characterize circumstances where one 
ownership form would dominate the other.

In the wholesale market regime, the extent of government participation 
in the industry creates an additional source of differences in industry out-
comes. As Laffont and Tirole (1991) argue, the nature of the principal- agent 
relationship between the fi rm’s owner and its management is different under 
private ownership versus government ownership. Consequently, an other-
wise identical government- owned fi rm can be expected to behave differently 
in a market environment from how this fi rm would behave if  it were privately 
owned. This difference in fi rm behavior yields different market outcomes 
depending on the ownership status (government versus privately owned) of 
the fi rms in the market.

Consequently, in its most general form, the market design problem is 
composed of multiple layers of principal- agent interactions where the same 
principal can often interact with a number of agents. For the case of a com-
petitive wholesale electricity market, the same regulator interacts with all of 
the fi rms in the industry. The market designer must recognize the impact of 
all of these principal- agent relationships in designing an electricity supply 
industry to achieve his market design goals. The vast majority of electricity 
market design failures result from ignoring the individual rationality con-
straints implied by both the regulator- fi rm and fi rm owner– management 
principal- agent relations. The individual rationality constraint most often 
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ignored is that privately owned fi rms will maximize their profi ts from par-
ticipating in a wholesale electricity market. It is important to emphasize 
that this individual rationality constraint holds whether or not the privately 
owned profi t- maximizing fi rm is one of a number of fi rms in a market envi-
ronment or a single vertically integrated monopolist. The only difference 
between these two environments is the set of actions that the fi rm is legally 
able to take to maximize its profi ts.

4.4.4  Individual Rationality under a Market Mechanism 
versus a Regulatory Process

The set of actions available to fi rms subject to market pricing is different 
from those available to it in a price- regulated monopoly environment. For 
example, under market pricing, fi rms can increase their profi ts by both reduc-
ing the costs of producing a given level of output or by increasing the price 
they charge for this output. By contrast, under the regulated- monopoly 
environment, the fi rm does not set the price it receives for its output.

Defi ning the incentive constraint for a privately owned fi rm operating in 
an electricity market is relatively straightforward. If  the fi rm would like to 
maximize profi ts, it has a strong incentive to produce its output at minimum 
cost. In other words, the fi rm will produce in a technically and allocatively 
efficient manner. However, the fi rm has little incentive to set a price that 
only recovers these production costs. In fact, the fi rm would like to take 
actions to raise the price it receives above both the cost of  producing its 
output. Profi t- maximizing behavior implies that the fi rm will choose a price 
or level of output such that the increase in revenue it earns from supplying 
one more unit equals the additional cost that it incurs from producing one 
more unit of output.

Figure 4.8 provides a simple model of the unilateral profi t- maximizing 
behavior for a supplier in a bid- based electricity market. Let Qd equal the 
level of market demand for a given hour and SO( p) the aggregate willingness 
to supply as a function of the market price of all other market participants 
besides the fi rm under consideration. Part (a) of fi gure 4.8 plots the inelas-
tic aggregate demand curve and the upward sloping willingness- to-supply 
curve of all other fi rms besides the one under consideration. Part (b) sub-
tracts this aggregate supply curve for other market participants from the 
market demand to produce to the residual demand curve faced by this sup-
plier, DR( p) = Qd – SO( p). This panel also plots the marginal cost curve for 
this supplier, as well as the marginal revenue curve associated with DR( p).

 The intersection of this marginal revenue curve with the supplier’s mar-
ginal cost curve yields the profi t- maximizing level of  output and market 
price for this supplier given the bids submitted by all other market partici-
pants. This price- quantity pair is denoted by (P*, Q*) in part (b) of fi gure 
4.8. Profi t- maximizing behavior by the fi rm implies the following relation-
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ship between the marginal cost at Q*, which I denote by MC(Q*), and P* 
and ε, the elasticity of the residual demand at P*:

(1) 
  

P *−MC(Q*)
P *

= − 1
ε

,

where ε = DR′(P*)∗(P*/ DR(P*)). Because the slope of the fi rm’s residual 
demand curve, DR′(P*), at this level of output is fi nite, the market price is 
larger than supplier’s marginal cost. The price- quantity pair associated with 
the intersection of DR( p) with the supplier’s marginal cost curve is denoted 
(Pc, Qc). It is important to emphasize that even though the price- quantity 
pair (Pc, Qc) is often called the competitive outcome, producing at this output 
level is not unilateral profi t maximizing for the fi rm if  it faces a downward 
sloping residual demand curve. This is another way of saying that price- 
taking behavior—acting as if  the fi rm had no ability to impact the market 
price—is never individually rational. It will only occur as an equilibrium 
outcome if  the fi rm faces a fl at residual demand curve.
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Fig. 4.8 Residual demand elasticity and profi t- maximizing behavior
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A fi rm that infl uences market prices as shown in parts (a) and (b) of 
fi gure 4.8 is said to be exercising unilateral market power. A fi rm has the 
ability to exercise unilateral market power if  it can raise the market price 
through its unilateral actions and profi t from this price increase. We would 
expect all privately owned profi t- maximizing fi rms to exercise all available 
unilateral market power, which is equivalent to saying that the fi rm satisfi es 
its individual rationality constraint. Note that as long as a supplier faces a 
residual demand curve with any upward slope, it has some ability to exercise 
unilateral market power.

In virtually all oligopoly industries, the best information a researcher can 
hope to observe is the market- clearing price and quantity sold by each fi rm. 
However, in a bid- based wholesale electricity market, much more informa-
tion is typically available to the analyst. The entire residual demand curve 
faced by a supplier, not just a single point, can be computed using bids and 
offers of all other market participants. The market demand Qd is observable 
and the aggregate willingness to supply the curve of all other fi rms besides 
the one under consideration, SO( p), can be computed from the willingness- 
to-supply offers of all fi rms. Therefore, it is possible to compute the elasticity 
of residual demand curve for any price level including the market- clearing 
price P*. The absolute value of the inverse of the elasticity of the residual 
demand curve, |1/ ε|, for ε = DR′(P*)∗(P*/ DR(P*)), measures the percentage 
increase in the market- clearing price that would result from the fi rm under 
consideration, reducing its output by 1 percent.

Note that this measure depends on the level of market demand and the 
aggregate willingness- to-supply curve of the fi rm’s competitors. Therefore, 
this inverse elasticity of the residual demand curve measures the fi rm’s ability 
to raise market prices through its unilateral actions (given the level of market 
demand and the willingness to supply offers of its competitors). Parts (c) 
and (d) of fi gure 4.8 illustrate the extremely unlikely case that the supplier 
faces an infi nitely elastic residual demand curve and therefore fi nds it in its 
unilateral profi t maximizing to produce at the point that the market price 
is equal to its marginal cost. This point is denoted (P**, Q**). The supplier 
faces an infi nitely elastic residual demand curve because the SO( p) curve is 
infi nity elastic at P**, meaning that all other fi rms besides this supplier are 
able to produce all that is demanded if  the price is above P**.

Note that even in this extreme case the supplier is still satisfying the indi-
vidual rationality constraint by producing at the point that the marginal 
revenue curve associated with DR( p) crosses its marginal cost curve, as is 
required by equation (1). The only difference is that the marginal revenue 
curve associated with this residual demand curve also equals the supplier’s 
average revenue curve, because DR( p) is infi nitely price elastic. Because 
the slope of  the fi rm’s residual demand curve is infi nite, 1/ ε is equal to 
zero, which implies that the fi rm has no ability to infl uence the market 
price through its unilateral actions and will therefore fi nd unilaterally profi t 
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maximizing to produce at the point that the market- clearing price equals 
its marginal cost.

Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the individual rationality constraint in the 
context of a market mechanism is equivalent to the supplier exercising all 
available unilateral market power. Even in the extreme case of the infi nitely 
elastic residual demand curve in part (d), the supplier still exercises all avail-
able unilateral market power and produces at the point that marginal rev-
enue is equal to marginal cost. However, in this case the supplier cannot 
increase its profi ts by withholding output, because it has no ability to exer-
cise unilateral market power.

Individual rationality in the context of  explicit price regulation also 
implies that the fi rm will maximize profi ts given the mechanism for com-
pensating it for its actions set by the regulator. However, in this case the 
fi rm is unable to set the price it charges consumers or the level of  output it 
is willing to supply. The fi rm must therefore take more subtle approaches 
to maximizing its profi ts because the regulator sets the output price and 
requires the fi rm to supply all that is demanded at this regulated price. In 
this case the individual rationality constraint can imply that the fi rm will 
produce its output in a technically or allocatively inefficient manner be-
cause of how the regulatory process sets the price that the fi rm is able to 
charge.

The well- known Averch and Johnson (1962) model of  cost- of-service 
regulation assumes that the regulated fi rm produces its output using capi-
tal, K, and labor, L, yet the price the regulator allows the fi rm to charge for 
capital services is greater than the actual price the regulated fi rm pays for 
capital services. This implies that a profi t- maximizing fi rm facing the zero- 
profi t constraint implied by this regulatory process will produce its output 
using capital more intensively relative to labor than would be the case if  
the regulatory process did not set a price for capital services different from 
the one the fi rm actually pays. The Averch and Johnson model illustrates a 
very general point associated with the individual rationality constraint in 
regulated settings: It is virtually impossible to design a regulatory mecha-
nism that causes a privately owned profi t- maximizing fi rm to produce in a 
least- cost manner if  the fi rm’s output price is set by the regulator based on 
its incurred production costs.

The usual reason offered for why the regulator is unable to set prices 
that achieve the market designer’s goal of least cost production is that the 
regulated fi rm usually knows more about its production process or demand 
than the regulator. Although both the fi rm and regulator have substantial 
expertise in the technology of  generating, transmitting, and distributing 
electricity to fi nal consumers, the fi rm has a much better idea of precisely 
how these technologies are implemented to serve its demand. This informa-
tional asymmetry leads to disputes between the fi rm and the regulator over 
the minimum cost mode of production to serve the fi rm’s demand. Conse-
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quently, the regulator can never know the minimum cost mode production 
to serve fi nal demand.

Moreover, there are laws against the regulator confi scating the fi rm’s assets 
through the prices it sets, and the fi rm is aware of this fact. This creates the 
potential for disputes between the fi rm and the regulator over the level of the 
regulated price that provides strong incentives for least- cost production, but 
does not confi scate the fi rm’s assets. All governments recognize this fact and 
allow the fi rm an opportunity to subject a decision by the regulator about 
the fi rm’s output price to judicial review. To avoid the expense and potential 
loss of credibility of a judicial review, the regulator may instead prefer to set 
a slightly higher regulated price to guarantee that the fi rm will not appeal 
its decision. This aspect of the regulatory process reduces the incentive the 
fi rm has to produce its output in a least cost manner.

Wolak (1994) performs an empirical study of the regulator- utility inter-
action between California water utilities and the CPUC, which specifi es 
and estimates an econometric model of this principal- agent interaction and 
quantifi es the magnitude of the distortions from minimum cost production 
induced by the informational asymmetries between fi rm and the regulator 
about the utility’s production process. Even for the relatively simple tech-
nology of providing local water delivery services, where the extent of infor-
mational asymmetries between the fi rm and the regulator are likely to be 
small, Wolak (1994) fi nds that actual production costs are between 5 and 
10 percent higher than they would be under least- cost production. Devia-
tions from least- cost production in a vertically integrated electricity supply 
industry are likely to be much greater because the extent of the informational 
asymmetries between the fi rm and regulator about the fi rm’s production 
process are likely to be much greater than in the water distribution industry. 
The substantially greater complexity of the process of generating and deliv-
ering electricity to fi nal consumers implies more sources of informational 
asymmetries between the fi rm and regulator and therefore the potential for 
greater distortions from least- cost production.

The market designer does not need to worry about the impact of informa-
tional asymmetries between it and fi rms in a competitive market. Different 
from price- regulated environments, there are no laws against a competitive 
market setting prices that confi scate a fi rm’s assets. Any fi rm that is unable 
to cover its costs of production at the market price must eventually exit the 
industry. Firms cannot fi le for a judicial review of the prices set by a com-
petitive market. Competition among fi rms leads high- cost fi rms to exit the 
industry. There is no need to determine if  a fi rm’s incurred production costs 
are the result of the least- cost mode of production. If  the market is suffi-
ciently competitive and has low barriers to entry, then any fi rm that is able 
to remain in business must be producing its output at or close to minimum 
cost. Otherwise a more efficient fi rm could enter and profi tably underprice 
this fi rm. The risk that fi rms not producing in a least- cost manner will be 
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forced to exit creates much stronger incentives for least- cost production than 
would be the case under explicit price regulation, where the fi rm recognizes 
that the regulator does not know the least- cost mode of production and can 
exploit this fact through less technically and allocatively efficient production 
that may ultimately yield the fi rm higher profi ts.

The advantage of explicit price regulation is that the resulting output price 
should not deviate signifi cantly from the actual average cost of producing 
the fi rm’s output. However, the fi rm has very little incentive to make its 
actual mode of production equal to the least- cost mode of production. In 
contrast, the competitive regime provides very strong incentives for fi rms to 
produce in a least- cost manner. Unless the fi rm faces sufficient competition, 
it has little incentive to pass on only these efficiently incurred production 
costs in the prices charged to consumers.

This discussion shows that the potential exists for consumers to pay lower 
prices under either regime. Regulation may be favored if  the market designer 
is able to implement a regulatory process that is particularly effective at caus-
ing the fi rm to produce in a least- cost manner and if  the market designer is 
unable to establish a sufficiently competitive market so that prices are vastly 
in excess of the marginal cost of producing the last unit sold. Competition 
is favored if  regulation is particularly ineffective at providing incentives for 
least- cost production or competition is particularly fi erce. Nevertheless, in 
making the choice between a market mechanism and a regulatory mecha-
nism, the market designer must typically make a choice between two imper-
fect worlds—an imperfect regulatory process or an imperfectly competitive 
market. Which mechanism should be selected depends on which one maxi-
mizes the market designer’s objective function.

4.4.5  Individual Rationality Constraint under Government 
versus Private Ownership

The individual rationality constraint for a government- owned fi rm is 
difficult to characterize for two reasons. First, it is unclear what control the 
fi rm’s owners are able to exercise over the fi rm’s management and employees. 
Second, it is also unclear what the objective function of the fi rm’s owners is. 
For the case of privately owned fi rms, there are well- defi ned answers to both 
of these questions. The fi rm’s owners have clearly specifi ed legal rights and 
their ownership shares can be bought and sold by incurring modest transac-
tions costs. Because, keeping all other things equal, investors would like to 
earn the highest possible return on their investments, the fi rm’s owners will 
attempt to devise a compensation scheme for the fi rm’s management that 
causes them to maximize profi ts. In comparison, it is unclear if  the govern-
ment wants its fi rms to maximize profi ts. Earning more revenues than costs 
is clearly a priority, but once this is accomplished the government would 
most likely want to the fi rm to pursue other goals. This is the tension that 
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Laffont and Tirole (1991) introduce into their model of  the behavior of 
publicly owned fi rms.

This lack of clarity in both the objective function of the government for 
the fi rms it owns and the set of feasible mechanisms the government can 
implement to compensate the fi rm’s management has a number of implica-
tions. The fi rst is that it is unlikely that the management of a government- 
owned fi rm will produce and sell its output in a profi t- maximizing manner. 
Different from a privately owned fi rm, its owners are not demanding the 
highest possible return on their equity investments in the fi rm. Because a 
government- owned fi rm’s management has little incentive to maximize prof-
its, it also has little incentive to produce in a least- cost manner. This logic 
also implies that a government- owned fi rm has little incentive to attempt 
to raise output prices beyond the level necessary to cover its total costs of 
production. The second implication of this lack of clarity in objectives and 
feasible mechanisms is that the fi rm’s management now has the fl exibility to 
pursue a number of other goals besides minimizing the total cost of produc-
ing the output demanded by consumers.

Viewed from the perspective of the overall market design problem, one 
advantage of government ownership is that the pricing goals of the fi rm 
do not directly contradict the market designer’s goal of the lowest possible 
prices consistent with the long- term fi nancial viability of the industry. In the 
case of private ownership, the pricing incentives of the fi rm’s management 
directly contradict the interests of consumers. The fi rm’s management wants 
to raise prices above the marginal cost of the last unit produced, because of 
the desire of the fi rm’s owner to receive the highest possible return on their 
investment in the company. Unless the fi rm faces a sufficient competition 
from other suppliers, which from the discussion of fi gure 4.8 is equivalent 
to saying that the fi rm faces a sufficiently elastic residual demand curve, this 
desire to maximize profi ts will yield market outcomes that refl ect the exercise 
of signifi cant unilateral market power.

However, it is important to emphasize that prices set by a government- 
owned fi rm may cause at least as much harm to consumers as prices that 
refl ect the exercise of unilateral market power if  the incentives for least- cost 
production by the government- owned fi rm are sufficiently muted and the 
regulator sets a price that at least recovers all of fi rm’s incurred production 
costs. Although these prices may appear more benign because they only 
recover the actual costs incurred by the government- owned fi rm, they can 
be more harmful from a societal welfare perspective than the same level of 
prices set by a privately owned fi rm. This is because the privately owned fi rm 
has a strong incentive to produce in a technically and allocatively efficient 
manner and any positive difference between total revenues paid by consum-
ers and the minimum cost of producing the output sold is economic profi t 
or producer surplus.
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Government- owned fi rms may produce in a technically and/or alloca-
tively inefficient manner because of  constraints imposed by its owner. 
For example, the government could require a publicly owned fi rm to hire 
more labor than is necessary. This is socially wasteful and therefore yields a 
reduced level of producer surplus relative to case of a privately owned fi rm 
producing its output in a least- cost manner. Because both outcomes, by 
assumption, have consumers paying the same price, the level of consumer 
surplus is unchanged across the two ownership structures, so that the level 
of total surplus is reduced as a result of government ownership because the 
difference between the market price and the variable cost of the highest cost 
unit operating under private ownership goes to the fi rm’s shareholders in 
the form of higher profi ts.

Figure 4.9 provides a graphical illustration of this point. The step function 
labeled MCp is the incurred marginal cost curve for the privately owned fi rm 
and the step function labeled MCg is incurred marginal cost curve for the 
government- owned fi rm. I make the distinction between incurred and mini-
mum cost to account for the fact that the management of the government- 
owned fi rm has less of an incentive to produce at minimum cost than does 
the privately owned fi rm. In this example, I assume the reason for this differ-
ence in marginal cost curves is that the government- owned fi rm produces in 
a technically inefficient manner by using more of each input to produce the 

Fig. 4.9 Welfare loss from inefficient production
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same level of output as the privately owned fi rm. Suppose that the profi t- 
maximizing level of output for the privately owned fi rm given the residual 
demand curve plotted in fi gure 4.9 is Q*, with a price of P*. Suppose the 
government- owned fi rm behaves as if  it were a price taker given its marginal 
cost curve and this residual demand curve, and assume that this price is also 
equal to the fi rm’s average incurred cost at Q*, AC(Q*). I have drawn the 
fi gure so that the intersection of the marginal cost curve of the government- 
owned fi rm with this residual demand curve occurs at the same price and 
quantity pair set by the unilateral profi t- maximizing quantity offered by the 
privately owned fi rm.

 Because the government- owned fi rm produces in a technically inefficient 
manner, it uses more of society’s scarce resources to produce Q* than the pri-
vately owned fi rm. Consequently, the additional benefi t that society receives 
from having the privately owned fi rm produce the good is the shaded area 
between the two marginal cost curves in fi gure 4.9, which is the additional 
producer surplus earned by the privately owned fi rm because it produces 
in a technically and allocatively efficient manner but exercises signifi cant 
unilateral market power.

This example demonstrates that even though the privately owned fi rm 
exercises all available unilateral market power, if  the incentives for efficient 
production by government- owned fi rms are sufficiently muted, it may be 
preferable from the market designer’s and society’s perspective to tolerate 
some exercise of unilateral market power, rather than adopt a regime with 
government- owned fi rms setting prices equal to an extremely inefficiently 
incurred marginal cost or average cost of production.

If  the government- owned fi rm is assumed to produce in an allocatively 
inefficient manner only, this same logic for consumers preferring private to 
government ownership holds. However, the societal welfare implications of 
government ownership versus private ownership are less clear because these 
higher production costs are caused by deviations from least- cost production 
rather than simply a failure to produce the maximum technically feasible 
output for a fi xed set of inputs. For example, if  the government- owned fi rm 
is forced to pay higher wages than private sector fi rms for equivalent work-
ers because of  political constraints, these workers from the government- 
owned fi rm would suffer a welfare loss if  they were employed by a privately 
owned fi rm.

The example given in fi gure 4.9 may seem extreme, but there are number 
of reasons why it is reasonable to believe that a government- owned fi rm 
faces far less pressure from its owners to produce in a least cost manner rela-
tive to its privately owned counterpart. For example, poorly run privately 
owned companies can go bankrupt. If  a fi rm consistently earns revenues 
less than its production costs, the fi rm’s owners and creditors can force the 
fi rm to liquidate its assets and exit the industry. The experience from both 
industrialized and developing countries is that poorly run government- 
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owned companies rarely go out of business. Governments can and almost 
always do fund unprofi table companies from general tax revenues. Even in 
the United States, there are a number of examples of persistently unprofi t-
able government- owned companies receiving subsidies long after it is clear 
to all independent observers that these fi rms should liquidate their assets 
and exit the industry. Because government- owned companies have this addi-
tional source of funds to cover their incurred production costs, they have 
signifi cantly less incentive to produce in a least- cost manner.

Megginson and Netter (2001) survey a number of empirical studies of the 
impact of privatization in nontransition economies and fi nd general support 
for the proposition that it improves the fi rm’s operating and fi nancial per-
formance. However, these authors emphasize that this improved fi nancial 
performance does not always translate into increases in consumer welfare 
because private ownership can increase the incentive for fi rms to exercise 
unilateral market power. Shirley and Walsh (2000) also survey the empiri-
cal literature on the impact of  privatization on fi rm performance. They 
conclude that the private ownership and competition are complements in 
the sense that the empirical evidence on private ownership improving fi rm 
performance is stronger when the private fi rm faces competition. They also 
argue that the relative performance improvements associated with private 
versus public ownership are greater in developing countries versus indus-
trialized countries.

4.5 Dimensions of Wholesale Market Design Process

This section describes the fi ve major ways that a market designer can 
reduce the incentive a supplier has to exercise unilateral market power in a 
wholesale electricity market. As discussed earlier, it is impossible to eliminate 
completely the ability that suppliers in a wholesale electricity market have to 
exercise unilateral market power. The best that a market designer can hope to 
do is reduce this ability to levels that yield market outcomes that come closer 
to achieving the market designer’s goals than could be achieved with other 
feasible combinations of market and regulatory mechanisms. This means 
the market designer must recognize the individual rationality constraint that 
the fi rm will maximize profi ts given the rules set by the market designer and 
the actions taken by its competitors.

As the discussion of fi gure 4.8 demonstrates, the market designer reduces 
the ability of the fi rm to exercise the unilateral market by facing the fi rm 
with a residual demand curve that is as elastic as possible. As fi gure 4.8 
itself  demonstrates, the more elastic the supplier’s residual curve demand is 
the less the fi rm’s unilateral profi t- maximizing actions are able to raise the 
market- clearing price. Consequently, the goal of designing a competitive 
electricity market is straightforward: face all suppliers with as elastic as pos-
sible residual demand curves during as many hours of the year as possible. 
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McRae and Wolak (2014) provide empirical evidence consistent with this 
goal for the four largest suppliers in the New Zealand wholesale electricity. 
They fi nd that lower in absolute value half- hourly slopes of  the residual 
demand curve faced by each supplier predict lower half- hourly offer prices 
by that supplier.

There are fi ve primary mechanisms for increasing the elasticity of  the 
residual demand curve faced by a supplier in a wholesale electricity market. 
The fi rst is divestiture of capacity owned by this fi rm to a number of inde-
pendent suppliers. Second is the magnitude and distribution across suppliers 
of fi xed- price forward contracts to supply electricity to sold load- serving 
entities. Third is the extent to which fi nal consumers are active participants 
in the wholesale electricity market. Fourth is the extent to which the trans-
mission network has enough capacity to face each supplier with sufficient 
competition from other suppliers. The last is the extent to which regulatory 
oversight of the wholesale market provides strong incentives for all market 
participants to fulfi ll their contractual obligations and obey the market rules. 
We now discuss each of these mechanisms for increasing the elasticity of the 
residual demand curve facing a supplier.

4.5.1 Divestiture of Generation Capacity

To understand how the divestiture of a given amount of capacity into 
a larger number of independent suppliers can impact the slope of a fi rm’s 
residual demand curve, consider the following simple example. Suppose 
there are ten equal sized fi rms, each of which owns 1,000 MW of capacity, 
and that the total demand in the hourly wholesale market is perfectly inelas-
tic with respect to price and is equal to 9,500 MWh. Each fi rm knows that at 
least 500 MW of its capacity is needed to meet this demand, regardless of 
the actions of its competitors. Specifi cally, if  the remaining nine fi rms bid 
all 1,000 MW of their capacity into the market, the tenth fi rm has a residual 
demand of at least 500 MWh at every bid price.

Mathematically, this means the value of the residual demand facing the 
fi rm, DR( p), is positive at pmax, the highest possible bid price that a supplier 
can submit. When DR( pmax) > 0, the fi rm is said to be pivotal, meaning that 
at least DR( pmax) of  its capacity is needed to serve demand. Figure 4.10 
provides an example of this phenomenon. Let SO1( p) represent the aggre-
gate willingness- to-supply curve of all other fi rms besides the fi rm under 
consideration and let Qd represent the market demand. Part (b) of fi gure 4.10 
shows that the fi rm is pivotal for DR1( pmax) units of output, which in this 
example is equal to 500 MWh. In this circumstance, the fi rm is guaranteed 
total revenues of at least DR1( pmax) ∗ pmax, which it can achieve by bidding 
all of its capacity into the wholesale market at pmax.

 To see the impact of  requiring a fi rm to divest generation capacity on 
its residual demand curve, suppose that the fi rm in fi gure 4.10 was forced 
to sell off 500 MW of its capacity to a new or existing market participant. 
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This implies that the maximum supply of all other fi rms is now equal to 
9,500 MWh, the original 9,000 MWh plus the additional 500 MWh divested, 
which is exactly equal to the market demand. This means that the fi rm is 
no longer pivotal because its residual demand is equal to zero at pmax. Part 
(a) of fi gure 4.10 draws new bid supply curve of all other market participants 
besides the fi rm under consideration, SO2( p). For every price, I would expect 
this curve to lie to the right of SO1( p), the original bid supply curve. Part 
(b) plots the resulting residual demand curve for the fi rm using SO2( p). This 
residual demand curve, DR2( p), crosses the vertical axis at pmax, so that the 
elasticity of the residual demand curve facing the fi rm is now fi nite for all 
feasible prices. In contrast, for the case of DR1( p), the residual demand curve 
predivestiture, the fi rm faces a demand of at least DR1( pmax ) for all prices 
in the neighborhood of pmax.

This example illustrates a general phenomenon associated with structural 
divestiture: the fi rm that sells generation capacity now faces a more elastic 
residual demand curve, which causes it to bid more aggressively into the 
wholesale electricity market. This more aggressive bidding by the divested 
fi rm then faces all other suppliers with fl atter residual demand curves, so 
they now fi nd it optimal to submit fl atter bid supply curves, which implies 
a fl atter residual demand curve for the fi rm under consideration. Even in 
those cases when divestiture does not stop a supplier from being pivotal, the 
residual demand curve facing the fi rm that now has less capacity should still 
be more elastic, because more supply has been added to SO( p), the aggregate 
bid supply function of all other fi rms besides the fi rm under consideration. 
This implies a smaller value for the fi rm’s residual demand at all prices, as 
shown in fi gure 4.10.

This residual demand analysis illustrates why it is preferable to divest 
capacity to new entrants or small existing fi rms rather than to large exist-
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Fig. 4.10 The impact of capacity divestiture on a pivotal supplier
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ing fi rms. Applying the reverse of the logic described above to the existing 
supplier that purchases the divested capacity implies that this fi rm faces a 
residual demand that is likely to be larger at every price level. The acquir-
ing fi rm now owns generation capacity that formerly had a willingness- 
to-supply curve that entered the acquiring fi rm’s residual demand curve. 
The larger the amount of generation capacity owned by the acquiring fi rm 
before the divestiture occurs, the greater are the likely competition concerns 
associated with this acquisition.

4.5.2 Fixed- Price Forward Contracts and Vesting Contracts

In many industries wholesalers and retailers sign fi xed- price forward con-
tracts to manage the risk of spot price volatility. There are two additional 
reasons for wholesalers and retailers to sign fi xed- price forward contracts 
in the electricity supply industry. First, fi xed- price forward contract com-
mitments make it unilaterally profi t maximizing for a supplier to submit 
bids into the short- term electricity market closer to its marginal cost of 
production. This point is demonstrated in detail in Wolak (2000b). Second, 
fi xed- price forward contracts can also precommit generation unit owners 
to a lower average cost pattern of output throughout the day. This logic 
implies that for the same sales price, a supplier with signifi cant fi xed- price 
forward contract commitments earns a higher per unit profi t than one with a 
lower quantity of fi xed- price forward contract commitments. Wolak (2007) 
demonstrates the empirical relevance of this point for a large supplier in the 
Australian electricity market.

To understand the impact of fi xed- price forward contract commitments 
on supplier bidding behavior it is important to understand what a forward 
contract obligates a supplier to do. Usually fi xed- price forward contracts 
are signed between suppliers and load- serving entities. These contracts typi-
cally give the load- serving entity the right to buy a fi xed quantity of energy 
at a given location at a fi xed price. Viewed from this perspective, a forward 
contract for supply of electricity obligates the seller to provide insurance 
against short- term price volatility at a prespecifi ed location in the transmis-
sion network for a prespecifi ed quantity of energy. The seller of the forward 
contract does not have to produce energy from its own generating facilities 
to provide this price insurance to the purchaser of the forward contract. 
However, one way for the seller of the fi xed- price forward contract to limit 
its exposure to short- term price risk is to provide the contract quantity of 
energy from its own generation units.

This logic leads to another extremely important point about forward 
contracts that is not often fully understood by participants in a wholesale 
electricity market. Delivering electricity from a seller’s own generation units 
is not always a profi t- maximizing strategy given the supplier’s forward con-
tract obligations. This is also the reason why forward contracts provide 
strong incentives for suppliers to bid more aggressively (supply functions 
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closer to the generation unit owner’s marginal cost function) into the short- 
term wholesale electricity market.

To see these points, consider the following example taken from Wolak 
(2000b). Let DR( p) equal the residual demand curve faced by the supplier 
with the forward contract obligation QC at a price of PC and a marginal 
cost of MC. For simplicity, I assume that the fi rm’s marginal cost curve is 
constant, but this simplifi cation does not impact any of the conclusions from 
the analysis. The fi rm’s variable profi ts for this time period are:

(2) π( p) = (DR( p) – QC)( p – MC) + (PC – MC)QC.

The fi rst term in (2) is equal to the profi t or loss the fi rm earns from buying 
or selling energy in the short- term market at a price of p. The second term 
in (2) is the variable profi ts the fi rm earns from selling QC units of energy in 
the forward market at price PC. The fi rm’s objective is to bid into the short- 
term market in order to set a market price, p, that maximizes π( p). Because 
forward contracts are, by defi nition, signed in advance of the operation of 
the short- term market, from the perspective of bidding into the short- term 
market, the fi rm treats (PC – MC)QC as a fi xed payment it will receive 
regardless of the short- term price, p. Consequently, the fi rm can only impact 
the fi rst term through its bidding behavior in the short- term market.

A supplier with a forward contract obligation of QC has a very strong 
incentive to submit bids that set prices below its marginal cost if  it believes 
that DR( p) will be less than QC. This is because the supplier is effectively 
a net buyer of QC – DR( p) units of electricity, because it has already sold 
QC units in a forward contract. Consequently, it is profi t maximizing for 
the fi rm to want to purchase this net demand at the lowest possible price. 
It can either do this by producing the power from its own units at a cost of 
MC, or purchasing the additional energy from the short- term market. If  
the fi rm can push the market price below its marginal cost, then it is profi t 
maximizing for the fi rm to meet its forward contract obligations by pur-
chasing power from the short- term market rather paying MC to produce 
it. Consequently, if  suppliers have substantial forward contract obligations, 
then they have extremely strong incentives to keep market prices very low 
until the level of energy they actually produce is greater than their fi xed- price 
forward contract quantity.

The competition- enhancing benefi ts of forward contract commitments 
from suppliers can be seen more easily by defi ning DRC( p) = DR( p) – QC, 
the net of  forward contract residual demand curve facing the fi rm, and 
F = (PC – MC)QC, the variable profi ts from forward contract sales. In terms 
of this notation the fi rm’s variable profi ts become π( p) = DRC( p)( p – MC ) 
+ F, which has exactly the same structure (except for F ) as the fi rm’s variable 
profi ts from selling electricity if  it has no forward contract commitments. 
The only difference is that DRC( p) replaces DR( p) in the expression for 
the supplier’s variable profi ts. Consequently, profi t- maximizing behavior 
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implies that the fi rm will submit bids to set a price in the short- term market 
that satisfi es equation (1) with DR( p) replaced by DRC( p). This implies the 
following relationship between Pc, the ex post profi t- maximizing price, the 
fi rm’s marginal cost of production, MC, and εc, the elasticity of the net of 
forward contract quantity residual demand curve evaluated at Pc:

(3) 
  

Pc − MC

Pc
= − 1

εc
,

where εc = DRC′(Pc)∗(Pc/ DRC(Pc)).
The inverse of the elasticity of net of forward contract residual demand 

curve, 1/ εc, is a measure of the incentive (as opposed to ability) a supplier has 
to exercise unilateral market power. If  the fi rm has some fi xed- price forward 
contract obligations, then a given change in the fi rm’s residual demand as 
a result of a 1 percent increase in the market price implies a much larger 
percentage change in the fi rm’s net of forward contract obligations residual 
demand. For example, suppose that a fi rm is currently selling 100 MWh, 
but has 95 MWh of forward contract obligations. If  a 1 percent increase in 
the market price reduces the amount that the fi rm sells by 0.5 MWh, then 
the elasticity of the fi rm’s residual demand is – 0.5 = (0.5 percent quantity 
reduction) ÷ (1 percent price increase). The elasticity of the fi rm’s residual 
demand net of its forward contract obligations is – 10 = (10 percent net of 
forward contract quantity output reduction) ÷ (1 percent price increase). 
Thus, the presence of  fi xed- price forward contract obligations implies a 
dramatically diminished incentive to withhold output to raise short- term 
wholesale prices, despite the fact that the fi rm has a signifi cant ability to 
raise short- term wholesale prices through its unilateral actions. McRae and 
Wolak (2014) provide empirical evidence in support of this prediction for 
the four largest suppliers in the New Zealand electricity market.

In general, εc and ε are related by the following equation:

 
  
εc = ε DR( p)

DR( p) −QC

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
.

The smaller a fi rm’s exposure to short- term prices—the difference between 
DR( p) and QC—the more elastic εc is relative to ε, and the greater the diver-
gence between the incentive versus ability the fi rm has to exercise unilateral 
market power.

Because DRC( p) = DR( p) – QC, this implies that at same market price, 
p, and residual demand curve, DR( p), the absolute value of the elasticity 
of the net of  forward contract quantity residual demand curve is always 
greater than the absolute value of  the elasticity of  the residual demand 
curve. A simple proof of this result follows from the fact that DRC′( p) = 
DR′( p) for all prices and QC > 0, so that by rewriting the expressions for 
εc and ε, we obtain:
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(4) 
  
εc = D ′R ( p) *

p
DR( p) − QC

> ε = D ′R ( p) *
p

DR( p)
.

Moreover, as long as DR( p) – QC > 0, the larger the value of  QC, the 
greater is the difference between εc and ε, and the smaller is the expected 
profi t- maximizing percentage markup of the market price above the fi rm’s 
marginal cost of producing the last unit of electricity that it supplies with 
forward contract commitments versus no forward contract commitments. 
This result demonstrates that it is always unilateral profi t maximizing, for the 
same underlying residual demand curve, for the supplier to set a lower price 
relative to its marginal cost if  it has positive forward contract commitments.

This incentive to bid more aggressively into the short- term market if  a 
supplier has substantial forward contracts also has implications for how a 
fi xed quantity of forward contract commitments should be allocated among 
suppliers to maximize the benefi ts of these contracts to the competitiveness 
of the short- term market. Because a fi rm with forward contract obligations 
will bid more aggressively in the short- term market, this implies that all of its 
competitors will also face more elastic residual demand curves and therefore 
fi nd it unilaterally profi t maximizing to bid more aggressively in the short- 
term market. This more aggressive bidding will leave all other fi rms with 
more elastic residual demand curves, which should therefore make these 
fi rms bid more aggressively in the short- term market.

This virtuous cycle with respect to the benefi ts of forward contracting 
implies that a given amount of fi xed- price forward contracts will have the 
greatest competitive benefi ts if  it is spread out among all of the suppliers in 
the market roughly proportional to expected output under competitive mar-
ket conditions. For example, if  there are fi ve fi rms and each them expects to 
sell 1,000 MW under competitive market conditions, then fi xed- price for-
ward contract commitments should be allocated equally across the fi rms to 
maximize the competitive benefi ts. If  one fi rm expects to sell twice the output 
of other fi rms, then it should have roughly twice the forward contract com-
mitments to load- serving entities that the other suppliers have.

Because of  the short- term market efficiency benefi ts of  substantial 
amounts of fi xed- price forward contract commitments between suppliers 
and load- serving entities, most wholesale electricity markets begin opera-
tion with a large fraction of the fi nal demand covered by fi xed- price for-
ward contracts. If  a substantial amount of capacity is initially controlled by 
government- owned or privately owned monopolies, the regulator or market 
designer usually requires that most of these assets be sold to new entrants 
to create a more competitive wholesale market. These sales typically take 
place with a fi xed- price forward contract commitment on the part of the 
new owner of the generation capacity to supply a substantial fraction of 
the expected output of the unit to electricity retailers at a fi xed price. These 
contracts are typically called vesting contracts, because they are assigned to 
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the unit as precondition for its sale. For example, if  a 500 MW unit owned by 
the former monopolist is being sold, the regulator assigns a forward contract 
obligation on the new owner to supply 400 MW of energy each hour at a 
previously specifi ed fi xed price.

Vesting contracts accomplish several goals. The fi rst is to provide price 
certainty for electricity retailers for a signifi cant fraction of their wholesale 
energy needs. The second is to provide revenue certainty to the new owner of 
the generating facility. With a vesting contract the new owner of the genera-
tion unit in our example already has a revenue stream each hour equal to 
the contract price times 400 MWh. These two aspects of vesting contracts 
protect suppliers and loads from the volatility of short- term market prices 
because they only receive or pay the short- term price for production or 
consumption beyond the contract quantity. Finally, the existence of  this 
fi xed- price forward contract obligation has the benefi cial impacts on the 
competitiveness of the short- term energy market described earlier.7

The primary causal factor in the dramatic increase in short- term elec-
tricity prices during the summer of 2000 in California is the fact that the 
three large retailers—Pacifi c Gas and Electric, Southern California Edison, 
and San Diego Gas and Electric—purchased virtually all of their energy 
and ancillary services requirements from the day- ahead, hour- ahead, and 
real- time markets. When the amount of imports available from the Pacifi c 
Northwest was substantially decreased as a result of reduced water avail-
ability during the late spring and summer of 2000, the fossil fuel suppliers 
in California found themselves facing the signifi cantly less elastic residual 
demand curves for their output. This fact, documented in Wolak (2003c), 
made the unilateral profi t- maximizing markups of price above the marginal 
cost of producing electricity for the fi ve large fossil fuel suppliers in Cali-
fornia substantially higher during the summer and autumn of 2000 than 
they had been during the previous two years of the market.

4.5.3 Active Participation of Final Demand in Wholesale Market

Consider an electricity market with no variation in demand and supply 
across all hours of the day. Under these circumstances, it would be possible 
to build enough generation capacity to ensure that all demand could be 
served at some fi xed price. However, the reality of electricity consumption 
and generation unit and transmission network operation is that demand and 
supply vary over time, often in an unpredictable manner. There is always a 
risk that a generation unit or transmission line will fail or that a consumer 
will decide to increase or decrease their consumption. This implies that there 
is always some likelihood that available capacity will be insufficient to meet 

7. The price of energy sold under a vesting contract can also be used by the seller, typically 
the government, to raise or lower the purchase price of a generation facility. For the same for-
ward contract quantity, a higher fi xed energy price in the vesting contract raises the purchase 
price of the facility.
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demand. The increasing capacity share of renewable energy sources such 
as wind, solar, and small hydro because of ongoing efforts to reduce green-
house gas emissions, further increases the likelihood of energy shortfalls. 
Electricity can only be produced from these resources when the wind is 
blowing, the sun is shining, or water is available behind the turbine.

There are two ways of eliminating a supply shortfall: either price must be 
increased to choke off demand, or demand must be randomly rationed. Ran-
dom rationing is clearly an extremely inefficient way to ensure that supply 
equals demand. Many consumers willing to purchase electricity at the pre-
vailing price are unable to do so. Moreover, as has been discovered by poli-
ticians in all countries where random rationing has occurred, the backlash 
associated with this can be devastating to those in charge. Moreover, the 
indirect costs of random rationing on the level of economic activity can be 
substantial. In particular, preparing for and dealing with rationing periods 
also leads to substantial losses in economic output.

A more cost- effective approach to dealing with a shortfall of available 
supply relative to the level of  demand at the prevailing price is to allow 
the retail price to rise to the level necessary to cause a sufficient number of 
consumers to reduce their consumption to bring supply and demand back 
into balance. Consumers that pay the hourly price of electricity for their 
consumption are not fundamentally different from generation unit own-
ers responding to hourly price signals from a system reliability perspective. 
Let D( p) equal the consumer’s hourly demand for electricity as function of 
the hourly price of electricity. Defi ne SN( p) = D(0) – D( p), where D(0) is 
the consumer’s demand for electricity at an hourly price equal to zero. The 
function SN( p) is the consumer’s true willingness supply curve for “nega-
watts,” reductions in the amount of megawatts consumed. Because D( p) is 
a downward sloping function of p, SN( p) is an upward sloping function of 
p. A generator with a marginal cost curve equal to SN( p) has the ability to 
provide the same hourly reliability benefi ts as this consumer. However, an 
electricity supplier has the incentive to maximize the profi ts it earns from 
selling electricity in the short- term market given its marginal cost function. 
By contrast, an industrial or commercial consumer with a negawatt supply 
curve, SN( p), can be expected to bid a willingness to supply negawatts into 
the short- term market to maximize the profi ts it earns from selling its fi nal 
output, which implies demand bidding to reduce the average price it pays 
for electricity.

Although a generation unit and consumer with an hourly meter may have 
the same true willingness- to-supply curve, each of them will use this curve 
to pursue different goals. The supplier is likely to use it to exercise unilateral 
market power and raise market prices, and the consumer is likely to use it 
to exercise unilateral market power to reduce the price it pays for electricity. 
Wolak (2013) describes how a load- serving entity with some consumers fac-
ing the hourly wholesale price or a large consumer facing the hourly price 
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could exercise market power on the demand side to reduce the average price 
it pays for a fi xed quantity of electricity.

Besides allowing the system operator more fl exibility in managing demand 
and supply imbalances, the presence of some consumers that alter their con-
sumption in response to the hourly wholesale price also signifi cantly benefi ts 
the competitiveness of the spot market. Figure 4.11 illustrates this point. The 
two residual demand curves are computed for the same value of SO( p). For 
one, QD is perfectly inelastic. For the other, QD( p) is price elastic. As shown in 
the diagram, the slope of the resulting residual demand curve using QD( p) is 
always fl atter than the slope of the residual demand curve using QD. Follow-
ing the logic used for the case of forward contracts, it can be demonstrated 
that for the same price and same value of residual demand, the elasticity of 
the residual demand curve using QD( p) is always greater than the one using 
QD, because the slope of the one using QD( p) is equal to DR′( p) = QD′( p) – 
SO′( p), which is larger in absolute value than – SO′( p), the slope of  the 
residual demand curve using QD. Consequently, the competitive benefi t of 
having fi nal consumers pay the hourly wholesale price is that all suppliers 
will face more elastic residual demand curves, which will cause them to bid 
more aggressively into the short- term market.

 Politicians and policymakers often express the concern that subjecting 
consumers to real- time price risk will introduce too much volatility into their 
monthly bill. These concerns are, for the most part, unfounded as well as 
misplaced. Borenstein (2007) suggests a scheme for facing a consumer with 
a retail price that varies with the hourly wholesale price for her consump-
tion above or below a predetermined load shape so that the consumer faces 
a monthly average price risk similar to a peak/ off- peak time- of-use tariff.
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Fig. 4.11 Residual demand elasticity and price- responsive demand
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It is important to emphasize that if  a state regulatory commission sets a 
fi xed retail price or fi xed pattern of retail prices throughout the day (time- 
of-use prices), it must still ensure that over the course of the month or year, 
the retailer’s total revenues less its transmission, distribution, and retailing 
costs, must cover its total wholesale energy costs. If  the regulator sets this 
fi xed price too low relative to the current wholesale price, then either the 
retailer or the government must pay the difference.

This is precisely the lesson learned by the citizens of California. When 
average wholesale prices rose above the average wholesale price implicit in 
the fi xed retail price California consumers paid for electricity, retailers ini-
tially made up the difference. Eventually, these companies threatened to 
declare bankruptcy (in the case of  Southern California Edison and San 
Diego Gas and Electric) and declared bankruptcy (in the case of Pacifi c Gas 
and Electric), and the state of California took over purchasing wholesale 
power at even higher wholesale prices. The option to purchase at a fi xed price 
or fi xed pattern of prices that does not vary with hourly system conditions is 
increasingly valuable to consumers and extremely costly to the government 
the more volatile are wholesale electricity prices.

This is nothing more than a restatement of a standard prediction from the 
theory of stock options that the value of a call option on a stock is increasing 
in the volatility of the underlying security. However, different from the case 
of a call option on a stock, the fact that all California consumers had this 
option available to them and were completely shielded from any spot price 
risk in their electricity purchases (but not in their tax payments) made whole-
sale prices more volatile. By the logic of fi gure 4.11, all suppliers faced a less 
elastic residual demand curve because all customers paid for their hourly 
wholesale electricity consumption at same fi xed price or pattern prices rather 
than at the actual hourly real- time price. Therefore suppliers had a greater 
ability to exercise the unilateral market, which led to higher average prices 
and greater price volatility.

Charging fi nal consumers the same default hourly price as generation 
units owners provides a strong incentive for them to become active partici-
pants in the wholesale market or purchase the appropriate short- term price 
hedging instruments from retailers to eliminate their exposure to short- term 
price risk. These purchases of short- term price hedging instruments by fi nal 
consumers increases the retailer’s demand for fi xed- price forward contracts 
from generation unit owners, which reduces the amount of energy that is 
actually sold at the short- term wholesale price.

Perhaps the most important, but most often ignored, lesson from elec-
tricity restructuring processes in industrialized countries is the necessity of 
treating load and generation symmetrically. Symmetric treatment of load 
and generation means that unless a retail consumer signs a forward contract 
with an electricity retailer, the default wholesale price the consumer pays is 
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the hourly wholesale price. This is precisely the same risk that a generation 
unit owner faces unless it has signed a fi xed- price forward contract with a 
load- serving entity or some other market participant. The default price it 
receives for any short- term energy sales is the hourly short- term price. Just 
as very few suppliers are willing to risk selling all of their output in the short- 
term market, consumers should have similar preferences against too much 
reliance on the short- term market and would therefore be willing to sign a 
long- term contract for a large fraction of their expected hourly consump-
tion during each hour of the month.

Consistent with Borenstein’s (2007) logic, a residential consumer might 
purchase a right to buy a fi xed load shape for each day at a fi xed price for 
the next twelve months. This consumer would then be able to sell energy it 
does not consume during any hour at the hourly wholesale price or purchase 
any power it needs beyond this baseline level at that same price.8 This type 
of pricing arrangement would result in a signifi cantly less volatile monthly 
electricity bill than if  the consumer made all of his purchases at the hourly 
wholesale price. If  all customers purchased according to this sort of pricing 
plan then there would be no residual short- term price risk that the govern-
ment needs to manage using tax revenues. All consumers manage the risk 
of  high wholesale prices and supply shortfalls according to their prefer-
ences for taking on short- term price risk. Moreover, because all consumers 
have an incentive to reduce their consumption during high- priced periods, 
wholesale prices are likely to be less volatile. Symmetric treatment of load 
and generation does not mean that a consumer is prohibited from purchas-
ing a fi xed- price full requirements contract for all of  the electricity they 
might consume in a month, only that the consumer must pay the full cost 
of supplying this product.

The major technological roadblock to symmetric treatment of load and 
generation is the necessary metering technology to allow consumption to be 
measured on an hourly versus monthly basis. Virtually all existing meters at 
the residential level and the vast majority at the commercial and industrial 
levels can only record total monthly consumption. Monthly meter reading 
means it is only possible to determine the total amount of KWh consumed 
between two consequence meter readings—the difference between the value 
on the meter at the end of  the month and value at the beginning of  the 
month is the amount consumed within the month. Without the metering 
technology necessary to record consumption for each hour of the month, it 

8. Wolak (2013) draws an analogy between this pricing plan for electricity and how cell 
phone minutes are typically sold. Consumers purchase a fi xed number of minutes per month 
and typically companies allow customers to rollover unused minutes to the next month or 
purchase additional minutes beyond these advance- purchase minutes at some penalty price. 
In the case of electricity, the price for unused KWhs and additional KWhs during a given hour 
is the real- time wholesale price.
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is impossible to determine precisely how much a customer consumed dur-
ing each hour of the month, which is a necessary condition for symmetric 
treatment and load and generation.

The economic barriers to universal hourly metering have fallen over time. 
The primary cost associated with universal interval metering is the up- front 
cost of installing the system, although there is also a small monthly operat-
ing and maintenance cost. Wolak (2013) describes the many technologies 
available. Many jurisdictions around the world have invested in interval 
meters for all customers and many others are in the process of doing so. For 
example, the three large retailers in California recently completed the imple-
mentation of universal interval metering as a regulated distribution network 
service. The economic case for interval metering is primarily based on the 
cost savings associated with reading conventional meters. These automated 
interval meter systems eliminate the need for staff of  the electricity retailer 
to visit the customer’s premises to read the meter each month. Particularly 
in industrialized countries, where labor is relatively expensive, these savings 
in labor costs cover a signifi cant fraction of the estimated cost of the auto-
mated meter reading system.

4.5.4  Economic Reliability versus Engineering Reliability 
of a Transmission Network

The presence of a wholesale market changes the defi nition of what con-
stitutes a reliable transmission network. In order for it to be expected profi t- 
maximizing for generation unit owners to submit a bid curve close to their 
marginal cost curve, they must expect to face sufficiently elastic residual 
demand curves. For this to be the case, there must be enough transmission 
capacity into the area served by a generation unit owner so that any attempts 
to raise local prices will result in a large enough quantity of lost sales to make 
this bidding strategy unprofi table.

I defi ne an economically reliable transmission network as one with suffi-
cient capacity so that each location in the transmission network faces suf-
fi cient competition from distant generation to cause local generation unit 
owners to compete with distant generators rather than cause congestion to 
create a local monopoly market. In the former vertically integrated utility 
regime, transmission expansions were undertaken to ensure the engineering 
reliability of the transmission network. A transmission network was deemed 
to be reliable from an engineering perspective if  the vertically integrated 
utility that controlled all of the generation units in the control area could 
maintain a reliable electricity supply to consumers despite unexpected gen-
eration and transmission outages.

The value of  increasing the transmission capacity between two points 
still depends on the extent to which this expansion allows the substitution 
of cheap generation in one area for expensive generation in the other area. 
Under the vertically integrated monopoly regime, all differences across 
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regions in wholesale energy payments were due to differences in the loca-
tional costs of production for the geographic monopolist. However, in the 
wholesale market regime, the extent of market power that can be exercised 
by fi rms at each location in the network can lead to much larger differences 
in payments for wholesale electricity across these regions.

Even if  the difference in the variable cost of the highest cost units operat-
ing in the two regions is less than $15/ MWh, because fi rms in one area are 
able to exercise local market power, differences in the wholesale prices that 
consumers must pay across the two regions can be as high as the price cap 
on the real- time price of energy. For example, during early 2000 in the Cali-
fornia market when the price cap on the Independent System Operator’s 
real- time market was $750/ MWh, because of congestion between Southern 
California (the SP15 zone) and Northern California (the NP15 zone), prices 
in the two zones differed by as much as $700/ MWh, despite the fact that the 
difference in the variable costs of the highest cost units operating in the two 
zones was less than $15/ MWh.

This example demonstrates that a major source of benefi ts from trans-
mission capacity in a wholesale market regime is that it limits the ability of 
generation unit owners to use transmission congestion to limit the number 
of competitors they face. More transmission capacity into an area implies 
that local generating unit owners face more competition from distant gen-
eration for a larger fraction of their capacity. Because these fi rms now face 
more competition from distant generation, they must bid more aggressively 
(a supply curve closer to their marginal cost curve) over a wider range of 
local demand realizations to sell the same amount of energy they did before 
the transmission upgrade.

Understanding how transmission upgrades can increase the elasticity of 
the residual demand curve a supplier faces requires only a slight modifi ca-
tion of the discussion surrounding fi gure 4.10. Suppose that 9,500 MWh 
of demand is all located on the other side of a transmission line with 9,000 
MW of capacity, and the supplier under consideration owns 1,000 MW of 
generation local to the demand. Suppose there are twelve fi rms, each of 
which own 1,000 MW of capacity located on the other side of the interface. 
In this case, the local supplier is pivotal for 500 MWh of energy because local 
demand is 9,500 MWh, but only 9,000 MWh of energy can get into the local 
area because of transmission constraints. Note that there is 12,000 MW of 
generation capacity available to serve the local demand. It just cannot get 
into the region because of transmission constraints. We can now reinterpret 
SO1( p) in fi gure 4.10 as the aggregate bid supply curve of the twelve fi rms 
competing to sell energy into the 9,000 MW transmission line.

Suppose the transmission line is now upgraded to 9,500 MW. From the 
perspective of the local fi rm this results in SO2( p) to serve the local demand, 
which means that the local supplier is no longer pivotal. Before the upgrade 
the local supplier faced the residual demand curve DR1( p) in fi gure 4.10 and 
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after the upgrade it faces DR2( p), which is more elastic than DR1( p) at all 
price levels. This is the mechanism by which transmission upgrades increase 
the elasticity of the residual demand curve a supplier faces and the overall 
competitiveness of the wholesale electricity market.

The California Independent System Operator’s (ISO) Transmission 
Expansion Assessment Methodology (TEAM) incorporates the increased 
wholesale competition benefi ts of  transmission expansions. Awad et al. 
(2010) presents the details of this methodology and applies it to a proposed 
transmission expansion from Arizona into Southern California—the Palo 
Verde– Devers Line No. 2 upgrade. The authors fi nd that the result of 
increased competition that generation unit owners in California face from 
generation unit owners located in Arizona is a major source of benefi ts from 
the upgrade. These benefi ts are much larger for system conditions with low 
levels of hydroelectric energy available from the Pacifi c Northwest and very 
high natural gas prices, because this transmission expansion allows more 
electricity imports from the Southwest, where the vast majority of electricity 
is produced using coal.

Wolak (2012) measures the competitiveness benefi ts of eliminating trans-
mission congestion in the Alberta electricity market. This analysis quanti-
fi es how much lower wholesale prices are as a result of the change in the 
behavior of large suppliers in this market caused by eliminating the prospect 
of transmission congestion that might lead them to face steeper residual 
demand curves. This analysis fi nds that even the perception of no transmis-
sion congestion by strategic suppliers causes them to submit offer prices 
closer to their marginal cost of production, which results in lower short- 
term wholesale prices, even without any change in the confi guration of the 
actual transmission network. This analysis suggests that failing to account 
for these competitiveness benefi ts to consumers from transmission expan-
sions in the wholesale market regime can leave many cost- effective transmis-
sion upgrades on the drawing board.

4.6 Role of Regulatory Oversight in Market Design Process

Regulatory oversight of the wholesale market regime is perhaps the most 
difficult aspect of the market design process. This regulatory process focuses 
on the challenging task of setting market rules that yield, through the unilat-
eral profi t- maximizing actions of market participants, just and reasonable 
prices to fi nal consumers. The rules that govern the operation of the gen-
eration, transmission, distribution, and retailing sectors of the industry all 
impact the retail prices paid by fi nal consumers. As section 4.4 makes clear, 
regulatory oversight of the wholesale market regime is a considerably more 
difficult because of the individual rationality constraint that each fi rm will 
choose its actions to infl uence the revenues it receives and costs it incurs to 
maximize its objective function subject to these market rules.
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Regulatory oversight is further complicated by the fact that actions taken 
by the regulator to correct a problem in one aspect of the wholesale mar-
ket can impact the individual rationality constraint faced by other market 
participants. The change in behavior by these market participants can lead 
to market outcomes that create more adverse economic consequences than 
the problem that caused the regulator to take action in the fi rst place. This 
logic implies that the regulator must examine the full implications of any 
proposed market rule changes or other regulatory interventions, because 
once they have been implemented market participants will alter the con-
straint set they face and maximize their objective function subject to this 
new constraint set, consistent with their individual rationality constraint.

Despite the signifi cant challenges faced by the regulatory process in the 
wholesale market regime, the restructured electricity supply industries that 
have ultimately delivered the most benefi ts to electricity consumers are those 
with a credible and effective regulatory process. This section summarizes the 
major tasks of the regulatory process in the wholesale market regime. The 
fi rst task is to provide what I call “smart sunshine regulation.” This means 
that the regulatory process gathers a comprehensive set of  information 
about market outcomes, analyzes it, and makes it available to the public in 
a manner and form that ensures compliance with all market rules and allows 
the regulatory and political process to detect and correct market design 
fl aws in a timely manner. Smart sunshine regulation is the foundation for all 
of  the tasks the regulatory process must undertake in the wholesale market 
regime.

For the reasons discussed in section 4.5.4, the regulatory process must also 
take a more active role in managing the confi guration of the transmission 
network than it did in the former vertically integrated regime. Because the 
real- time wholesale market operator is a monopoly provider of this service, 
the regulator must also monitor its performance. The regulatory process 
must also oversee the performance of the retailing and energy trading sec-
tors. Finally, the regulatory process must have the ability to take actions to 
prevent signifi cant wealth transfers and deadweight losses that can result 
from the legal (under US antitrust law) exercise of unilateral market power 
in wholesale electricity markets. This is perhaps the most challenging task 
the regulatory process faces because knowledge that the regulator will take 
actions to prevent these transfers and deadweight losses can limit the incen-
tive market participants have to take costly actions to prevent the exercise 
of unilateral market power.

4.6.1 Smart Sunshine Regulation

A minimal requirement of any regulatory process is to provide “smart 
sunshine” regulation. The fundamental goal of  regulation is to cause a 
fi rm to take actions desired by the regulator that it would not otherwise do 
without regulatory oversight. For example, without regulatory oversight, 
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a vertically integrated monopoly is likely to prefer to raise prices to some 
customers and/or refuse to serve others. One way to cause a fi rm to take an 
action desired by the regulator is to use the threat of unfavorable publicity 
to discipline the behavior of the fi rm. In the abovementioned example, if  
the fi rm is required by law to serve all customers at the regulated price, a 
straightforward way to increase likelihood that the fi rm complies is for the 
regulator to disclose to the public instances when the fi rm denies service to 
a customer or charges too high of a price.

In order to provide effective smart sunshine regulation, the regulator must 
have access to all information needed to operate the market and be able to 
perform analyses of this data and release the results to the public. At the 
most basic level, the regulator should be able to replicate market- clearing 
prices and quantities given the bids submitted by market participants, total 
demand, and other information about system conditions. This information 
is necessary for the regulator to verify that the market is operated in a man-
ner consistent with what is written in the market rules.

A second aspect of smart sunshine regulation is public data release. There 
are market efficiency benefi ts to public release of all data submitted to the 
real- time market and produced by the system operator. As discussed in sec-
tion 4.4.2, if  only a small fraction of energy sales take place at the real- time 
price, this limits the incentive for large suppliers to exercise unilateral market 
power in the short- term wholesale market. With adequate hedging of short- 
term price risk by electricity retailers, the real- time market is primarily an 
imbalance market operated primarily for reliability reasons, where retailers 
and suppliers buy and sell small amounts of energy to manage deviations 
between their forward market commitments and real- time production and 
consumption. Because all market participants have a common interest in 
the reliability of the transmission network, immediate data release serves 
these reliability needs.

Wholesale markets that currently exist around the world differ consider-
ably in terms of the amount of data they make publicly available and the lag 
between the date the data is created and the date it is released to the public. 
Nevertheless, among industrialized countries there appears to be a positive 
correlation between the extent to which data submitted or produced by the 
system operator is made publicly available and how well the wholesale mar-
ket operates. For example, the Australian electricity market makes all data 
on bids and unit- level dispatch publicly available the next day. Australia’s 
National Electricity Market Management Company (NEMMCO) posts this 
information by the market participant name on its website. The Australian 
electricity market is generally acknowledged to be one of the best perform-
ing restructured electricity markets in the world (Wolak 1999).

The former England and Wales electricity pool kept all of the unit- level 
bid and production data confi dential. Only members of  the pool could 
gain access to this data. It was generally acknowledged to be subject to the 
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exercise of substantial unilateral market power by the larger suppliers, as 
documented by Wolak and Patrick (1997) and Wolfram (1999). The UK gov-
ernment’s displeasure with pool prices eventually led to the New Electricity 
Trading Arrangements (NETA), which began operation on March 27, 2001. 
Although these facts do not provide defi nitive proof that rapid and complete 
data release enhances market efficiency, the best available information on 
this issue provides no evidence that withholding this data from the public 
scrutiny enhances market efficiency.

The sunshine regulation value of public data release is increased if  the 
identity of the market participant and the specifi c generation unit associ-
ated with each bid, generation schedule, or output level is also made public. 
Masking the identity of the entity associated with a bid, generation schedule, 
or output level, as is done in all US wholesale markets, limits the ability of 
the regulator to use the threat of adverse public opinion to discipline market 
participant behavior. Under a system of masked data release, market par-
ticipants can always deny that their bids or energy schedules are the ones 
exhibiting the unusual behavior. The primary value of public data release is 
putting all market participants at risk for explaining to the public that their 
actions are not in violation of the intent of the wholesale market rules. In all 
US markets, the very long lag between the date the data is produced and the 
date it is released to the public of at least six months, and the fact that the 
data is released without identifying the specifi c market participants, elimi-
nates much of the smart sunshine regulation benefi t of public data release.

Putting market participants at risk for explaining their behavior to the 
public is different from requiring them to behave in a manner that is incon-
sistent with their unilateral profi t- maximizing interests. A number of mar-
kets have considered implementing “good behavior conditions” on market 
participants. The most well- known attempt was the United Kingdom’s 
 consideration of a market abuse license condition (MALC) as a precondi-
tion for participating in its wholesale electricity market. The fundamental 
confl ict raised by these “good behavior” clauses is that they can prohibit 
behavior that is in the unilateral profi t- maximizing interests of a supplier 
that is also in the interests of consumers. These “good behavior” clauses 
do not correct the underlying market design fl aw or implement a change 
in the market structure to address the underlying cause of the harm from 
the unilateral exercise of market power. They simply ask that the fi rm be a 
“good citizen” and not maximize profi ts. In testimony to the United King-
dom Competition Commission, Wolak (2000a) made these and a number 
of other arguments against the MALC, which the commission eventually 
decided against implementing.

Another potential benefi t associated with public data release is that it 
enables independent third parties to undertake analyses of market perfor-
mance. The US policies on data release limit the benefi ts from this aspect 
of  a public data release policy. Releasing data with the identities of  the 
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market participant masked makes it impossible to defi nitively match data 
from other sources to specifi c market participants. Virtually all market per-
formance measures require matching data on unit- level heat rates or input 
fuel prices obtained from other sources to specifi c generation units. Strictly 
speaking, this is impossible to do if  the unit name or market participant 
name is not matched with the generation unit.

A long time lag between the date the data is produced and the date it is 
released also greatly limits the range of questions that can be addressed with 
this data and regulatory problems that it can address. Taking the example 
of the California electricity crisis, by January 1, 2001—the date that masked 
data from June of 2000 was fi rst made available to the public (because of 
a six- month data release lag)—the exercise of unilateral market power in 
California had already resulted in more than $5 billion in overpayments to 
suppliers in the California electricity market as measured by Borenstein, 
Bushnell, and Wolak (2002), hereafter BBW (2002). Consequently, a long 
time lag between the date the data is produced and the date it is released to 
the public has an enormous potential cost to consumers that should be bal-
anced against the benefi ts of delaying the data release.

The usual argument against immediate data release is that suppliers 
could use this information to coordinate their actions to raise market prices 
through sophisticated tacit collusion schemes. However, there are a number 
of reasons why these concerns are much less relevant for the release of data 
from a short- term bid- based wholesale market. First, as just discussed, in a 
wholesale electricity market with the levels of hedging of short- term price 
risk necessary to leave large suppliers with little incentive to exercise uni-
lateral market power in the short- term market, very little energy is actually 
sold at the short- term price. The short- term market is primarily a venue 
for buying and selling energy imbalances. With adequate levels of hedging 
of short- term price risk, both suppliers and retailers would rarely have sig-
nifi cant positions on either side of the short- term market. Therefore, they 
would have little incentive to raise prices in the short- term market through 
their unilateral actions or through coordinated behavior.

Nevertheless, without adequate levels of hedging of short- term price risk, 
the immediate availability of  information on bids, schedules, and actual 
unit- level production could allow suppliers to design more complex state- 
dependent strategies for enforcing collusive market outcomes. However, it is 
important to bear in mind that coordinated actions to raise market prices are 
illegal under US antitrust law and under the competition law in virtually all 
countries around the world. The immediate availability of this data means 
that the public also has access to this information and can undertake stud-
ies examining the extent to which market prices differ from the competitive 
benchmark levels described in BBW (2002). Keeping this data confi dential 
or releasing it only after a long time lag prevents this potentially important 
form of public scrutiny of market performance from occurring.
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In contrast to data associated with the operation of the short- term whole-
sale market, releasing information on forward market positions or transac-
tions prices for specifi c market participants is likely to enhance the ability 
and incentive of suppliers to raise the prices retailers pay for these hedging 
instruments. Large volumes of energy are likely to be traded in this market. 
Suppliers typically sell these products, and retailers and large customers 
typically buy these products. Forward market position information about a 
market participant is unnecessary to operate the short- term market, so there 
is little reliability justifi cation in releasing this data to the public.

There is a strong argument for keeping any forward contract positions 
the regulator might collect confi dential. As noted in above, the fi nancial 
forward contract holdings of  a supplier are major determinants of  the 
aggressiveness of  its bids into the short- term market. Only if  a supplier is 
confi dent that it will produce more than its forward contract obligations will 
it have an incentive to bid or schedule its units to raise the market price. Sup-
pliers recognize this incentive created by forward contracts when they bid 
against competitors with forward contract holdings. Consequently, public 
disclosure of  the forward contract holdings of  market participants can 
convey useful information about the incentives of  individual suppliers to 
raise market prices, with no countervailing reliability or market efficiency– 
enhancing benefi ts.

A fi nal aspect of the data collection portion of the regulatory process is 
scheduled outage coordination and forced outage declarations. A major les-
son from wholesale electricity markets around the world is the impossibility 
of determining whether a unit that is declared out of service can actually 
operate. Different from the former vertically integrated regime, declaring a 
“sick day” for a generation unit—saying that it is unable to operate when in 
reality it could safely operate—can be a very profi table way for a supplier 
to withhold capacity from the market in order to raise the wholesale price. 
To limit the ability of suppliers to use their planned and unplanned outage 
declarations in this manner, the market operator and regulator must specify 
clear rules for determining a unit’s planned outage schedule and for deter-
mining when a unit is forced out.

To limit the incentive for “sick day” unplanned generation outages, the 
system operator could specify the following scheme for outage reporting. 
Unless a unit is declared available to operate up to its full capacity, the unit 
is declared fully out or partially out depending on the amount of capac-
ity from the unit bid into the market at any price at or below the current 
offer price cap. This defi nition of a forced outage eliminates the problem of 
determining whether a unit that does not bid into the market is actually able 
to operate. A simple rule is to assume the unit is being forced out because 
the owner is not offering this capacity to the market. The system operator 
would therefore only count capacity from a unit bid in at a price at or below 
the price cap as available capacity. Information on unit- level forced outages 
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according to this defi nition could then be publicly disclosed each day on the 
system operator’s website.

This disclosure process cannot prevent a supplier from declaring a “sick 
day” to raise the price it receives for energy or operating reserves that it sells 
from other units it owns. However, the process can make it more costly for 
the market participant to engage in this behavior by registering all hours 
when capacity from a unit is not bid into the market as forced outage hours. 
For example, if  a 100 MW generation unit is neither bid nor scheduled in 
the short- term market during an hour, then it is deemed to be forced out 
for that hour. If  this unit only bids 40 MW of the 100 MW at or below the 
price or bid cap during an hour, then the remaining 60 MW is deemed to be 
forced out for that hour. The regulator can then periodically report forced 
outage rates based on this methodology and compare these outage rates to 
historical fi gures from these units before restructuring or from comparable 
units from different wholesale markets. The regulator could then subject 
the supplier to greater public scrutiny and adverse publicity for signifi cant 
deviations of the forced outage rates of its units relative to those from com-
parable units.

A fi nal issue associated with smart sunshine regulation is ensuring compli-
ance with market rules. The threat of public scrutiny and adverse publicity 
is the regulator’s fi rst line of defense against market rule violations. How-
ever, an argument based on the logic of the individual rationality constraint 
implies that the regulator must make the penalties associated with any mar-
ket rule violations more than the benefi ts that the market participant receives 
from violating that market rule. Otherwise market participants may fi nd it 
unilaterally profi t maximizing to violate the market rules. One lesson from 
the activities of many fi rms in the California market and other markets in 
the United States is that if  the cost of a market rule violation is less than 
the fi nancial benefi t the fi rm receives from violating the market rule, the 
fi rm will violate the market rule and pay the associated penalties as a cost 
of doing business.

4.6.2 Detecting and Correcting Market Design Flaws

Bid- based wholesale electricity markets can have market design fl aws 
that have little impact on market outcomes during most system conditions 
but result in large wealth transfers under certain system conditions. Conse-
quently, an important role of the regulatory process is to detect and correct 
market design fl aws before circumstances arise that cause them to produce 
large wealth transfers and signifi cant deadweight losses.

The experience of the California market illustrates this point. From its 
start in April 1998 until April 2000, the California market set prices that 
were very close to those that would occur if  no suppliers exercised unilateral 
market power, what BBW (2002) call the competitive benchmark price. BBW 
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(2002) compute this competitive benchmark price using daily data on input 
prices and the technical operating characteristics of all generation units in 
California and the hourly willingness to supply importers to construct a 
counterfactual competitive supply curve that they intersect with the hourly 
market demand. During the fi rst two years of the California market, the 
average difference between the actual hourly market price and the hourly 
competitive benchmark price computed using the BBW methodology is less 
than or very close to equal to those computed by Mansur (2003) for the 
PJM market and Bushnell and Saravia (2002) for the New England market 
using this same methodology. Actual market prices very close to competi-
tive benchmark prices occurred in spite of the fact that virtually all of the 
wholesale energy purchases by the three large California retailers were made 
through the day- ahead or real- time market.

This overreliance on short- term markets led to actual prices that were not 
substantially different from competitive benchmark prices because there was 
plenty of hydroelectric energy in California and the Pacifi c Northwest and 
low- cost fossil- fuel energy from the Southwest during the summers of 1998 
and 1999. Any attempts by fossil fuel suppliers in California to withhold 
output to raise short- term prices were met with additional supply from these 
sources with little impact on market prices. In the language of section 4.5, 
these in-state fossil fuel suppliers faced very elastic residual demand curves 
because of the fl at willingness- to-supply functions offered by hydroelectric 
suppliers and importers. Given these system conditions, California’s fossil 
fuel suppliers found it unilaterally profi t maximizing to offer each of their 
generation units into the day- ahead and real- time markets at very close to 
the marginal cost of production.

These unilateral incentives changed in the summer of  2000 when the 
amount of hydroelectric energy available from the Pacifi c Northwest and 
Southwest was signifi cantly less than was available during the previous two 
summers. Wolak (2003b) shows that this event led the fi ve largest fossil fuel 
electricity suppliers in California to face signifi cantly less elastic residual 
demand curves because of the less aggressive supply responses from import-
ers to California relative to the fi rst two summers of the wholesale market. 
As a consequence, the fi ve fossil fuel suppliers found it in their unilateral 
interest to exploit these less elastic residual demand curves and submit sub-
stantially higher offer prices into the short- term market in order to raise 
wholesale electricity prices in California. BBW fi nd that the summer months 
of June to September of 2000, the average difference between the actual price 
and the BBW competitive benchmark price was more than $70/ MWh, which 
is more than twice the average price of wholesale electricity during the fi rst 
two years of the market of $34/ MWh.

The California experience demonstrates that some market design fl aws, 
in this case insufficient hedging of short- term price risk by electricity retail-
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ers, can be relatively benign under a range of system conditions. However, 
when system conditions conducive to the exercise of unilateral market power 
occur, this market design fl aw can result in substantial wealth transfers from 
consumers to producers and economically signifi cant deadweight losses. 
BBW (2002) present estimates of these magnitudes for the period June 1998 
to October 2000.

It is important to emphasize that these wealth transfers appear to have 
occurred without coordinated actions among market participants that vio-
lated US antitrust law. Despite extensive multiyear investigations by almost 
every state- level antitrust and regulatory commission in the western United 
States, the US Department of Justice Antitrust Division, the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission, and numerous congressional committees, no sig-
nifi cant evidence of coordinated actions to raise wholesale electricity prices 
in the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) during the period 
June 2000 to June 2001 has been uncovered. This outcome occurred because 
US antitrust law does not prohibit fi rms from fully exploiting their unilateral 
market power. This fact emphasizes the need, discussed later in this section, 
for the regulator to have the ability to intervene when the exercise of unilat-
eral market power is likely to result in signifi cant wealth transfers.

Identifying and correcting market design fl aws requires a detailed knowl-
edge of the market rules and their impact on market outcomes. This aspect 
of the regulatory process heavily relies on the availability of the short- term 
market outcome data and other information collected by the regulator to 
undertake smart sunshine regulation. Another important role for smart sun-
shine regulation is to analyze market outcomes to determine which market 
rules might be enhancing the ability of suppliers to exercise unilateral market 
power or increasing the likelihood that the attempts of suppliers to coordi-
nate their actions to raise prices will be successful.

4.6.3 Oversight of Transmission Network and System Operation

There are also important market competitiveness benefi ts from regula-
tory oversight of the terms of conditions for new generation units to inter-
connect to the transmission network and determine whether transmission 
upgrades should take place and where they should take place. As discussed 
in Wolak (2003a) and demonstrated empirically for the Alberta Electricity 
Market in Wolak (2012), transmission capacity has an additional role as a 
facilitator of commerce in the wholesale market regime. As noted in section 
4.5.4, expansion of the transmission network typically increases the num-
ber of independent wholesale electricity suppliers that are able to compete 
to supply electricity at locations in the transmission network served by the 
upgrade, which increases the elasticity of the residual demand curve faced 
by all suppliers at those locations. An industry- specifi c regulator armed with 
the data and experienced with monitoring market performance is well suited 
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to develop the expertise necessary to determine the transmission network 
that maximizes the competitiveness of the wholesale electricity market.

The Independent System Operator (ISO) that operates the short- term 
market is a new entity requiring regulatory oversight in the wholesale market 
regime. The system operation function was formerly part of the vertically 
integrated utility. Because a wholesale market provides open access to the 
transmission network under equal terms and conditions for all electricity 
suppliers and retailers, an independent entity is needed to operate the trans-
mission network to maintain system balance in real time. The ISO is the 
monopoly supplier of real- time market and system operation services and 
for that reason independent regulatory oversight is needed to ensure that it 
is operating the grid in as close as possible to a least- cost manner to benefi t 
market participants rather than the management and staff of  the ISO.

A fi nal issue with respect to regulatory oversight of the transmission net-
work and system operation function is the fact that the ISO has substan-
tial expertise with operating the transmission network. Consequently, the 
regulator may fi nd it benefi cial to allow the ISO to play a leading role in the 
process of determining expansions to the transmission network.

4.6.4 Oversight of Trading and Retailing Sectors

Traders and competitive retailers are the fi nal class of new market partici-
pants requiring regulatory oversight. Traders typically buy something they 
have no intention of consuming and sell something they do not or cannot 
produce. In this sense, energy traders are no different from derivative securi-
ties traders who buy and sell puts, calls, swaps, and futures contracts. Traders 
typically take bets on the direction that electricity prices are likely to move 
between the time the derivative contract is signed and the expiration date of 
the contract. Securities traders profi t from buying a security at a low price 
and selling it later for a higher price, or selling the security at a high price 
and buying it back later at a lower price. Energy traders can also serve a risk 
management role by taking on risk that other market participants would 
prefer not to bear.

Competitive retailers are a specifi c type of energy trader. They provide 
short- term price hedging services for fi nal consumers to compete with the 
products offered by the incumbent retailer. They purchase and sell hedg-
ing instruments with the goal of providing retail electricity at prices fi nal 
consumers fi nd attractive. The major regulatory oversight challenge for the 
competitive retailing sector is to ensure that retailers do not engage in exces-
sive risk taking. For example, a retailer could agree to sell electricity to fi nal 
consumers at a low fi xed retail price by purchasing the necessary electricity 
from the short- term wholesale market. However, if  short- term wholesale 
prices rise, this retailer might then be forced into bankruptcy because of its 
fi xed- price commitment to sell electricity to fi nal consumers at a price that 
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does not recover the current price of the wholesale electricity. The regula-
tory process must ensure that retailers adequately hedge with generation 
unit owners any fi xed- price forward market commitments they make to 
fi nal consumers.

A trader activity that has created considerable controversy among politi-
cians and the press is attempts to exploit potential price differences for the 
same product across time or locations. For the case of electricity, this could 
involve exploiting the difference between the day- ahead forward price for 
electricity for one hour of the day and the real- time price of electricity for that 
same hour. Locationally, this involves buying the right to inject electricity 
at one node and selling the right to inject electricity at another node. This is 
often incorrectly described as buying electricity at one node and selling it at 
another node. As the discussion surrounding fi gure 4.7 demonstrates, it is 
not possible to take possession of electricity and transport it from one node 
to another. Consequently, selling a 1 MWh injection of electricity at node A 
and buying a 1 MWh withdrawal at node B in the day- ahead market is tak-
ing a gamble on the difference in the direction and magnitude of congestion 
between these two locations in the transmission network. In the real- time 
market the trader can fulfi ll his obligation to inject at node A by purchasing 
electricity at the real- time price at node A and his obligation to withdraw 
at node B by selling energy at the real- time price at node B. In this case, the 
trader neither produces nor consumes electricity in real time, but its profi t on 
these transactions is the difference between the day- ahead prices at nodes A 
and B less the difference of the real- time prices at nodes B and A.

Virtually all of these transactions involve a signifi cant risk that the trader 
will lose money. For example, if  a trader sells 1 MWh at the day- ahead price 
at node A and the real- time price turns out to be higher than day- ahead 
price at node A, then the trader must fulfi ll the commitment to provide 
1 MWh at node A by purchasing at the higher real- time price. This transac-
tion earns the trader a loss equal to the difference between the real- time and 
day- ahead prices.

Advocates of energy trading often speak of traders providing “liquidity” 
to a market. A liquid market is one where large volumes can be bought or 
sold without causing signifi cant market price movements. Viewed from this 
perspective, traders can benefi t market efficiency. However, there may be 
instances when the actions of traders degrade market efficiency by exploiting 
market design fl aws. As Wolak (2003b) notes, virtually all of the Enron trad-
ing strategies described in the three memos released by FERC in the spring 
of 2002 could be classifi ed as risky trading strategies that had the poten-
tial to enhance market efficiency. Only a few clearly appeared to degrade 
system reliability or market efficiency. Consequently, a fi nal challenge for 
the regulatory process in the wholesale market regime is to ensure that the 
profi t- maximizing activities of traders enhance, rather than detract, from 
market efficiency.
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4.6.5  Protecting against Behavior Harmful to 
Market Efficiency and System Reliability

The fi nal responsibility for the regulator is to deter behavior that is harm-
ful to system reliability and market efficiency and impose penalties for pub-
licly observed, objective market rule violations. This is the most complex 
aspect of the regulatory process to implement, but it also has the potential 
to yield the greatest benefi t. It involves a number of interrelated tasks. In a 
bid- based market, the regulator must design and implement a local market 
power mitigation mechanism, which is the most frequently invoked example 
of an intervention into the market to prevent behavior harmful to market 
efficiency and system reliability. In general, the regulator must determine 
when any type of  market outcome causes enough harm to some market 
participants to merit explicit regulatory intervention. Finally, if  the market 
outcomes become too harmful, the regulator must have the ability to tem-
porarily suspend market operations. All of these tasks require a substantial 
amount of subjective judgment on the part of the regulatory process.

In all bid- based wholesale electricity markets a local market power mitiga-
tion (LMPM) mechanism is necessary to limit the bids a supplier submits 
when it faces insufficient competition to serve a local energy need because 
of  a combination of  the confi guration of  the transmission network and 
concentration of  ownership of  generation units. An LMPM mechanism 
is a prespecifi ed administrative procedure (usually written into the market 
rules) that determines: (a) when a supplier has local market power worthy of 
mitigation, (b) what the mitigated supplier will be paid when mitigated, and 
(c) how the amount the supplier is paid will impact the payments received 
by other market participants. Without a prospective LMPM mechanism, 
system conditions are likely to arise in all wholesale markets when almost 
any supplier can exercise substantial unilateral market power. It is increas-
ingly clear to regulators around the world, particularly those that operate 
markets with limited amounts of transmission capacity, that formal regu-
latory mechanisms are necessary to deal with the problem of insufficient 
competition to serve certain local energy needs.

The regulator is the fi rst line of  defense against harmful market out-
comes. Persistent behavior by a market participant that is harmful to market 
effi ciency or system reliability is typically subject to penalties and sanctions. 
In order to assess these penalties, the regulator must fi rst determine intent on 
the part of the market participant. The goal of this provision is to establish 
a process for the regulator to intervene to prevent a market meltdown. As 
discussed in Wolak (2004), there are instances when actions very profi table 
to one or a small number of market participants can be extremely harmful 
to system reliability and market efficiency. A well- defi ned process must exist 
for the regulator to intervene to protect market participants and correct the 
market design fl aw facilitating this harm. Wolak (2004) proposes such an 
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administrative process for determining behavior harmful to system reliabil-
ity and market efficiency that results from the exercise of unilateral market 
power by one or more market participants.

The regulator may also wish to have the ability to suspend market opera-
tions on a temporary basis when system conditions warrant it. The suspen-
sion of market operations is an extreme regulatory response that requires a 
prespecifi ed administrative procedure to determine that it is the only option 
available to the regulator to prevent signifi cant harm to market efficiency 
and system reliability. As has been demonstrated in various countries around 
the world, electricity markets can sometimes become wildly dysfunctional 
and can lead to signifi cant wealth transfers and deadweight losses over a 
very short period time. Under these sorts of circumstances, the regulator 
should have the ability to suspend market operations temporarily until the 
problem can be dealt with through a longer- term regulatory intervention 
or market rule change. Wolak (2004) proposes a process for making such a 
determination.

Different from the case of the vertically integrated utility regime, the regu-
lator must be forward looking and fast acting, because wholesale markets 
provide extremely high- powered incentives for fi rm behavior, so it does not 
take very long for a wholesale electricity market to produce enormous wealth 
transfers from consumers to producers and signifi cant deadweight losses. 
The California electricity crisis is an example of  this phenomenon. The 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) waited almost six months 
from the time it fi rst became clear that there was substantial unilateral mar-
ket power exercised in the California market before it took action. As Wolak 
(2003b) notes, when FERC fi nally did take action in December 2000, it did 
so with little, if  any, quantitative analysis of market performance, in direct 
contradiction of  the fundamental need for smart sunshine regulation of 
the wholesale market. Wolak (2003b) argues that the actions FERC took 
at this time increased the rate at which wealth transfers occurred. Wolak, 
Nordhaus, and Shapiro (2000) discuss the likely impact, which as Wolak 
(2003b) notes, also turned out to be the eventual impact, of  the FERC’s 
December 2000 action.

4.7 Common Market Design Flaws and Their Underlying Causes

This section describes several common market design failures and uses 
the framework of sections 4.4 to 4.6 to diagnose their underlying causes. 
These include excessive focus by the regulatory process on short- term mar-
ket design, inadequate divestiture of generation capacity by the incumbent 
fi rms, lack of an effective local market power mitigation mechanism, price 
caps and bid caps on short- term markets, and an inadequate retail market 
infrastructure.
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4.7.1 Excessive Emphasis on Spot Market Design

Relative to other industrialized countries, the wholesale market design 
process in the United States has focused much more on the details of short- 
term energy and operating reserves markets. This design focus sharply con-
trasts with the focus of the restructuring processes in many developing coun-
tries, particularly in Latin America. These countries aim to foster an active 
forward market for energy and many of them impose regulatory mandates 
for minimum percentages of forward contract coverage of fi nal demand at 
various time horizons to delivery. The short- term market is operated primar-
ily to manage system imbalances in real time, and in the majority of Latin 
American countries this process operates based on the ISO’s estimate of the 
variable cost of operating each generation unit, not the unit owner’s bids.

Joskow (1997) argues that the major benefi ts from electricity industry 
restructuring are likely to come from more efficient new generation invest-
ment decisions, rather than from more efficient operation of existing gen-
eration units to meet fi nal demand. Nevertheless, there does appear to be 
evidence that individual generation units operating in a restructured whole-
sale market environment tend to be operated in a more efficient manner. 
Fabrizio, Rose, and Wolfram (2007) use data on annual plant- level input 
data to compare the relative efficiency of municipally owned plants versus 
those owned by investor- owned utilities in the pre- versus post- restructuring 
regimes. They fi nd that the efficiency of municipally owned units was largely 
unaffected by restructuring, but those plants owned by investor- owned utili-
ties, particularly in restructured states, signifi cantly reduced nonfuel operat-
ing expenses and employment.

Bushnell and Wolfram (2005) use data on hourly fossil fuel use from the 
Environment Protection Agency’s (EPA) Continuous Emissions Monitor-
ing System (CEMS) to investigate changes in operating efficiency, the rate at 
which raw energy is translated into electricity, at generation units that have 
been divested from investor- owned utility to nonutility ownership. They 
fi nd that fuel efficiency (or more precisely average heat rates) improved by 
about 2 percent following divestiture. They also fi nd that nondivested plants 
that were subject to incentive regulation also realized similar magnitudes of 
average heat rate improvements.

The magnitude of the operating efficiency gains just described are sub-
stantially smaller than the average percentage markup of market prices over 
estimated competitive benchmark prices documented in the studies by BBW 
(2002), Joskow and Kahn (2002), Mansur (2003), and Bushnell and Saravia 
(2002). This implies that these operating efficiency gains are most likely 
being captured by generation unit owners rather than electricity consumers.

This distribution of economic benefi ts from restructuring is one implica-
tion of regulatory process that emphasizes short- term market design. It is 
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extremely difficult to establish a workably competitive short- term market 
under moderate to high demand conditions without a substantial amount 
of fi nal demand covered by fi xed- priced long- term contracts. A very uncon-
centrated generation ownership structure, far below the levels that currently 
exist in all US markets, would be necessary to achieve competitive markets 
outcomes under these demand conditions in the absence of high levels of 
fi xed- price forward contract coverage of fi nal demand. By the logic of sec-
tion 4.5.3, the greater is the share of total generation capacity owned by the 
largest fi rm in the market, the lower is the level of demand at which short- 
term market power problems are likely to show up, unless a substantial frac-
tion of the largest supplier’s expected output has been sold in a fi xed- price 
forward contract. For virtually any number of suppliers and distribution of 
generation capacity ownership among these suppliers in a wholesale market 
without forward contracting, there is a level of demand at which signifi cant 
short- term market power problems will arise.

It is important to emphasize that having adequate generation capacity 
installed to serve demand according to the standards of the former vertically 
integrated utility regime does very little to prevent the exercise of substantial 
unilateral market power in a wholesale market regime with inadequate fi xed- 
price forward contracting. A simple example emphasizes this point. Suppose 
that there are fi ve fi rms. One owns 300 MW of generation capacity, the 
second 200 MW, and the remaining three each own 100 MW, for a total of 
800 MW. If  demand is 650 MWh, then there is adequate generation capacity 
to serve demand, but it is extremely likely that short- term prices will be at 
the bid cap, because the two largest suppliers know they are pivotal—some 
of their generation capacity is needed to meet demand regardless of  the 
actions of their competitors. If  all suppliers have zero fi xed- price forward 
contract commitments to retailers, even at a demand slightly above 500 MW, 
the largest supplier is pivotal and therefore able to exercise substantial uni-
lateral market power.

The presence of some price- responsive demand does not alter the basic 
logic of this example. For example, suppose that 100 MWh of the 650 MWh 
of demand is willing to respond to wholesale prices, then the demand can 
simply be treated as an additional 100 MW negawatt supplier in the calcula-
tion of what fi rms are pivotal at this level of demand. In this case, the fi rm 
that owns 300 MW of generation capacity would still be pivotal because 
after subtracting the capacity of  all other fi rms besides this one, includ-
ing the 100 MW of negawatts, from system demand, 50 MWh is needed 
from this supplier or total demand will not be met. Under this scenario, 
unless the largest supplier has a fi xed- price forward contract to supply of 
at least 50 MWh, consumers will be subject to substantial market power in 
the short- term energy market at this demand level.

One solution proposed to the problem of market power in short- term 
energy markets with insufficient forward contracting is to build additional 
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generation capacity so that system conditions never arise where suppliers 
have the ability to exercise unilateral market power in the short- term mar-
ket. In the previous example of the fi ve suppliers with no price responsive 
fi nal demand and a demand of 650 MWh, this would require construct-
ing an additional 150 MW by new entrants or the four remaining smaller 
fi rms, with at least 50 MW being constructed by any entity but the fi rst and 
second largest fi rms. This amount of new generation capacity distributed 
among new entrants and the remaining fi rms in the market would prevent 
any supplier from being pivotal in the short- term market with no forward 
contracting at a demand of 650 MWh.

There are several problems with this solution. First, it typically requires 
substantial excess capacity, particularly in markets where generation capac-
ity ownership is concentrated. In the previous example, there would now be 
at least 950 MW of generation capacity in the system to serve a demand of 
650 MWh. Second, there is no guarantee this new generation capacity will 
be built by the entities necessary for the two largest fi rms not to be pivotal. 
Finally, this excess capacity must be paid for or it will exit the industry. This 
excess capacity creates a set of stakeholders advocating for additional rev-
enues to generation unit owners beyond those obtained from energy sales. 
Finally, this excess capacity is likely to depress short- term energy prices 
and dull the incentive for active demand- side participation in the wholesale 
energy market, which should lead to more calls for additional payments to 
generation owners to compensate for their energy market revenue shortfalls.

A far less costly solution to the problem of market power in short- term 
energy and reserve markets is for retailers to engage in fi xed- priced for-
ward contracts for a signifi cant fraction of their fi nal demand. This solution 
does not require installing additional generation capacity. In fact, it provide 
strong incentives for suppliers to construct the minimum amount of genera-
tion capacity needed to meet these fi xed- price forward contract obligations 
for energy and operating reserves. To see the relationship between the level 
of fi xed- price forward contract coverage of fi nal demand and the level of 
demand at which market power problems arise in the short- term market, 
consider the earlier example except that all suppliers have sold 80 percent 
of their generation capacity in fi xed- price forward contracts. This implies 
that the 300 MW supplier has sold 240 MWh, the 200 MW supplier has sold 
160 MWh, and the remaining 100 MW suppliers have sold 80 MWh. At 
the 650 MWh level of demand no supplier is pivotal relative to its forward 
market position, because the largest supplier has forward commitment of 
240 MWh, yet the minimum amount of  energy it must produce to serve 
system demand is 150 MWh. Consequently, it has no incentive to withhold 
output to drive the short- term price up if  in doing so it produces less than 
240 MWh. If  it produces less than 240 MWh, then it must purchase the 
difference between 240 MWh and its output from the short- term energy 
market at the prevailing market price to meet its forward contract obligation.
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At this level of forward contracting, the largest supplier only becomes 
 pivotal relative to its forward contract obligations if  the level of demand 
exceeds 740 MWh, which is considerably larger than 500 MWh, the level of 
demand that causes it to be pivotal in a short- term market with no fi xed- 
price forward contracts, and only slightly smaller than 800 MWh, the maxi-
mum possible energy that could be produced with 800 MW of generation 
capacity. In general, the higher the level of  fi xed- price forward contract 
coverage, the higher the level of  demand at which one or more suppliers 
becomes pivotal relative to its forward contract position.

Focusing on the development of a long- term forward market has an addi-
tional dynamic benefi t to the performance of short- term energy markets. If  
all suppliers have signifi cant fi xed- price forward contract commitments, then 
all suppliers share a common interest in minimizing the cost of supplying 
these forward contract commitments, because each supplier always has the 
option to purchase energy from the short- term market as opposed to supply-
ing this energy from its generation units. The dynamic benefi t comes from the 
fact that at high levels of forward contracting the operating efficiency gains 
from restructuring described earlier will be translated into short- term prices. 
Although the initial forward contracts signed between retailers and suppli-
ers did not incorporate these expected efficiency gains in the prices charged 
to retailers, subsequent rounds of fi xed- price forward contracts signed will 
incorporate the knowledge that these efficiency gains were achieved.

It is important to emphasize that the initial round of forward contracting 
cannot capture these dynamic efficiency gains in the prices that retailers must 
pay, because these efficiency gains will not occur unless signifi cant fi xed- 
price forward contracting takes place. Moreover, this required amount of 
fi xed- price forward contracting will not take place unless suppliers receive 
sufficiently high fi xed- price forward contract prices to compensate them for 
giving up the short- term market revenues they could expect to receive if  they 
did not sign the forward contracts. This difference between expected future 
short- term prices with and without high levels of fi xed- price contracting 
can be very large.

An illustration of this point comes from the California market during the 
winter of 2001. Forward prices for summer 2001 deliveries were approxi-
mately $300/ MWh. Those for summer 2002 deliveries were approximately 
$150/ MWh and those for summer 2003 were approximately $45/ MWh. 
Prices in summer 2001 were that high because signing a fi xed- price for-
ward contract to supply energy during that time meant that a supplier was 
giving up signifi cant opportunities to earn high prices in the short- term 
energy market. Forward prices for summer 2002 were half  as high as those 
for summer 2001 because all supplies recognized that more new generation 
capacity and potentially more existing hydroelectric capacity could compete 
to supply energy to the short- term energy market in summer 2002 than in 
summer 2001. By the winter of 2001, hydro conditions for summer 2001 had 
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largely been determined, whereas those for summer 2002 were still large-
lyuncertain. Finally, the prices for summer 2003 were signifi cantly lower, 
because suppliers recognized that a substantial amount of new generation 
capacity could come on line to compete in the short- term energy market by 
the summer of 2003. For this reason, suppliers expected that there would 
be few opportunities to exercise substantial unilateral market power in the 
short- term energy market during the summer of 2003, so they did not have 
to be compensated with a high energy price to sign a fi xed- price forward 
contract to provide energy during the summer of 2003.

The second half of this story is that after the state of California signed sig-
nifi cant fi xed- price forward contracts with suppliers at prices that refl ected 
forward market prices for the next eight to ten years, short- term market 
prices during the summer of 2001 refl ected the exercise of low levels of uni-
lateral market power despite the fact that hydroelectric energy conditions 
in the WECC were slightly worse than those during the summer of 2000. A 
major cause of these short- term market outcomes is the high level of fi xed- 
price forward contract commitments many suppliers had signed to supply 
energy to California load serving entities (LSEs) during the summer of 2001.

The previous discussion provides strong evidence against the argument 
that getting the short- term market design right is the key to workably com-
petitive short- term energy markets. Without signifi cant coverage of fi nal 
demand with fi xed- price forward contracts it is virtually impossible to limit 
the opportunities for suppliers to exercise substantial unilateral market 
power in any short- term energy market during intermediate to high demand 
periods. In addition, those who argue that retailers should delay signing 
long- term forward contracts until the spot market becomes workably com-
petitive are likely to be waiting for an extremely long time. This discussion 
also demonstrates why, at least for the initial rounds of forward contracting 
between retailers and suppliers, it is extremely difficult to capture the operat-
ing efficiencies gains from restructuring in the forward contract prices. This 
is another reason for beginning any restructuring process with the vesting 
contracts that immediately set in motion the incentive to translate operating 
efficiency gains into short- term wholesale prices.

4.7.2 Inadequate Amounts of Generation Capacity Divestiture

A number of restructuring processes have been plagued by inadequate 
amounts of divestiture or an inadequate process for divesting generation 
units from the incumbent vertically integrated monopoly. Typically, political 
constraints make it extremely difficult to separate the former state- owned 
companies into a sufficiently large number of  suppliers. This leads to a 
period when existing suppliers are able to exercise substantial unilateral 
market power in the short- term energy market, which then leads to calls for 
regulatory intervention. If  the period of time when these suppliers are able 
to exercise unilateral market power is sufficiently long, the regulator either 
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successfully implements further divestiture or some other form of regulatory 
intervention takes place.

The England and Wales restructuring process followed this pattern. Ini-
tially, the fossil fuel capacity of the original state- owned vertically integrated 
utility, National Power, was sold off to two privately owned companies, the 
newly privatized National Power and PowerGen, with the nuclear capac-
ity of  original National Power initially retained in a government- owned 
company. This effectively created a tight duopoly market structure in the 
England and Wales market, which allowed substantial unilateral market 
power to be exercised, once a signifi cant fraction of  the initial round of 
vesting contracts expired. Eventually the regulator was able to implement 
further divestitures of generation capacity from the two fossil fuel suppli-
ers, and the high short- term prices that refl ected signifi cant unilateral mar-
ket power triggered new entry by owners of  combined- cycle gas turbine 
(CCGT) capacity. At the same time calls for reform of the original England 
and Wales market design were justifi ed based on the market power exercised 
by the two large fossil fuels suppliers. A strong case can be made that both 
the substantial amount of unilateral market power exercised from mid- 1993 
onwards and the subsequence expense of implementing the New Electricity 
Trading Arrangements (NETA) could have been avoided had more divesti-
ture taken place at the start of the wholesale market.

New Zealand is an extreme example of insufficient divestiture at the start 
of the wholesale market regime. The Electricity Company of New Zealand 
(ECNZ), the original state monopoly, owned more than 95 percent of the 
generation capacity in New Zealand. Contact Energy, another state- owned 
entity, was given 30 percent of this generation capacity at the start of the 
wholesale market. However, this duopoly market structure was thought to 
have market power problems and the amount of generation capacity owned 
by the largest state- owned fi rm, virtually all of  which was hydroelectric 
capacity, was thought to discourage needed private generation investment. 
Consequently, further divestiture of generation capacity from ECNZ was 
then implemented.

The poor experience of California with the divestiture process was not the 
result of an inadequate amount of divestiture, but how it was accomplished. 
First and foremost, the divested assets were sold without vesting contracts, 
which would have allowed the three investor- owned utilities to buy a sub-
stantial fraction of the expected output of these units for a price set by the 
California Public Utilities Commission. As discussed in Wolak (2003b) the 
lack of substantial fi xed- price forward contracts between the new owners 
of these units and the three major California retailers created substantial 
opportunities for the owners of the divested assets to exercise substantial 
unilateral market power in California’s short- term energy markets starting 
in June 2000 because the availability of hydroelectric energy in the WECC 
was signifi cantly less than the levels in 1998 and 1999. A second problem 
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with the divestiture of  generation assets in California is that these units 
were typically purchased in tight geographic bundles, which signifi cantly 
increased the local market power problem faced by California.

There appears to be one divestiture success story—the Victoria Electricity 
Supply Industry in Australia. The Victorian government decided to sell off 
all generation assets on a plant- by- plant basis.9 Despite a peak demand in 
Victoria of approximately 7,500 MW and only three sizable suppliers, each 
of which owns one large coal- fi red generation plant, the short- term energy 
market has been remarkably competitive since it began in 1994. This out-
come is also due to high levels of vesting contracts associated with plants. 
Wolak (1999) describes the performance of the Victoria market during its 
fi rst four years of operation.

Inadequate amounts of divestiture can also make achieving an economi-
cally reliable transmission network in the sense of section 4.5.4 signifi cantly 
more expensive. Comparing two otherwise identical wholesale markets, 
except that one has substantial amounts of transmission capacity intercon-
necting all generation units and load centers and the other has minimal 
amounts of transmission capacity interconnecting generation units and load 
centers, the former market is likely to be able to achieve acceptable levels 
of wholesale market performance with less divestiture. The market with a 
substantial amount of  transmission capacity will allow more generation 
units to compete supply electricity at every location in the transmission net-
work. This logic implies the following two conclusions. First, the amount of 
divestiture necessary to achieve a desired level of competitiveness of whole-
sale market outcomes depends on the characteristics of the transmission 
network. Second, the economic reliability of a transmission network in the 
language of  section 4.5.4 depends on the concentration and location of 
generation ownership. More concentration of generation ownership implies 
that a more extensive and higher- capacity transmission network is necessary 
to achieve the same level of competitiveness of wholesale market outcomes, 
as would be the case with less concentration of generation ownership. In 
this sense, less divestiture of generation capacity implies larger transmis-
sion network costs to attain the same level of competitiveness of wholesale 
market outcomes.

4.7.3 Lack of an Effective Local Market Power Mitigation Mechanism

Although the need for an effective local market power mitigation mecha-
nism has been discussed in detail, the crucial role this mechanism plays 
in limiting the ability of suppliers to exercise both system- wide and local 
market power has not been emphasized. Once again, the experience of Cali-
fornia is instructive about the harm that can occur as a result of a poorly 

9. Recall that generation plants are typically composed of multiple generation units at the 
same location.
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designed local market power mitigation mechanism. On the other hand, the 
PJM wholesale electricity market is an instructive example of how short- 
term market performance can be enhanced by the existence of an effective 
local market power mitigation mechanism.

At the start of the California market there was no explicit local market 
power mitigation mechanism for units not governed by what were called reli-
ability must- run (RMR) contracts. These contracts were assigned to specifi c 
generation units thought to be needed to maintain system reliability even 
though short- term energy prices during the hours they were needed to run 
were insufficient to cover their variable costs plus a return to capital invested 
in the unit. All generation units without RMR contracts (non- RMR units) 
that were taken out of merit order, because they were needed to meet solve 
a local reliability need, were eligible to be paid as bid to provide this service, 
subject only to the bid cap on the energy market.10

As discussed earlier, system conditions can and do arise when virtually 
any generation unit owner, including a number of non- RMR unit owners, 
possess substantial local market power, or in engineering terms, they are the 
only unit able to meet a local reliability energy need. Once several non- RMR 
unit owners learned to predict when their units were needed to meet a local 
reliability need, they very quickly began to bid at or near the bid cap on the 
ISO’s real- time market to provide this service. This method for exercising 
local market power became so widespread that one market participant that 
owned several units at the same location, two of which were RMR units, is 
alleged to have delayed repairs on its RMR units in order to have the remain-
ing non- RMR units be paid as bid to provide the necessary local reliability 
energy. This was brought to the attention of FERC, which required the unit 
owner to repay the approximately $8 million in additional profi ts earned 
from this strategy, but it imposed no further penalties. For more on this 
case, see FERC (2001).

This exercise of substantial local market power enabled by the lack of an 
effective local market power mitigation mechanism in California became 
extremely costly. Several commentators have argued that it inappropriately 
led FERC to conclude that California’s zonal market design was fatally 
fl awed, despite the fact that zonal- pricing market designs are still the domi-
nant congestion management mechanism outside of the United States. A 
case could be made that if  California had a local market power mitigation 
mechanism similar to that in PJM or in several other zonal- pricing markets 
around the world, there would have been very few opportunities for sup-
pliers to exercise the amount of local market power that led FERC to its 
conclusion.

10. A generation unit is said to be taken out of merit order if  there are other lower cost units 
(or lower bid units) that can supply the necessary energy, but they are unable to do so because 
transmission constraints prevent their energy from reaching fi nal demand.
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The PJM local market power mitigation mechanism is an example of an 
effective local market power mitigation mechanism. It applies to all units 
located in the PJM control area on a prospective basis. If  the PJM ISO deter-
mines that a unit possesses substantial local market power during an hour, 
then that unit’s bid is typically mitigated to a regulated variable cost in the 
day- ahead and real- time price- setting process. There are two other options 
available that can be selected for the mitigated bid level, but this regulated 
variable cost is the most common choice by generation unit owners. Wolak 
(2002) describes the generic local market power problem in more detail and 
describes the details of the PJM local market power mitigation mechanism.

It is not difficult to imagine how the California market would have func-
tioned if  it had the PJM local market power mitigation mechanism from the 
start of the market. All suppliers taken to resolve local reliability problems 
would be paid a regulated variable cost, instead of as bid up to the bid cap 
for this additional energy. The costs to resolve local reliability constraints 
would have been substantially lower and very likely not have risen to a high 
enough level to cause alarm at FERC. This comparison of the PJM ver-
sus California experience with local market power mitigation mechanisms 
serves as a cautionary tale to market designers who fail to adequately address 
the local market power mitigation problem.

4.7.4 Lack of a Credible Offer or Price Cap on the Wholesale Market

Virtually all bid- based wholesale electricity markets have explicit or 
implicit offer caps. The proper level of the offer cap on the wholesale elec-
tricity market is largely a political decision, as long as it is set above the vari-
able cost of the highest cost unit necessary to meet the annual peak demand. 
However, there is an important caveat associated with this statement that is 
often not appreciated. In order for an offer cap to be credible, the ISO must 
have a prespecifi ed plan that it will implement if  there is insufficient genera-
tion capacity offered into the real- time market at or below the offer cap to 
meet real- time demand. Without this there is an extreme temptation for 
suppliers that are pivotal or nearly pivotal relative to their forward market 
positions in the short- term energy market to test the credibility of the offer 
cap, and this can lead to an unraveling of the formal market mechanism.

There is an inverse relationship between the level of  the offer cap on 
the short- term market that can be credibly maintained and the necessary 
amount of fi nal demand that must be covered by fi xed- price forward con-
tracts for energy. Lower levels of the offer cap on the short- term market for 
energy require higher levels of coverage of fi nal demand with fi xed- price 
forward contracts in order to maintain the integrity of  the offer cap on 
the energy or ancillary services market. For example, the experience of the 
California market has shown that even an offer cap of  $250/ MWh does 
not impose signifi cant reliability problems or degrade the efficiency of the 
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short- term market if  virtually all of the demand is covered by fi xed- price 
forward market arrangements.

If  the offer cap is set too low for the level of forward contracts, then it is 
possible for system conditions to arise when one or more suppliers have an 
incentive to test its integrity by setting an offer price in excess of the cap. 
The ISO operators are then faced with the choice of blacking out certain 
customers in order to maintain the integrity of the transmission network, 
or paying suppliers their offer prices to provide the necessary energy. If  the 
operators make the obvious choice of paying these suppliers their offer price, 
other market participants will quickly fi nd this out, which encourages them 
to raise their offers above the cap and the formal wholesale market begins 
to unravel.

System conditions when suppliers had the opportunity to test the integrity 
of the offer cap arose frequently during the period June 2000 to June 2001 
because only a very small fraction of fi nal demand was covered by fi xed- 
price forward contracts. Maintaining the credibility of a relatively low offer 
cap of, say, twice to three times variable cost of the highest cost unit in the 
system, requires that the regulatory process mandate fi xed- price forward 
contract coverage of fi nal demand at a very substantial fraction, certainly 
more than 90 percent, of fi nal demand.

It is important to emphasize that this level of forward contracting must 
be mandated if  a low offer cap is to be credible. Without this requirement, 
retailers have an incentive to rely on the short- term market and the pro-
tection against high short- term prices provided by the relatively low offer 
cap for their wholesale energy purchases, rather than voluntarily purchase 
sufficient fi xed- priced forward contracts to maintain the credibility of the 
offer cap.

4.7.5 Inadequate Retail Market Infrastructure

This section describes inadequacies in the physical and regulatory retail 
market infrastructure in many wholesale markets that can limit the com-
petitiveness of the wholesale market. The fi rst is the lack of interval meter-
ing necessary for fi nal consumers to be active participants in the wholesale 
market. The second is the asymmetric treatment of load and generation by 
the state regulatory process. The lack of interval meters and asymmetric 
treatment of load and generation creates circumstances where fi nal demand 
has little ability or incentive to take actions to enhance the competitiveness 
of wholesale market outcomes.

Virtually all existing meters for small commercial and residential custom-
ers in the United States only capture total electricity consumption between 
consecutive meter readings. In the United States, meters for residential 
and small business customers are usually read on a monthly basis. This 
means that the only information available to an electricity retailer about 
these customers is their total monthly consumption of electricity. In order to 
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determine the total monthly wholesale energy and ancillary services cost to 
serve this customer, this monthly consumption is usually distributed across 
hours of the month according to a representative load shape proposed by 
the retailer and approved by the state regulator. For example, let q(i, d ), 
denote the consumption of the representative consumer in hour i of  day d. 
A customer with monthly consumption equal to Q(tot) is assumed to have 
consumption in hour i of  day equal to:

  

qp(i,d ) = q(i,d )Q(tot)

q(i,d )
i=1

24∑d =1

D∑
.

This consumer’s monthly wholesale energy bill is computed as

Monthly Wholesale Energy Bill =  
  

qp(i,d ) p(i,d )
i=1

24

∑
d =1

D

∑ ,

where p(i, d ) is the wholesale price in hour i of  day d. This expression for the 
customer’s monthly wholesale energy bill can be simplifi ed to P(avg)Q(tot), 
by defi ning P(avg) as:

  

P (avg) =
p(i,d )qp(i,d )

i=1

24∑d =1

D∑
q(i,d )

i=1

24∑d =1

D∑
.

Despite this attempt to allocate monthly consumption across the hours of 
the month, in the end the consumer faces the same wholesale energy price, 
P(avg), for each KWh consumed during the month. If  a customer main-
tained the same total monthly consumption but shifted it from hours with 
very high wholesale prices to those with low wholesale prices, the customer’s 
bill would be unchanged.

Without the ability to record a customer’s consumption on an hourly basis 
it is impossible to implement a pricing scheme that allows the customer to 
realize the full benefi ts of shifting his consumption from high- priced hours 
to low- priced hours. In a wholesale market the divergence between P(avg) 
and the actual hourly wholesale price can be enormous. For example, during 
the year 2000 in California, P(avg) was equal to approximately 6 cents/ KWh 
despite the fact that the price paid for electricity often exceeded 75 cents/ 
KWh and was as high as $3.50/ KWh for a few transactions. By contrast, 
under the vertically integrated utility regime, the utility received the same 
price for supplying electricity that the fi nal customer paid for every KWh 
sold to that customer.

The installation of hourly meters would allow a customer to pay prices 
that refl ect hourly wholesale market conditions for its electricity consump-
tion during each hour. A customer facing an hourly wholesale price of 
$3.50/ KWh for any consumption in that hour in excess of his forward market 
purchases would have a very strong incentive to cut back during that hour. 
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This incentive extends to reductions in consumption below this customer’s 
forward market purchases, because any energy not consumed below this for-
ward contract quantity is sold at the short- term market price of $3.50/ KWh.

The importance of recording consumption on an hourly basis for all cus-
tomers can be best understood by recognizing that a 1 MWh reduction 
in electricity consumption is equivalent to a 1 MWh increase in electricity 
production, assuming that both the 1 MWh demand decrease and 1 MWh 
supply increase are provided with the same response time and at the same 
location in the transmission grid. Because these two products are identical, 
in a world with no regulatory barriers to active demand side participation, 
arbitrage should force the prices paid for both products to be equal.

Virtually all customers in the United States with hourly meters still have 
the option to purchase all of their electricity at a retail price that does not 
vary with hourly system conditions. All customers without hourly meters 
have this same option. The supply- side analogue to this option to purchase 
as much electricity as the customer wants at a fi xed price is not available to 
generation unit owners. The default price a generation unit owner faces is 
the real- time wholesale price. If  the supplier would like to receive a different 
price for its output, then it must sign a hedging arrangement with another 
market participant. To provide incentives for fi nal consumers to manage 
wholesale price risk, they must also pay a default wholesale price equal to 
the real- time wholesale price. No consumer needs to pay this real- time price. 
If  the consumer would like to pay a different price then it must sign a hedg-
ing arrangement with another market participant. Wolak (2013) presents 
a simple model that shows if  fi nal consumers have the option to purchase 
as much as they want at a fi xed retail price, this can destroy their incentive 
to manage their real- time price risk through altering their consumption in 
response to short- term prices.

To justify the existence of the option for consumers to purchase all of 
their consumption at a fi xed price, state regulators will make the argument 
that customers must be protected from volatile short- term wholesale prices. 
However, this logic falls prey to the following economic reality: over the 
course of the year the total amount of revenues recovered from retail con-
sumers after transmission, distribution, and retailing charges have been 
subtracted must be sufficient to pay total wholesale energy purchase costs 
over that year. If  this constraint is violated the retailer will earn a loss or be 
forced into bankruptcy unless some other entity makes up the difference. 
Consequently, consumers are not shielded from paying volatile wholesale 
prices. They are simply prevented from reducing their annual electricity bill 
by reducing their consumption during the hours when wholesale prices are 
high and increasing their consumption when wholesale prices are low.

A number of  observers complain that retail competition provides few 
benefi ts to fi nal consumers and does little to increase the competitiveness of 
wholesale market outcomes. Joskow (2000b) provides an extremely persua-
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sive argument for this position. If  retail competition is introduced without 
hourly metering and with a fi xed retail price, then it is extremely difficult to 
refute his argument.

The logic for this view follows. Competition among fi rms occurs because 
one fi rm believes that it can better serve the needs of consumers than fi rms 
currently in the industry. These fi rms succeed either by offering an existing 
product at a lower cost or by offering a new product that serves a previ-
ously unmet consumer need. Consider the case of electricity retailing with-
out hourly meters. The only information each retailer has is the customer’s 
monthly consumption of  electricity and some demographic characteris-
tics that might be useful for predicting its monthly load shape, the q(i, d ) 
described earlier. The dominant methodology for introducing retail com-
petition is load- profi le billing to the retailer for the hourly wholesale energy 
purchases necessary to serve each customer’s monthly demand. This scheme 
implies that all competitive retailers receive the same monthly wholesale 
energy payment (for the wholesale electricity it allows the incumbent retailer 
to avoid purchasing on this customer’s behalf) for each customer of a given 
type that they serve. Customer types are distinguished by a representative 
load shape and monthly consumption level.

Under this mechanism, competitors attract customers from the incum-
bent retailer by offering an average price for energy each month, P(avg) 
defi ned earlier, that is below the value offered by other retailers. The inability 
to measure this customer’s consumption on an hourly basis implies that 
competition between electricity retailers takes place on a single dimension, 
the monthly average price they offer to the consumer. The opportunities for 
retailers to exploit competitive advantages relative to other retailers under 
this mechanism are severely limited. Moreover, this mechanism for retail 
competition also always requires asymmetric treatment of the incumbent 
retailer relative to other competitive retailers. Finally, the state PUC must 
also continue to have an active role in this process because it must approve 
the representative load shapes used to compute P(avg) for each customer 
class.

With hourly metering and a default price that passes through the hourly 
wholesale price, retail competition has the greatest opportunity to provide 
tangible economic benefi ts. Competition to attract customers can now take 
place along as many as 744 dimensions, the maximum number of hours pos-
sible in one month. A retailer can offer a customer as many as 744 different 
prices for a monthly period. Producers can offer an enormous variety of 
nonlinear pricing plans that depend on functions of  the customer’s con-
sumption in these 744 hours. Retailers can now specialize in serving certain 
load shapes or offering certain pricing plans as their way to achieve a com-
petitive advantage over other retailers.

Hourly meters allow retailers to use retail pricing plans to match their 
retail load obligations to their hourly pattern of  electricity purchases. 
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Rather than having to buy a predetermined load shape in the wholesale mar-
ket, retailers can instead buy a less expensive load shape and use their retail 
pricing plan to offer signifi cantly lower prices in some hours and signifi -
cantly higher prices in other hours to cause their retail customers to match 
this load shape yet achieve a lower average monthly retail electricity bill. 
This is possible because the retailer is able to pass on the lower cost of  its 
wholesale energy purchases in the average hourly retail prices it charges the 
consumer.

4.8 Explaining the US Experience with Electricity Industry Restructuring

This section uses the results of the previous four sections to diagnose the 
underlying causes of the performance of restructured wholesale markets 
relative to the former vertically integrated utility regime in the United States. 
This experience is compared to that of  a number of other industrialized 
countries to better understand whether improvements in market perfor-
mance in the restructured regime are possible in the United States, or if  
industry restructuring in the United States is doomed to be an extremely 
expensive experiment.

4.8.1 Federal versus State Regulatory Confl ict

Rather than coordinating wholesale and retail market policies to benefi t 
wholesale market performance, almost the opposite has happened in the 
United States. State PUCs have designed retail market policies that attempt 
to maintain regulatory authority over the electricity supply industries in 
their state as FERC’s authority grows. Retail market policies consistent 
with fostering a competitive wholesale market may appear to state PUCs 
as giving up regulatory authority. For example, making the default rate all 
retail customers pay equal to the real- time price appears to be giving up on 
the state PUC’s ability to protect consumers from volatile wholesale prices. 
Introducing retail competition also appears to be giving up the state PUC’s 
authority to set retail prices. The vertically integrated, regulated- monopoly 
regime in the United States limited opportunities for confl icts between state 
and federal regulators. As noted earlier, this regime involved few short- term 
interstate wholesale market transactions. State regulators also had a domi-
nant role in the transmission and generation capacity planning decisions of 
the investor- owned utilities they regulated.

As discussed earlier, the Federal Power Act requires that FERC set “just 
and reasonable” wholesale electricity prices. The following passage from the 
Federal Power Act clarifi es the wide- ranging authority FERC has to fulfi ll 
its mandate.

Whenever the Commission, after a hearing had up its own motion or 
upon complaint, shall fi nd that any rate, charge, or classifi cation, demand, 
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observed, charged or collected by any public utility for transmission or 
sale subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission, or that any rule, regu-
lation, practice, or contract affected such rate, charge, or classifi cation is 
unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or preferential, the Com-
mission shall determine the just and reasonable rate, charge, classifi cation 
rule, rule, regulation, practice or contract to be thereafter observed and in 
force, and shall fi x the same by order. (Federal Power Act, 16 USC § 824e, 
available at http:// www .law.cornell .edu/ uscode/ text/ 16/ 824e)

Historically, just and reasonable prices are those that recover all prudently 
incurred production costs, including a return on capital invested.

For more than sixty years FERC implemented its obligations to set just 
and reasonable rates under the Federal Power Act by regulating wholesale 
market prices. During the 1990s, based on the belief  that if  appropriate cri-
teria were met, “market- based rates” could produce lower prices and a more 
efficient electric power system, FERC changed its policy. It began to allow 
suppliers to sell wholesale electricity at market- based rates but, consistent 
with FERC’s continuing responsibilities under the Federal Power Act, only 
if  the suppliers could demonstrate that the resulting prices would be just 
and reasonable. Generally, FERC allowed suppliers to sell at market- based 
rates if  they met a set of specifi c criteria, including a demonstration that the 
relevant markets would be characterized by effective competition. FERC 
retains this responsibility when a state decides to introduce a competitive 
wholesale electricity market. In particular, once FERC has granted suppliers 
market- based pricing authority it has an ongoing statutory responsibility to 
ensure that these market prices are just and reasonable.

The history of  federal oversight of  wholesale electricity transactions 
just described demonstrates that FERC has a very different perspective on 
the role of competitive wholesale markets than state PUCs or state policy-
makers. This difference is due in large part to the pressures put on FERC 
by the entities that it regulates versus the pressures put on state PUCs and 
policymakers by the entities they regulate. The merchant power producing 
sector has been very supportive of FERC’s goal of promoting wholesale 
markets. These companies have taken part in a number of lawsuits and leg-
islative efforts to expand the scope of federal jurisdiction over the electricity 
supply industry.

In contrast, state PUCs face a very different set of incentives and con-
straints. First, for more than fi fty years, state PUCs have set the retail price of 
electricity and managed the process of determining the magnitude and fuel 
mix of new generation investments by the investor- owned utilities within 
their boundaries. This paternal relationship between the PUC and the fi rms 
that it regulates can make it extremely difficult to implement the physical 
and regulatory infrastructure necessary for a successful wholesale market.

Neither the state PUC nor the incumbent investor- owned utility benefi ts 
from the introduction of wholesale competition. The state PUC loses the 
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ability to set retail electricity prices and the investor- owned utility faces 
the prospect of losing customers to competitive retailers. It is difficult to 
imagine a state regulator or policymaker voluntarily giving up the authority 
to set retail prices that can benefi t certain customer classes and harm other 
customer classes. Because every citizen of a state consumes some electric-
ity, the price- setting process can be an irresistibly tempting opportunity 
for regulators and state policymakers to pursue social goals in the name of 
industry regulation.

The introduction of wholesale competition can also limit the scope for 
the PUC and state policymakers to determine the magnitude and fuel mix 
of  new generating capacity investments. Different from the former regu-
lated regime where the PUC and state government played a major role in 
determining both the magnitude of new capacity investments and the input 
fuel for this new investment, in the wholesale market regime, this decision is 
typically made by independent, nonutility power producers.

For these reasons, the expansion of wholesale competition and the crea-
tion of the retail infrastructure necessary to support it directly confl ict with 
many of the goals of the state PUCs and incumbent investor- owned utilities. 
Because it is a former monopolist, the incumbent investor- owned utility 
only stands to lose retail customers as a result of  the implementation of 
effective retail competition. It is usually among the largest employers in the 
state, so it is often able to exert infl uence over the state- level regulatory pro-
cess to protect its fi nancial interests. Because the state PUC loses much of 
its ability to control the destiny of the electricity supply industry within its 
boundaries when wholesale and retail competition is introduced, the incum-
bent investor- owned utility may fi nd a very sympathetic ear to arguments 
against adopting the retail market infrastructure necessary to support a 
wholesale market that benefi ts fi nal consumers.

FERC’s statutory responsibility to take actions to set just and reasonable 
wholesale rates provides state PUCs with the opportunity to appear to fulfi ll 
their statutory mandate to protect consumers from unjust prices, yet at the 
same time serve the interests of their incumbent investor- owned utilities. 
The state can appease the incumbent investor- owned utility’s desire to delay 
or prohibit retail competition by relying on FERC to protect consumers 
from unjust and unreasonable wholesale prices though regulatory interven-
tions such as price caps or bid caps on the wholesale market. However, as the 
events of May 2000 to May 2001 in California have emphasized, markets do 
not always set just and reasonable rates, and FERC’s conception of policies 
that protect consumers from unjust and unreasonable prices may be very 
different from those the state PUC and other state policymakers would like 
FERC to implement.

The lesson from California is that once a state introduces a wholesale 
market with a signifi cant merchant generation segment—generation owners 
with no regulated retail load obligations—it gives up the ability to control 
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retail prices. As discussed earlier, California divested virtually all of its fossil- 
fuel generation capacity to fi ve merchant suppliers with no vesting con-
tracts. This is in sharp contrast to the experience of the eastern US wholesale 
markets in PJM, New England, and New York, which were formed from 
tight power pools.11 Typically the vertically integrated utilities retained a 
substantial amount, if  not all, of their generation capacity in the wholesale 
market regime. Those that were required to sell generation capacity did so 
with vesting contracts that allowed the selling utility to purchase energy 
from the new owner of the generation unit under long- duration fi xed- price 
forward contracts. As a consequence of these decisions, the eastern ISOs 
began with very few generation owners with substantial net long positions in 
the wholesale market relative to their retail load obligations. Consequently, 
suppliers in these markets had less of an ability and incentive to exercise 
unilateral market power at all load levels, relative to California, where virtu-
ally all of the output of the nonutility generation sector was purchased in 
the short- term market.

4.8.2  Long History of Regulating Privately Owned 
Vertically Integrated Monopolies

Another reason for the different experience of the United States relative to 
virtually all other countries in the world is the different starting points of the 
restructuring process in the United States versus other industrialized coun-
tries. Before restructuring in the United States, there had been over seventy 
years of state- level regulatory oversight of privately owned vertically inte-
grated monopolies. Once regulated retail prices are set, a profi t- maximizing 
utility wants to minimize the total costs of meeting this demand. This com-
bination of state- level regulation with signifi cant time lags between price- 
setting processes for privately owned profi t- maximizing utilities is likely to 
have squeezed out much of  the productive inefficiencies in the vertically 
integrated utility’s operations. Because the three eastern US markets started 
as tight power pools, it is also likely that this same mechanism operated to 
squeeze out many of the productive inefficiencies in the joint operation of 
the transmission network and generation units of the vertically integrated 
utilities that were members of the power pool.

By contrast, wholesale markets in other industrialized countries such as 
England, Wales, Australia, Spain, New Zealand, and the Nordic countries 
were formed from government- owned national or regional monopolies. As 
discussed earlier state- owned companies have signifi cantly less incentive 
to minimize production costs than do privately owned, profi t- maximizing 
companies facing output price regulation. These state- owned companies 

11. In the former vertically integrated regime, a power pool is a collection of  vertically 
integrated utilities that decide to “pool” their generation resources to be dispatched by a single 
system operator to serve their joint demand.
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are often faced with political pressures to pursue other objectives besides 
least- cost supply of electricity to fi nal consumers. They are often used to 
distribute political patronage in the form of construction projects or jobs 
within the company or to provide jobs in certain regions of the country. 
Consequently, the productive inefficiencies before restructuring were likely 
to be far greater in the electricity supply industries in these countries or 
regions than in the United States.

Consequently, one explanation for the superior performance of  the 
restructured industries in these countries relative to the former vertically 
integrated utility regime in the United States is that the potential benefi ts 
from restructuring were far greater in these countries, because there were 
more productive inefficiencies in the industries in these countries to begin 
with. In this sense, the performance of restructured markets in the United 
States is the result of  the combination of a relatively effective regulatory 
process and private ownership of the utilities. This logic raises the important 
question of whether the major source of benefi ts from restructuring in many 
of  these industrialized countries is due to privatization of  former state- 
owned utilities or the formation of a formal wholesale electricity market.

4.8.3  Increasing Amount of Intervention in 
Short- Term Energy Markets

Partially in response to the aftermath of  the California electricity cri-
sis, many aspects of wholesale markets in the United States have evolved 
to become very inefficient forms of  cost- of-service regulation. One such 
mechanism that has become increasingly popular with FERC is the auto-
matic mitigation procedure (AMP), which is designed to limit the ability of 
suppliers to exercise unilateral market power in the short- term market. Bid 
adders for mitigated generation units are another FERC- mandated source 
of market inefficiencies.

The AMP mechanism uses a two- step procedure to determine whether 
to mitigate a generation unit. First, all generation unit owners have a refer-
ence price, typically based on accepted bids during what are determined by 
FERC to be competitive market conditions. If  a supplier’s bids are in excess 
of this reference price by some preset limit—for example, $100/ MWh or 
100 percent of the reference level—then this supplier violates the conduct 
test. Second, if  this supplier’s bid moves the market price by some preset 
amount, for example, $50/ MWh, then this bid is said to violate the impact 
test. A supplier’s bid will be mitigated to its reference level if  it violates the 
conduct and impact test. All FERC- jurisdictional ISOs except PJM have 
an AMP mechanism in place.

Because the reference prices in the AMP mechanism are set based on the 
average of past accepted bids, there is a strong incentive for what has been 
called “reference price creep” to occur. Accepted low bids can reduce a unit’s 
reference price, which then limits the ability of the owner to bid high dur-
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ing system conditions when it is able to move the market price through its 
unilateral actions. Consequently, this cost to bidding low during competitive 
conditions implies that the AMP mechanism may introduce more market 
inefficiencies than it eliminates, particularly in a market with a relatively low 
bid cap on the short- term energy market. Off- peak prices are higher than 
they would be in the absence of the AMP mechanism and average on- peak 
prices are not reduced sufficiently by the AMP mechanism to overcome these 
higher than average prices during the off- peak hours.

The use of bid adders that enter into the day- ahead and real- time price- 
setting process have become increasingly favored by FERC as a way to 
ensure that generation units mitigated by an AMP mechanism or local mar-
ket power mitigation mechanism earn sufficient revenues to remain fi nan-
cially viable. Before discussing the impact of these bid adders, it is useful 
to consider the goal of  a market power mitigation mechanism, which is 
to produce locational prices that accurately refl ect the incremental cost of 
withdrawing power at all locations in the network. Prices that satisfy this 
condition are produced by effective competition. An efficient price should 
refl ect the incremental cost to the system of additional consumption at that 
location in the transmission network. A price that is above the short- term 
incremental cost of supplying electricity is inefficient because it can deter 
consumption with a value greater than the cost of production, but below the 
price. Setting price equal to the marginal willingness of demand to curtail 
is economically efficient only if  pricing at the variable cost of the highest 
cost unit operating would create an excess demand for electricity. When a 
generation unit owner bids above the unit’s incremental cost, other, more 
expensive units may be chosen to supply in the unit’s place.

Therefore, the goal of local market power mitigation is to induce an offer 
price from a generation unit with local market power equal to the one that 
would obtain if  that unit faced sufficient competition. A unit that faces 
substantial competition would offer a price equal to its variable cost of sup-
plying additional energy. When the LMPM mechanism is triggered, the offer 
price of that unit is set to a regulated level. By the abovementioned logic, 
this regulated level should be equal to the ISO’s best estimate of the unit’s 
variable cost of supplying energy.

Although bid mitigation controls the extent to which offer prices deviate 
from incremental costs, bid adders, by adding a substantial $/ MWh amount 
to the ISO’s best estimate of the unit’s minimum variable cost of operating, 
biases the offer price upwards to guarantee that mitigated offer prices will 
be noticeably higher than those from units facing substantial competition. 
Typically these bid adders are set at 10 percent of the unit’s estimated vari-
able cost. For units that are frequently mitigated, in terms of the fraction 
of their run hours, these bid adders can be extremely large, on the order of 
$40/ MWh to $60/ MWh in some ISOs, which can produce an offer price that 
is more than double the average wholesale price in many markets.
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A bid adder known to be larger than the generation unit’s minimum vari-
able cost contradicts the primary goal of the market design process. Genera-
tion units that face sufficient competition will set an offer price close to their 
minimum variable cost. Combining these offers with mitigated offers set sig-
nifi cantly above their minimum variable cost of supplying energy will result 
in units facing signifi cant competition being overused. One might think that 
a 10 percent adder is relatively small, but it is important to emphasize that if  
a 100 MW generation unit is operating 2,000 hours per year with a 10 percent 
adder on top of a variable cost estimate of $50/ MWh, this implies annual 
payments in excess of these variable costs of $1 million to that generation 
unit owner. In addition, this mitigated bid level will set higher prices for units 
located near this generation unit, further increasing the costs to consumers.

Frequently mitigated generation units are providing a regulated service, 
and for that reason should be guaranteed recovery of all prudently incurred 
costs. But cost recovery need not distort market prices in periods or at loca-
tions where there is no other justifi cation for them to rise above incremental 
costs. Consider a mitigated unit with a $60/ MWh incremental cost and a 
$40/ MWh adder that is applied in an hour of ample supply. The market 
will be telling suppliers with costs less than $100/ MWh that they are needed 
and telling demand with a value of electricity less than $100/ MWh to shut 
down. Neither outcome is desirable. FERC has articulated the belief  that 
it is appropriate that some portion of the fi xed costs of mitigated units be 
allowed to set market prices. In other words, such units should not just be al-
lowed to recover their fi xed costs for themselves, but those costs should be 
refl ected in the prices earned by other nonmitigated units.

FERC is essentially arguing that short- term prices should be set at long- 
run average cost. There are two problems with this view. The fi rst is that the 
FERC would set prices to recover at least long- run average cost during all 
hours the unit operates. In a competitive market, high prices during certain 
periods would offset prices at incremental costs during the majority of hours 
with abundant supply. The average of all these resulting prices would trend 
toward long- run average cost. The adder approach sets the economically 
inefficient price all of the time, which implies higher than necessary whole-
sale energy costs to consumers.

4.8.4 Transmission Network Ill Suited for Wholesale Market

The legacy of  state ownership in other industrialized countries versus 
private ownership with effective state- level regulation in the United States 
implies that these industrialized countries began the restructuring process 
with signifi cantly more transmission capacity than did the US investor- 
owned utilities. In addition, the transmission assets of the former govern-
ment monopoly were usually sold off as a single transmission network owner 
for the entire country, rather than maintained as separate but interconnected 
transmission networks owned by the former utilities, as is the case in the US 
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wholesale markets. Both of these factors argue in favor of the view that ini-
tial conditions in the transmission network in these industrialized countries 
were signifi cantly more likely to have an economically reliable transmission 
network for the wholesale market regime than the transmission networks 
in the United States.

4.8.5 Too Many Carrots, Too Few Sticks

There are two ways to make fi rms do what the regulator wants them to 
do: (1) pay them money for doing it, or (2) pay them less money for not 
doing it. Much of the regulatory oversight at FERC has used the former 
solution, which implies that consumers are less likely to see benefi ts from a 
wholesale market.

A potential consumer benefi t from a wholesale market is that all invest-
ments, no matter how prudent they initially seem, are not guaranteed full 
cost recovery. Generation unit investments that turn out not to be needed 
to meet demand do not receive full cost recovery. As is the case in other 
markets, investors in these assets should bear the full cost of their “mistake,” 
particularly if  they also expect to receive all of the benefi ts associated with 
constructing new capacity when it is actually needed to meet demand. This 
investment “mistake” should be confi ned to the investor that decided to 
build the plant, not shared with all electricity consumers. Even if  the entity 
that constructed the generation unit goes bankrupt, the generating facility is 
very unlikely to exit the market. Instead, a new owner will be able to purchase 
the facility at less than the initial construction cost, refl ecting the fact that 
this new generation capacity is not needed at that time. The unit will still be 
available to supply electricity consumers—the original owner just will not 
be the entity earning those revenues. The new owner is likely to continue to 
operate the unit, but with a signifi cantly lower revenue requirement than the 
original investor, because of the lower purchase cost. By allowing investors 
who invest in new generation capacity at what turns out to be the “wrong 
time” to bear the cost of these decisions, consumers will have a greater likeli-
hood of benefi tting from wholesale competition.

A second way that FERC implicitly ends up paying suppliers more money 
to do what it wants is the result of FERC’s reliance on voluntary settlements 
among market participants. As mentioned earlier, historically wholesale 
price regulation at FERC largely amounted to approving terms and condi-
tions negotiated under state- level regulatory oversight. FERC appears to 
have drawn the mistaken impression from this that voluntary negotiation 
can be used to set regulated terms and conditions. One way to characterize 
effective regulation is by making fi rms do things they are able to do, but 
do not want to do. For example, the fi rm may be able to cover its produc-
tion costs at a lower output price, but it has little interest in doing so if  this 
requires greater effort from its management. Asking parties to determine 
the appropriate price that suppliers can charge retailers for wholesale power 
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through a consensus among the parties present is bound to result in the party 
that is excluded from this process—fi nal consumers—paying more. In order 
for consumers to have a chance of benefi tting from wholesale competition, 
FERC must recognize this basic tenet of consensus solutions, and protect 
consumers from unjust and unreasonable prices.

4.9 Positive Signs of Future Economic Benefi ts

There are three encouraging signs for the realization of future consumer 
benefi ts from restructuring in the United States. The implementation of 
nodal pricing and the convergence bidding appears to have produced tan-
gible economic benefi ts, and the widespread deployment of interval meters 
opens the door to more active participation of fi nal consumers in wholesale 
electricity markets.

4.9.1 Nodal Pricing

Multisettlement nodal- pricing markets have been adopted by all US juris-
dictions with a formal short- term electricity market. This approach to set-
ting short- term prices for energy and ancillary services explicitly recognizes 
the confi guration of the transmission network and all relevant operating 
constraints on the transmission network and for generation units in setting 
locational prices. Generation unit owners and load serving entities submit 
their location- specifi c willingness to supply energy and willingness to pur-
chase energy to the wholesale market operator, but prices and dispatch levels 
for generation units at each location in the transmission network are deter-
mined by minimizing the as-bid costs of meeting demand at all locations in 
the transmission network subject to all network operating constraints. The 
nodal price at each location is the increase in the optimized value of this 
objective function as a result of a one unit increase in the amount of energy 
withdrawn at that location in the transmission network. Bohn, Caramanis, 
and Schweppe (1984) provide an accessible discussion of this approach to 
electricity pricing.

A multisettlement market means that a day- ahead forward market is fi rst 
run in advance of real- time system operation and this market results in fi rm 
fi nancial schedules for all generation units and loads for all 24 hours of the 
following day. For example, suppose that for 1 hour during the following 
day a generation unit owner sells 50 MWh in the day- ahead forward mar-
ket at $60/ MWh. It receives a guaranteed $3,000 in revenues from this sale. 
However, if  the generation unit owner fails to inject 50 MWh of energy into 
the grid during that hour of the following day, it must purchase the energy 
it fails to inject at the real- time price at that location. Suppose that the 
real- time price at that location is $70/ MWh and the generator only injects 
40/ MWh of energy during the hour in question. In this case, the unit owner 
must purchase the 10 MWh shortfall at $70/ MWh. Consequently, the net 
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revenues the generation unit owner earns from selling 50 MWh in the day- 
ahead market and only injecting 40/ MWh is $2,300, the $3,000 of revenues 
earned in the day- ahead market less the $700 paid for the 10 MWh real- time 
deviation from the unit’s day- ahead schedule.

If  a generation unit produces more output than its day- ahead schedule, 
then this incremental output is sold in the real- time market. For example, 
if  the unit produced 55 MWh, then the additional 5 MWh beyond the unit 
owner’s day- ahead schedule is sold at the real- time price. By the same logic, 
a load- serving entity that buys 100 MWh in the day- ahead market but only 
withdraws 90 MWh in real- time, sells the 10 MWh not consumed at the 
real- time price. Alternatively, if  the load- serving entity consumes 110 MWh, 
then the additional 10 MWh not purchased in the day- ahead market must 
be paid at the real- time price.

A multisettlement nodal- pricing market is ideally suited to the US context 
because it explicitly accounts for the confi guration on the actual transmis-
sion network in setting both day- ahead energy schedules and prices and 
real- time output levels and prices. This market design eliminates much of 
the need for ad hoc adjustments to generation unit output levels because 
of differences between the prices and schedules that the market mechanism 
sets and how the actual electricity network operates. Because all US markets 
started the restructuring process with signifi cantly less extensive transmis-
sion networks relative to their counterparts in other industrialized coun-
tries, the market efficiency gains associated with explicitly accounting for 
the actual confi guration of  the transmission network in setting dispatch 
levels and prices in the day- ahead and real- time markets are likely to be 
the largest in the United States. The more extensive transmission networks 
in other industrialized countries are likely to be more forgiving of market 
designs that do not account for all relevant network constraints in setting 
generation unit output levels and prices, because the frequency and inci-
dence that these constraints are active is much less than is typically the case 
in US wholesale markets.

Wolak (2011b) quantifi es the magnitude of the economic benefi ts asso-
ciated with the transition to nodal pricing from a zonal- pricing market, 
currently a popular market design outside of the United States. On April 1, 
2009 the California market transitioned to a multisettlement nodal pricing 
market design from a multisettlement zonal- pricing market. Wolak (2011b) 
compares the hourly conditional means of the total amount of input fossil 
fuel energy in BTUs, the total hourly variable cost of production from fossil 
fuel units, and the total hourly number of starts from fossil fuel units before 
versus after the implementation of nodal pricing, controlling nonparametri-
cally for the total of hourly output of the fossil fuel units in California and 
the daily prices of the major input fossil fuels. He fi nds that total hourly 
BTUs of energy consumed is 2.5 percent lower, the total hourly variable 
cost of production for fossil fuels units is 2.1 percent lower, and the total 
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number of hourly starts is 0.17 higher after the implementation of nodal 
pricing. This 2.1 percent cost reduction implies that a roughly $105 million 
reduction in the total annual variable costs of producing fossil fuel energy 
in California is associated with the introduction of nodal pricing.

4.9.2 Convergence or Virtual Bidding

The introduction of nodal pricing in California has also allowed the intro-
duction of virtual or convergence bidding at the nodal level. Virtual bidding 
is a purely fi nancial transaction that is aimed at reducing the divergence 
between day- ahead and real- time prices and improving the efficiency of 
system operation. A virtual incremental energy bid (or INC bid) expresses 
the desire to sell 1 MWh energy in the day- ahead market, with the corre-
sponding requirement to be a price taker at that same location for 1 MWh in 
the real- time market. A virtual decremental energy bid (or DEC bid) is the 
desire to sell 1 MWh of energy in the day- ahead market at a location, with 
the requirement to buy back that 1 MWh in the real- time market. A virtual 
bidder does not need to own any generation capacity or serve any load. 
Virtual bidders attempt to exploit systematic price differences between the 
day- ahead and real- time markets. For example, if  an energy trader believes 
that the day- ahead price will be higher than the real- time price at a loca-
tion, she should submit an INC bid at that location to sell energy at that 
location in the day- ahead market that is subsequently bought back at the 
real- time price. The profi t on this transaction is the difference between the 
day- ahead price and real- time price. These actions by energy traders will 
cause the price in the day- ahead market to fall and the price in the real- time 
market to rise, which reduces the expected deviation between the day- ahead 
and real- time prices.

Besides reducing expected differences in prices for the same product sold 
in the day- ahead versus real- time markets, convergence bidding is expected 
to increase the efficiency of the dispatch of generation units, because gen-
eration unit owners and load- serving entities will have less of an incentive 
to delay selling or buying their energy in the day- ahead market because 
they expect to secure a better price in the real- time market. Because of the 
actions of virtual bidders, suppliers and load- serving entities should have 
more confi dence that prices in the two markets will be equal on average, so 
that suppliers and load- serving entities will have no reason to deviate from 
their least- cost day- ahead scheduling actions to obtain a better price in the 
real- time market.

Jha and Wolak (2013) analyze the impact of the introduction of virtual 
bidding in the California ISO on February 1, 2011 on market outcomes using 
a similar framework to Wolak (2011b). They fi nd that that the average devia-
tion of between the day- ahead and real- time prices for the same hour of the 
day fell signifi cantly after the introduction of convergence bidding, which is 
consistent with the view that the introduction of virtual bidding reduced the 
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cost to energy traders of exploiting differences between day- ahead and real- 
time prices. The authors also fi nd that tangible market efficiency benefi ts 
from the introduction of virtual bidding. Specifi cally, the conditional means 
of total hourly fossil fuel energy consumed in BTUs is 2.8 percent lower, 
the total hourly variable cost of fossil fuel energy production is 2.6 percent 
lower, and total hourly starts are 0.6 higher after the introduction of virtual 
bidding. These conditional means control nonparametrically for the level of 
total hourly fossil fuel output, total hourly renewable energy output, and the 
daily prices of the major input fossil fuels. It is important to control for the 
total hourly renewable energy output in making this pre- versus postvirtual 
bidding implementation comparison because of the substantial increase in 
the amount of renewable generation capacity in the California ISO control 
area over the past three years.

4.9.3 Internal Metering Deployment and Dynamic Pricing

The third recent development in the United States is the widespread 
deployment interval metering technology. Over the past fi ve years, a number 
of state regulatory commissions have initiated processes to install interval 
meters for all customers under their jurisdictions. A number of  munici-
pal utilities have also implemented universal interval metering deployment 
plans. The widespread deployment of interval metering will allow retailers to 
implement dynamic pricing plans that can allow fi nal consumers to benefi t 
from active participation in the wholesale market.

Establishing hourly metering services as a regulated distribution service 
can also facilitate the development of vigorous retail competition, which 
should apply greater pressure for any wholesale costs reductions to be passed 
on the retail electricity consumers. However, as discussed in Wolak (2013), 
in most US states there are still considerable regulatory barriers to a vibrant 
retail competition and active participation of fi nal demand in the wholesale 
market, but at least with increasing deployment of interval meters, the major 
technological barrier has been eliminated.

4.10 Conclusion

It may be practically impossible to achieve the regulatory process in the 
United States necessary for restructuring to benefi t fi nal consumers relative 
to the former vertically integrated, regulated- monopoly regime. Wholesale 
and retail market policies must be extremely well matched in the restructured 
regime. Even in countries with the same entity regulating the wholesale and 
retail sides of the electricity supply industry, this is an extremely challenging 
task. For the United States, with the historically adversarial relationship 
between FERC and state PUCs, presents an almost impossible challenge 
that has only been made more challenging by how FERC is generally per-
ceived by state policymakers to have handled the California electricity crisis. 
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These relationships appear to have improved in recent years as a result of 
a number of changes at FERC, although there are still a number of impor-
tant areas with little common ground between FERC and many state PUCs 
concerning the best way forward with electricity industry restructuring. The 
latest area of signifi cant confl ict is the role of FERC versus state PUCs in 
determining long- term resource adequacy policies. The specifi c issue is the 
role of formal capacity markets versus other approaches to achieving this 
goal. Wolak (2013) discusses some of these issues.

FERC appears to be focusing its efforts on enhancing the efficiency of the 
existing wholesale markets in the Northeast, the Midwest, and California, 
rather than attempting to increase the number of  wholesale markets. As 
should be clear from the previous section, a signifi cant amount of outstand-
ing market design issues remain, and a number of them do not have clear- cut 
solutions, but both theoretical and empirical economic analysis can provide 
valuable input to crafting these solutions.
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